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F OR E W OR D  
This 1960-61 Directory of Tennessee Municipal Officials is the 
16th issue of the directory serieso It has been compiled, for the 
most part , from questionnaires sent to all c ities. Although every 
effort has been made to make the information for each city complete 
and correct ,  for 30 cities that did not return-the questionnaires 
it was necessary to rely upon latest information available in our 
files. 
To all city recorders and other officials who have contributed 
information we are deeply grateful. W i'thout the willing and prompt 
cooperation of these officials , publication of the directory would 
have been difficult , if not impossible . 
Comments and suggestions as to how future issues of the 
directory can be further improved will be appreciated. They may 
be sent to e ither of the following: 
Herbert J. Bingham 
Executive Secretary 
Tennessee Municipal League 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 




Box 8500, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 







w. Paul Crumley 
VICE PRESIDENTS 
Middle Tennessee 




L. D. Nowell 
Mayor, Humboldt 
City Manager, Elizabethton 




Mayor, Kno xville 




A. L. Todd, Jr. 
Mayor, Murfreesboro 
Frank Gray, Jr. 
Mayor, Franklin 
Sam Nailling 
Mayor, Union City 
Tom Hardy 
Mayor, Camden 
T. c. Chapman 
Mayor, Brownsville 








Howard R. Poston 










Herbert J. Bingham 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: ALpine 5-6416 
GUIDE TO USE OF THIS DIRECTORY 
After the name of each city is the county name, in parenth�;ses, in which the 
city is located. 'Next is a letter showing in which grand division of the state 
•·Q:j.;�··¥:l�a$"41 §ast, !1iddle, or !!_est. The figure following this. letter is 
the population (see third paragraph, this page). Next is the :f'J.ooa.l year ending; 
for example, "F ..Yr.5/31" means ,vhe fiscal year ends May 3l. There follows the 
date of the next election:j;for example, "Elec.5/6111 means the next electicn·will 
be in May 1961. The last entry on this line is the telephone number of the city 
hall or office. 
On the second line is shown the time and place of the r!leetings of ·the govern­
ing body. On the third ;Line is shown any closing of city offices (other than the 
usua;L Saturday afternoon and Sunday). Th:l.n information was not. obtainable ·for 
some cities. 
Population data are presented on the following two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and. on the otheI' in d.escending order according to population. These 
population figures are as of July 1, 1960, as used by the State of' Tennessee for 
distributing State-shared taxes. The next page lists c i t.ies by cotlnties under the 
thfee grand divis;i.ons qf the state·. 
Ml.Ulicipal elections in Tennessee are held throughout the year, and changes 
are therefore constantly occurring. Changes are announced each month in Tennessee 
Town & City magazine, the official magazine of the Tennessee Municipal League. 
TBe magazine is sent tree to municipal officials; others desiring to subscribe may 






























Civil Defense Director 
Commissioner of Education 
Commissioner of Fire 
Commissioner of Finance 
Commissioner of Health 
Commissioner of Police 




Chief of Police 
City Recorder 
' Director of Fir..al:l.ce 
Director of Housing Authority 
Director Qf Public Safety 
Director of Public Works 
Director of Planning & Zon�.ng 
Electric System Manager 
City Engineer 
Fire Chief 































A.ssistc'..nt Ci tY Manager 
Pu::.�c has i!'lg Agcn t 
Power Board Chairman 
Planning Comm:i.ssion Chm. 
Plumbing ::Lnspeetor 
Recrea.tion Director 
City School Superintendent 
Superintendent of Gas System 
Superintendent of Parks 
Superintendent of Streets 
Supt. of Sewa5e Plant 
Supt. of Utilities 
Supt. of Water Works 
Ta.x Assessor 
City �L'reasu:cer 
Utilities Board Chairman 
Vice Mayor 
Water Board Chairman 
POPULATIONS OF TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
Final 1960 Federal decennial census results, 


















Beersheba Sp�ings 577 
Bell Buckle 318 




Bethel Springs 533 
.. Big Sangy 492 







Bulls Gap 682 
Burns 386 
Byrdstown 613 






















Cottage Grove 130 
Covington 5,298 
Cowan 1,979 
Crossville 4,668 . 
Cumberland City 311J. 
Cumberland Gap 291 
Dandridge 829 
Dayton 3,500 
Dec a tux. 681 
Decaturville 57],. 
Dec he-rd 1, 70�-
Denmark 58 









































Halls _ 1:,890 
Harriman 5:,931 




Hickory Valley 179 
Hohenwald 2,194 






Jackson >'t,:?-rb �:3-ra4.9- , 
Jamestown 1,727 
Jasper 1.�l.�50 
Jefferson City 4,550 
Jellicb 2,210 









Lake City 1,914 
Lawrenceburg 8,042 
Lebanon 10,,512 





































MOunt I?leasant 2,921 
Mountai.n city 1,379 
Mrinford 1,014 
Murfreesboro 18,991 
Na&hville 170 ,$74·. 
New.Johnsonville 559 






Oak Hill 4',lt-90 













Pleasant Hill ��ortland � 


















Red Bank-White Oak 101777 
Red Boiling Springs 597 




























South Fulton 2,512 
South Pittsburg 4,130 
Sparta 4�510 
*Incorporated December 3, 1960 b��·t-·-) 
� \\ , ,  �1>\°tt.oo 
@ )\ .. �- 't, \ '\ 6' 
Spencer 870 
Spring City l,800 
Spring Hill . -689 
Springfield 9,221 
St. Joseph 547 
Stanton· 458 
Surgoinsville IJ /:SZ. ·� 
Sweetwater 4:,145 
Tazewell 1,264 
Tell1co Plains 794 
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POPULATIONS OF TEN!\TESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
as used for distributing State-shared taxes,  1960-61, 
until final 1960 Federal decennial census results are announced 
Adair 102 C linton 4,259 Garland 157 
Adamsville 1, 155 Coalmont 651 Gates 27�;)" 
Alamo 1,703 Collierville 1,643 Gatlinburg 1,803 
Alcoa 6,365 Collinwood 694 Germantown, 905 
Alexandria 387 Columbia . . 18,327 Gibson 308 
Algood 729 Cookeville 7, 414 Gleason 1,063 
Altamont 594 Copperhill 924 Goodlettsville 3,059 
Ardmore 157 Cornersville 358 Gordonsville 304 
Arlington 463 Cottage Grove 126 Grand Junction 477 
Ashland City l,040 Covington 4,884 Graysville 820 
Athens ll, 699 Cowan 1,835 Greenback 361 
Atoka 339 c·rossville 4 , 699 Greenbrier 1 , 160 
Atwood 573 Cumberland City 321 Greeneville ll, 928 
Auburntown 310 Cumberland Gap 403 Greenfield 1,879 
Baileyton 224 Dandridge 690 Halls 1, 808 
Bartlett 511 Dayton 3 , 305 Harriman 6,389 
Baxter 861 Decatur 714 Hartsville 1, 810 
Beersheba Springs 505 Decaturville 514· Henderson 2, 532 
Bell Buckle 468 Decherd 1,435 Henning 493 
Belle Meade 2,831 Denmark 69 Henry 200 
Bells 1,225 Dickson 4 , 685 Hickory Valley 160 
Benton 734 Dover 733 Hohenwald 2,049 
Berry Hill 1 , 560 Dowelltown 262 Hollow Rock 603 
Bethel Springs 623 Dresden 1 , 509 Hornbeak 309 
Big Sandy 621 Ducktown 1,008 Hornsby 280 
Blurt; City 1,074 Dunlap 873 Humboldt 7 , 996 
Bolivar 3,230 Dupontonia 1,911 Huntingdon 2,043 
Bradford 823 Dyer 1,864 Huntland 353 
Brighton 524 Dyersburg 12,063 Jackson 34, 783 
Bristol 18, 955 Eagleville 378 Jamestown 2, 115 
Brownsville 5, 358 East Ridge 18 ,387 Jasper 1 , 440 
Bruceton 1 , 204 Elizabethton 10,754 Jefferson City 4 , 505 
Bulls Gap 734 Elkton 168 Jellico 2, 602 
Burns 421 Englewood 1, 545 Johnson City 31, 678 
Byrdstown 567 Enville 290 Jonesboro 1,126 
,. Camden 2 , 523 Erin 1, 242 Kenton 899 
Carthage 2,044 Erwin 3 , 387 Kingsport 24, 540 
Celina ' 1 , 300 Estd.11 Springs 496 Kingston 2, 195 
Centertown 195 Etowah 3,261 Knoxville 124,769 
Centerville 1 , 953 Fairview 1,008 Lfl,fayette 1 , 526 
Chapel Hill 603 Fayetteville 6,283 La.Follette 7,067 
Charleston 771 Forest Hills 1,802 LaGrange 241 
Charlotte 642 Franklin 5,475 Lake C:tty 1, 827 
Chattanooga 142, 976 Friendship 452 Lawrenceburg 8 ,oa1� 
Church Hill 755 Friendsville 569 Lebanon 9, 238 
Clarksville 21, 425 Gadsden 255 Lenoir City 5 , 159 
Cleveland 16, 450 Gainesboro 992 Lewisburg 6, 127 
Clifton 818 Gallatin 7 , 643 Lexington 3, , 566 
Liberty 
Linden 
. . Livingston 





























































































1,847 Oliver Springs 1,089 Spring City 
On�ida 2,524 Spring Hill 695 
Orme 230 Springfield 8,675 
Palmer 1,083 Sto Joseph 574 
Paris 9,164 Stanton 503 
Parrottsville 115 Surgoinsville 1,117 
1,724 4,199 Parsons Sweetwater 
Petersburg 497 Tazewell 1,211 
Pikeville 882 Tellico Plains 833 
Pleasant Hill 152 Tennessee Ridge 325 
Portland 2,140 Tiptonville 1,953 
Pulaski 5,762 Toone 231 
328 Puryear 430 Townsend 
Ramer 354 Tracy City 1,452 
Red Bank=White Oak 10,192 Trenton 4 242 ' 
Red Boiling Springs 618 Trezevant 765 
Richard City 300 Trimble 674 
Ridgely 1,504 Troy 593 
337 :. · lf'y,llahoma 11,618 Ridgeside 
Ridgetop 354: .. ;'fu.sculum 707 
R!hpley 3,318 Union City 7,665 
Rives 413 Vanleer 243 
Rockwood 4,885 Viola 223 
Rogersville 2,916 Wartrace 545 
Rossville 175 Waterto-wn 933 
Rutherford 1,053 Waverly 2,959 
Rutledge 839 Waynesboro 1,147 
Saltillo 406 Westmoreland 1,,080 
Samburg 378 White Bluff 506 
Sardis 299 White Pine 1,043 
794 13aulsbury 143 Whiteville 
. Savannah 4,226 Whitwell 1,912 
Scotts Hill 299 Winchester 4,640 












South Fulton 2,239 
South Pittsburg 4,047 
Sparta 4,662 
Spencer 721 
TENNESSEE CITIES DY POPULATION RANK 
as used for distributing State-shared taxes, 1960-61 
until final 1960 Federal decennfal census results are annoW1ced 
Memphis 488,550 Sparta 4,662 Cowan 1,835 
Nashville 176,170 Winchester 4,640 Lake City 1,827 
l�, 534 1,810 Chattanooga 142,976 Martin Hartsville 
Knoxville 124, 769 Jefferson City 4,505 Newbern 1,809 , 
Jackson 34,783 Oak Hill 4,360 Halls 1,808 
Johnson City 31,678 Clinton l� ,259 Gatlinburg. 1,803 
Oak Ridge 27,387 Trenton 4,242 Forest Hills 1,802 
Kingsport 21� ,540 Savannah 4,226 Somerville 1,760 
Clarksville 21,425 Sweetwater 4,199 Selmer 1 , 759 
Bristol lff,955 South Pittsburg 4,047 Parsons 1,724 
Ea.st Ridge 18,387 Manchester 3,845 Madisonville 1/(17 
Columbia 18,327 McKenzie 3 '771� Alamo 1,703 
Murfreesboro 17,472 Loudon 3,567 Lookout Mountain i·,675 
Morristown 17,161 Lexington 3,566 Colli.erville 1,643 
Cleveland 16,450 Smyrna 3,486 Berry Hill 1,560 
Dyersburg 12,063 Erwin 3,387 Woodbury 1,558 
Greeneville ll,928 . Ripley 3,318 Englewood 1, 51�5 
Athens ll,699 Dayton 3,305 Mountain City 1,545 
Tullahoma 11,618 Etowah 3,261 Lafayette 1,526 
Elizabethton 10,754 Bolivar 3,230 Dresden 1,509 
Maryville 10,723 Mount Pleasant 3,097 Ridgely i, 5oi� 
Red Bank-White Oak 10,t92 . Goodlettsville 3,059 'l'racy City i,1�52 
Shelbyville 10,082 Sevierville 2,987 Jasper i,1.1.i�o 
Lebanon 9,238 Waverly 2,959 Decherd 1,435 
Paris 9,164 Signal Mountain 2,946 Celina J.,300 
Springfield 8,675 Rogersville 2,916 Erin l,2J.�2 
Lawrenceburg 8,084 Belle Meade 2,831 Bells 1,225 
Humbo,ldt 7,996 Jellico 2 , 602 Obion l,2J2 
Union City 7,665 Henderson 2,532 Tazewell 1,211 
Gallatin 7,643 Oneida 2 ,521� Bruceton 1,201� 
McMinnville 7,577 Camden 2,523 Greenbrier 1,160 
Cookevill� 7,414 Livingston 2,510 Adamsville 1,155 
La.Follette 7,067 Smithville 2,452 Waynesboro 1,14.7 
Harriman 6,389 Monterey 2,303 Norris 1,13�· 
Alcoa 6,365 South Fulton 2,239 Jonesboro 1,126 
Fayetteville 6,283 Kingston 2,195 Surgolnsville 1,117 
Lewisburg 6,127 Portland 2,11w Oliver Springs 1 ,089 
Newport 6,025 Jamestown 2,115 Palmer 1,083 
Millington 5,837 Hohenwald 2,049 Westmoreland l,oeo· 
Pulaski 5,762 Carthage 2 ,o4l+ Bluff City l,07l+ 
Milan 5,637 : Huntingdon 2,043 Gleason 1,063 
Franklin 5,475 Centerville 1,953 Rutherford J.,053 
Brownsville 5,358 Tiptonville 1,953 White Pine 1,043 
Lenoir City 5,159 Whitwell 1,912 Ashland City 1,01�0 
Rockwood 4,885 Dupontonia 1,911 Ducktown 1 , 008 
Covington 4,884 Greenfield 1,879 --Fairview 1,008 
Crossville 4,699 Dyer 1,861� Gainesboro 992 
Dickson 4,685 Spring City 1,8!+7 Munford 976 
TENNESSEE CITIES BY POPULATION RANK 
· Final 1960 Federal decennial c'ensu� results, 
effective December 1 ,  1960, for distrib.uting State-shared taxes 
Memphis 497, 524 Winchester 4 ,760 Halls 1:,890 
Nashville 170,874 Martin 4 , 750 Parsons 1,859 
Chattanooga 130,009 Crossville 4 , 668 Whitwell 1,857 
Knoxville 111,827 Jefferson City 4 ,550 Somerville··  1:,820 
Jackson >tt,3(�·33,849 Sparta 4 , 510 Lookout Mountain l:,817 
Johnson City �� Oak Hill 4 , 490 Madisonville 1 ,812 3� 1 :;rr 
Oak Ridge 27 , 169 Savannah 4 , 315 Spring City 1,800 
Kingsport 26,314 Trenton 4,225 Greenfield 1 ,779 
Clarksville 22 ,021 Sweetwater 4 , 145 Gatlinburg 1,764 
Morristown 21,267 South Pittsburg 4 , 130 Jamestown 1,727 
East Ridge .19, 570 Lexington 3 , 943 Hartsville 1,712 
Murfreesboro 18, 991 Manchester 3 , 930 Decherd 1,704 
Columbia 17,624 Loudon 3 ,812 Newbern 1, 695 
Bristol 17,582 Ripley 3 ,782 Centerville 1 , 678 
Cleveland 16, 196 McKenzie 3 , 780 Alamo 1, 665 
Dyersburg 12 ,499 Smyrna 3 , 612 Lafayette 1:,590 
Tullahoma 12,242 Dayton 3 , 500 Tracy City i-,577 
Athens 12 , 103 Signal Mountain 3 , 413 Englewood 1, 574 
Greeneville 11,759 Bolivar 3 , 338 Woodbury 1:,562 
Elizabethton l0,896 Etowah 3 ,223 Berry Hill 1-,551 
Red Bank-White Oak 10,777 Erwin 3 ,210 Dresden 1;510 
Lebanon 10 ,512 Goodlettsville 3 , 16:3 Ridgely 1:,464 
Shelbyville 10,466 Rogersville 3 ,121 Jasper 1:,450 
Maryville 10 , 34.S Belle Meade 3 , 082 Tusculum l' , 433 
Paris 9, 325 Mount Pleasant 2 , 921 Ashland City 1,400 
Springfield 9,221 Waverly 2 ,891 Norris 1, 389 
McMinnville 9,013 Sevierville 2 , 890 Mountain City 1,379 
Union City 8 , 837 Livingston 2 ,817 Waynesboro 1 ,343 
Humboldt 8 , 482 Camden 2 , 774 Tazewell 1,264. 
Lawrenceburg 8 ,042 Henderson 2 , 691 Greenbrier 1,238 
Gallatin 7 , 901 South Fulton 2 , 512 Bells 1,232 
Cookeville 7,805 Oneida 2 , 480 Celina 1,228 
Franklin 6,977 Porl;land 2 , 424 Oliver Springs 1,163 
Fayetteville 6,804 Smithville 2 ,348 Bruceton 1�158 
Pulaski 6 ,616 Jellico 2 ,210 Jonesboro 1 , 148 
Newport 6,448 Hohenwald 2 , 194 Germantown cr 1 , 104 
SIA.. ""�ffr .... S"'; '\.e_ t1 Ill-
Alcoa 6,395 Huntingdon 2 , 119 Erin 1 ,097 
Lewisburg 6,338 Forest Hills 2 , 101 Obion 1 ,097 
LaFollette 6,204 Monterey 2 , 069 Kenton 1,095 
Millington 6,059 Tiptonville 2 ,068 Linden 1,086 
Harriman 5 , 931 Carthage 2 , 021 Palmer 1,069 
Brownsville 5,424 Collierville 2 , 020 Adamsville 1,046 
. ' t '  },;;\1· 
Rockwood 5,345 Kingston 2 , 010 White Pine 1,035 
Covington 5 ,298 Cowan 1 , 979 Dunlap 1,026 
Milan 5 ,208 Lake City 1 , 914 Gainesboro 1,021 
Dicks.on 5 , 028 Dyer 1 , 909 Fairview 1,017 
Lenoir City 4 , 979 Selmer 1 ,897 Munford 1,014 
Clinton 4 , 943 tr,�:= cl 1,896 Rutherford 933 
. 
Mc:EWeii. 979 Hollow Rock 
sharon 966 New
.Johnsonville 
Pikeville· 951 Altamont 
Bluff.City 948 Charlotte 
Tre.ievant 944 st. Joseph 
Loretto 929 Wartrace 
Watertown 919 Bethel Springs 
I� 19111 -"")14- Bartlett 900 Huntland 
886 Big Sandy 
870 White Bluff 
865 Oakdale 
Baxter 853 Henning 
Graysville 838 Atwood 
Dandridge 829 Middleton 
Sneedville 799 Coalmont 
Tellfoo Plains 794 Stanton 
Rutledge 793 Samburg 
New Tazewell 768 Lobelville 
Charleston 764 Ridgeside 
·:B�adford 763 Grand Junction 
Whiteville 757 Petersburg 
Ducktown 741 Puryear 
Dover 736 Mason 
Estill Springs 734 Friendship 
Medina 722 Saltillo 
Clifton 708 Lynchburg 
spring Hill 689 Burns 
Church Hill \Co� -ffi6 ' Ridgetop 
Bulls Gap 682 �scow 
O.J"\• """ � � Decatur 681 Eaglevil e 
Niota 679 Lynnville 
Brighton 652 Ramer 
.Benton 638 Atoka 
·Copperhill 631 T�nnessee Ridge 
. Chapel Hill 630 Bell Buckle 
Maury City 624 Cumberland City 
Arlington 620 Cornersville 
Maynardville 620 Hornbeak 
Byrdstown 613 Oakland 
Friendsville 606 Scotts Hill 
Alexandria 599 Gibson 
Red Boiling Springs 597 Morrison 
Collinwood 596 Liberty 
Troy 587 Gates 
Trimble 581 Rives 
Beersheba Springs . 577 Cumberland 
Gap 
Decaturville 571 McLemoresville 



















































































Milledgeville - * 
0 /Y'li.�h·,cz.., ��e� �<5e. e:.: vVIY\ � r.. TO'!'AL i-,703;9efo 
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�1;0 
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. . Livingston 
·_· .... -�� Lobelville , ,\-_,) . 





























































































1,847 Oliver Springs 1,089 Spring City 
On�ida 2,524 Spring Hill 695 
Orme 230 Springfield 8,675 
Palmer 1,083 Sto Joseph 574 
Paris 9,164 Stanton 503 
Parrottsville 115 Surgoinsville 1,117 
1,724 4,199 Parsons Sweetwater 
Petersburg 497 Tazewell 1,211 
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Pleasant Hill 152 Tennessee Ridge 325 
Portland 2,140 Tiptonville 1,953 
Pulaski 5,762 Toone 231 
328 Puryear 430 Townsend 
Ramer 354 Tracy City 1,452 
Red Bank=White Oak 10,192 Trenton 4 242 ' 
Red Boiling Springs 618 Trezevant 765 
Richard City 300 Trimble 674 
Ridgely 1,504 Troy 593 
337 :. · lf'y,llahoma 11,618 Ridgeside 
Ridgetop 354: .. ;'fu.sculum 707 
R!hpley 3,318 Union City 7,665 
Rives 413 Vanleer 243 
Rockwood 4,885 Viola 223 
Rogersville 2,916 Wartrace 545 
Rossville 175 Waterto-wn 933 
Rutherford 1,053 Waverly 2,959 
Rutledge 839 Waynesboro 1,147 
Saltillo 406 Westmoreland 1,,080 
Samburg 378 White Bluff 506 
Sardis 299 White Pine 1,043 
794 13aulsbury 143 Whiteville 
. Savannah 4,226 Whitwell 1,912 
Scotts Hill 299 Winchester 4,640 












South Fulton 2,239 
South Pittsburg 4,047 
Sparta 4,662 
Spencer 721 
TENNESSEE CITIES DY POPULATION RANK 
as used for distributing State-shared taxes, 1960-61 
until final 1960 Federal decennfal census results are annoW1ced 
Memphis 488,550 Sparta 4,662 Cowan 1,835 
Nashville 176,170 Winchester 4,640 Lake City 1,827 
l�, 534 1,810 Chattanooga 142,976 Martin Hartsville 
Knoxville 124, 769 Jefferson City 4,505 Newbern 1,809 , 
Jackson 34,783 Oak Hill 4,360 Halls 1,808 
Johnson City 31,678 Clinton l� ,259 Gatlinburg. 1,803 
Oak Ridge 27,387 Trenton 4,242 Forest Hills 1,802 
Kingsport 21� ,540 Savannah 4,226 Somerville 1,760 
Clarksville 21,425 Sweetwater 4,199 Selmer 1 , 759 
Bristol lff,955 South Pittsburg 4,047 Parsons 1,724 
Ea.st Ridge 18,387 Manchester 3,845 Madisonville 1/(17 
Columbia 18,327 McKenzie 3 '771� Alamo 1,703 
Murfreesboro 17,472 Loudon 3,567 Lookout Mountain i·,675 
Morristown 17,161 Lexington 3,566 Colli.erville 1,643 
Cleveland 16,450 Smyrna 3,486 Berry Hill 1,560 
Dyersburg 12,063 Erwin 3,387 Woodbury 1,558 
Greeneville ll,928 . Ripley 3,318 Englewood 1, 51�5 
Athens ll,699 Dayton 3,305 Mountain City 1,545 
Tullahoma 11,618 Etowah 3,261 Lafayette 1,526 
Elizabethton 10,754 Bolivar 3,230 Dresden 1,509 
Maryville 10,723 Mount Pleasant 3,097 Ridgely i, 5oi� 
Red Bank-White Oak 10,t92 . Goodlettsville 3,059 'l'racy City i,1�52 
Shelbyville 10,082 Sevierville 2,987 Jasper i,1.1.i�o 
Lebanon 9,238 Waverly 2,959 Decherd 1,435 
Paris 9,164 Signal Mountain 2,946 Celina J.,300 
Springfield 8,675 Rogersville 2,916 Erin l,2J.�2 
Lawrenceburg 8,084 Belle Meade 2,831 Bells 1,225 
Humbo,ldt 7,996 Jellico 2 ,602 Obion l,2J2 
Union City 7,665 Henderson 2,532 Tazewell 1,211 
Gallatin 7,643 Oneida 2 ,521� Bruceton 1,201� 
McMinnville 7,577 Camden 2,523 Greenbrier 1,160 
Cookevill� 7,414 Livingston 2,510 Adamsville 1,155 
La.Follette 7,067 Smithville 2,452 Waynesboro 1,14.7 
Harriman 6,389 Monterey 2,303 Norris 1,13�· 
Alcoa 6,365 South Fulton 2,239 Jonesboro 1,126 
Fayetteville 6,283 Kingston 2,195 Surgolnsville 1,117 
Lewisburg 6,127 Portland 2,11w Oliver Springs 1 ,089 
Newport 6,025 Jamestown 2,115 Palmer 1,083 
Millington 5,837 Hohenwald 2,049 Westmoreland l,oeo· 
Pulaski 5,762 Carthage 2 ,o4l+ Bluff City l,07l+ 
Milan 5,637 : Huntingdon 2,043 Gleason 1,063 
Franklin 5,475 Centerville 1,953 Rutherford J.,053 
Brownsville 5,358 Tiptonville 1,953 White Pine 1,043 
Lenoir City 5,159 Whitwell 1,912 Ashland City 1,01�0 
Rockwood 4,885 Dupontonia 1,911 Ducktown 1 , 008 
Covington 4,884 Greenfield 1,879 --Fairview 1,008 
Crossville 4,699 Dyer 1,861� Gainesboro 992 
Dickson 4,685 Spring City 1,8!+7 Munford 976 
Sharon 966 Atwood 573 Morrison 301 
Niota 956 l"riendsville _ 569 Richard City 300 EAST TENNESSEE 
Watertown 933 Byrdstown 567 Sardis 299 
Copperhill 924 New Johnsonville 564 Sc@tts Hill 299 
Germantown 905 Wartrace 5.45 Enville 290 
A nderson Count:i: -
Clinton 
Ken to�/ 899 Brighton 524 Hornsby 280 Lake City 
Pikeville 882 Decaturville 514 Gates 279 
Norris · 
Dunlap 873 Bartlett 511 Dowelltown 262 
Oak Ridge 
Baxter 861 White Bluff 506 McLemoresville 262 
Bledsoe Count;y: 
Linden 854 Beersheba Springs 505 Gadsden 255 
Pikeville 
Rutledge 839 Stanton 503 Vanleer 243 
Blount County 
Tellico Plains 833 Petersburg 497 La.Grange 241 
AJ.coa 
Friendsville 
Bradford 823 Estill Springs 496 TQc;me 231 
Maryville 
Graysville 820 Henning 493 Orme 230 
'l'OVWl:tild . 
Clifton 818 Lobelville 479 Baileyton 224 
Brad.tel count;y: 
New Tazewell 803 Grand. Junction 477 V iola 223 
Charleston 
Whiteville 794 Bell Buckle 468 Mitchellville 202 
Cleveland 
Charleston 771 Arlington 463 Henry 200 
Campbell County 
Jellico 
Trezevant 765 Middleton 459 Centertown 195 
LaFollette 
Church Hill 755 FrieD;dship �52 Rossville 175 
Carter Count;y: 
Benton 734 Puryear 430 Elkton 168 
Elizabethton 
Bulls Gap 734 Burns 421 Hickory Valley 160 
Cocke Countl 
Newport 
Dover 733 Mason 414 Normandy 15.9 




, __ . 
Spencer 721 Saltillo 406 Garland 157 
Cumberland Gap 
Oakdale 718 Cumberland Gap 403 Pleasant Hill 152 
New Tazewell ·-
Decatur 714 Lynchburg 401 . Sa\ilsbury 143 
Tazewel.l 
McEwen 710 Mo�cow 394 Cottage Grove 126 
Cumberland Count;y: 
Tusculum 707 Alexandria 387 Silerton 121 
Crossville 
Loretto 706 Eagleville 378 Medon 115 
Pleasant Hill 
Grain�er Count;y: 
Spring Hill 695 Samburg 378 Parrottsville 115 
Rutledge 
Collinwood 694 Greenback 361 Adai:r 102 
Greene Count� 
Dandridge 690 Cornersville 358 Slayden 90 Baileyton 
Medina 690 Lynnville · 356::' '/' .. :.D.enmark 69 Greeneville 
...- sneedville 687 Ramer '354 ' .  . • •. , l  :·· ·.·· Tusculum 
Trimble 674 Ridgetop 354 
Hamblen Count;y: 
Morristown 
Coalmont 651 Huntland 353 TOTAL 1 ,706, 332 Hamilton Countx 
Charlotte 642 Atoka 339 Chattanooga 
Maynardville 640 Ridgesid_e 337 East Ridge 
Bethel Springs 623 Oakland 328 Lookout Mountain 
Big Sandy 621 Townsend 328 Red Bank�White Oak 
Red Boiling Springs 618 Tennessee Ridge 325 Ridgeside Signal Mbuntain 
Maury City 615 . , . ._Cumberland City 321 Hancock 
Countl 
Chapel Hill 603 Liberty 314 
Sneedville 
Hollow Rock 603 Auburntown 310 
Hawkins Count;y: 
Altamont 594 Hornbeak 309 
Bulls Gap 
Troy 593 Gibson 308 
Church Hill 




TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOONS 
by Grand D,ivisions of State an.d by Counties 
July 1960 










































































Ashland City : 
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'l'OVWl:tild . 
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Ashland City : 




























































































































MIDDLE TE�SSEE WEST TENNESSEE 
White Count;t: Gibson Count;t: 
Sparta Bradford · 
Williamson Count;t: Dyer 
Fair\riew Gibson 
Franklin Humboldt 













WEST TENNESSEE Saulsbury 
Silerton 
Benton Count;y: Toone 
Big Sandy Whiteville 
Camden Haywood Count;y: 
Carroll Countl Brownsville 
Atwood Stanton 
Bruceton Henderson Count;y: 
Hollow Rock Lexington 
Huntingdon Sardis 
McKenize Scotts Hill 
McLemoresville Henry Countl 
Trezevant Cottage Grove 
Chest·er Countl Henry 
Enville Paris 
Henderson Puryear 
Crockett Count;y: Lake County 
Alamo Ridgely 
Bells Tiptonville 
Friendship Lauderdale Count;y: 
Gadsden Gates 
Maury City Halls 
Decatur Count;y: Henning 
Decaturville Ripley 
Parsons Madison Count;y: 




Fa;y:ette Countl McNairy Count;y: 
LaGrange Adamsville 






































CITY OF *ADAIR (Madison) -W- iJ.02 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone JA 7-1095 
Meetings on call 
Mayor T. J.  Williams 
V-May Owen Williams 




Mrs. Vanden Griffin 
V and en Griffin 
Jack Manhein 
*Address : Jackson, Tennessee 
TOWN OF ADAMSVILLE McNai -W- 1 , 155 F.Yr . 10 10 Elec . 10 61 Phone ME 2-27 







J .  W.  (Bill) Taylor 
Joe Young 
J. M. Plunk, Sr . 
Jamie D.  Perkins 
Mar Hoyt L .  Brown 
Mar Perry S.  Smith 
SS-SWW-SSP J. D.  (Bill) Pickens 
PCCh W. B .  Ledbetter 
FC James Butler 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W- 1, 703 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/61 Phone MY 6-2506 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, Jun� thru August 
Mayor Darris Cullipher CoP 
Ald H .  c .  Colvett ScS 
Ald Mack Goode sww-ss 
Ald Bill Richardson WBCh 
Ald R.  A .  Byrd CR 
Atty J .  B .  Avery, Jr . TA 
John Tracy 
T .  H .  Strange 
Notre Brown 
Neal Warren · 
Harvey Hay�es 
F .  M.  Porter 
TCMN OF AWOA (Blount) -E- 6, 365 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone YU 2-4190 
Second and fourth Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor O. w. Brumfiel BI-Eng David w .  Switzer 
V-May A .  G .  Chambers FC Fred L. Griffith 
Comm Paul R. H�s HO ff Dr . Trent Vandergriff 
Mgr Ross F .  Wa er PC Ch c .  M .  Herr 
CR-Tr James Clodfelter ScS R. M. Robinson 
CoP Rob�rt L. Carroll RD w .  Bailey 
*Atty Joe C .  Gamble \ 
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Jamie D.  Perkins 
Mar Hoyt L .  Brown 
Mar Perry S.  Smith 
SS-SWW-SSP J. D.  (Bill) Pickens 
PCCh W. B .  Ledbetter 
FC James Butler 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) -W- 1, 703 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/61 Phone MY 6-2506 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, Jun� thru August 
Mayor Darris Cullipher CoP 
Ald H .  c .  Colvett ScS 
Ald Mack Goode sww-ss 
Ald Bill Richardson WBCh 
Ald R.  A .  Byrd CR 
Atty J .  B .  Avery, Jr . TA 
John Tracy 
T .  H .  Strange 
Notre Brown 
Neal Warren · 
Harvey Hay�es 
F .  M.  Porter 
TCMN OF AWOA (Blount) -E- 6, 365 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone YU 2-4190 
Second and fourth Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor O. w. Brumfiel BI-Eng David w .  Switzer 
V-May A .  G .  Chambers FC Fred L. Griffith 
Comm Paul R. H�s HO ff Dr . Trent Vandergriff 
Mgr Ross F .  Wa er PC Ch c .  M .  Herr 
CR-Tr James Clodfelter ScS R. M. Robinson 
CoP Rob�rt L. Carroll RD w .  Bailey 
*Atty Joe C .  Gamble \ 
*Address : Bank of Maryville Bldg . ,  Maryville, Tennessee 
-1-
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA DeKalb · -M;.. 387 F .Yr. l l Elec . -
Second-Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at
 City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year
 
Phone LA -2925 
Mayor Clay Avant 
Ald Marvin Christian 
Ald James Jennings 
Clk James Simpson 
Ald James Simpson 
*Atty McAllen Foute h 
Ald W o  Ro Curtis 
FC-CD James Jennings 
Ald Ho Ao Caplinger 
Jg J. P. Huffman 
Ald J.  Do  Goodner 
*Address:  Smithville , Tennessee 
TOwN OF 'ALGOOD (Putnam) · -M- · 72·9 · F .Yr. 7 l Elec . 
F1rst Monday each 'lllonth, 7 :00 p .m. -, at City
 Hall 
Offices c lose Monday thru Thursday, all da

















TOWN OF ALTAMONT Grund · -M- 591� F .Yr . 6  
30 Elec . Phone OX 2-2263 
First gjuH� each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at L .  F.  Fults' Store /flo �d�Y · 
Mayor Lewis F.  Fults 
Ald 'W.e-ri!§!_l'-<Wee"'e'l."1. aJ Kl �\ i 6. V\... 




.'J:'Qm-S-eop.uggs..,'.J;;h., W. GYQ_.�fe..-r 
H .  B .  Williams 
c .  B .  Lockhart 
TOON OF ARDMORE. Giles) -M- 157 F .Yr.12
 31 Elec . 11 60 Phone 






c .  P. Forbes 
Elzie L .  Bailey 
George Hickey 
A. c .  Austin, Jr. 
Robert B .  Hargrove 









TOWN OF ARLINGTON Shelb -w- l�63 F .Yr.12 31 Elec • . 12 61 Phone UN
 7-3333 
First Monday each month, :OO p • m· , at Town Hal
l 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor c .  w. Bond Ald L. T.  Hughes 
_v-Ma.y M. s.  Wilson CR P. J. Henry 
Ald W .  N. Caruthers Clk 
Mrs . w. N. Caruthers 
Ald Stanley D.  Osborne FC 
Frank Shepard 
Ald Sam Wilson SSP-SWW 
E.  s.  Wells 
Ald Mo Lo  Herring 
-2-
TOWN OF Af3HLANri CITY'" (Cheatham) -M- · 1,040 F Yr ·12/ 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.. , at City Hail . 31 . Elec .12/61 -Phone- SW 2-·4211 








Vollie E .  Harris 
J. c. Balthrop 
Carl. Balthrop · 
S .  O .  Henley 
Newton Shearon 
A. J. Groves 
Lenox Murff 
TOWN OF ATHENS McMinn -E- ll 6 . 













Leroy B .  Anderson 




William J. Garrett 
Kenneth Higgins 
William D.  Johnson 
Robert Harrill 
Fr8nk Harrison 









Howard YI alke r 
T. D.  Hudgens . 
v .  R. Harris 
Eugene Simpkins 
Ralph Spangler 
F �Yr.6 30 Elec . 6  61 Phone SH 











F .  O.  Ma.hery, Jr. 




W .  F .  Whitaker 
W.  G.  Thomas 
Ralph Murphy 




TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- · 339 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Walker' s Store 
















T .  B .  Marshall 
Douglas L .  Walker 
J • A. Billings. 
TOWN OF ATWOOD (Carroll) -W- 5'(3 F.Y r . 12/31 Elec . 11/60 Phone 






z .  R. Bryant 
Mgr 
CR 
TOWN OF AUBURNTCMN Cannon -M- 310 F y 
Fi t S 
• r .  







c. s .  Hawkins 
J.  M. Summars 
w .  B .  Kennedy 
R. R. O ' Neal 





W. G. Belew 
Joe T .  Mays 
Elec . Phone 
J.  H.  Jones 
I .  B .  Gaither 
J.  M.  Summars 
G .  W .  Kennedy 
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-2-
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TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- · 339 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Walker' s Store 
















T .  B .  Marshall 
Douglas L .  Walker 
J • A. Billings. 
TOWN OF ATWOOD (Carroll) -W- 5'(3 F.Y r . 12/31 Elec . 11/60 Phone 
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Mgr 
CR 
TOWN OF AUBURNTCMN Cannon -M- 310 F y 
Fi t S 
• r .  







c. s .  Hawkins 
J.  M. Summars 
w .  B .  Kennedy 
R. R. O ' Neal 





W. G. Belew 
Joe T .  Mays 
Elec . Phone 
J.  H.  Jones 
I .  B .  Gaither 
J.  M.  Summars 
G .  W .  Kennedy 
TOWN. OF BAILEYTON · Greene -E� 224· F .Yx.5 l ·Blee . 61 
Phone 







Lyle Pierce D 
09:e·he Nee:i l.(;lfh ey r a.1 .1-\l�  
�il:e"Ra!'e•.,A'!lefie;p � }�i>-1 e.. '« 1\\1 b.� . .s Jil.'"i�ila&J Ncv.k W'2..em.s 






J. R. Mottern 
Lyle Pierce 
T. H. Kilday 
Robert. H .  Bailey 
Mrs . Anna I,ee, Pierce 
TOWN OF BARTLETT. Shelb -W- 511 F .Yr. 6 30 Ele
c . 11 60 Phone 
First •rhurday each month, :OO p .m. , at Town Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day ,  all year 
Mayor D. J. Guillory Aid 
Don Q .  Garey 
V-May W �  B .  Witsell Clk 
Catherine P. Warner 
Ald D .  E.  McPherson Mar-FC T .  E .  
Warr 
Ald Hugh Hoffman sww A. 
G. Warner, Jr � . 
Ald Joe Freeman Eng J. c. 
Paine 
Ald D .  H. Gotten 
TOWN OF BAXTER Putnam -M- 861 F .Yr.6 30 Elec .3 6
1 Phone .UL 8-4 46 






James E .  Austin 









Luke c .  Hensley 
;Birch Williams 
Robert Starnes 
TOWN OF BEERSHEBA SPRINGS Grund 
Elec • 8 61 Phone OX a-2221 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p . m. , �y Glyn Killian 
Comm James F.  Brown 
Comm 
CR 
John Richardson . James F.  Brown 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE Bedford .. M- lf68 F .Yr.10 l 
Elec . 10 6o Phone 






J. A. Joyce 











w .  A. Haskins , Jr. 
James Elkins 
John M. Whiteside 
. . l 
C I'l'Y OF *BBLLE MEADE (Davidson). -M.:. 2 ,831 · F .-Yr . 12/31 Elecr � 12/6tf"·Phone· Cf[ 7•6041 





Sam Davis Bell 
John H. Teas 
Marion G .  Smith 




M. B. Howell, Jr. 
Robert c .  Webster 
James R. Sutton 
*Addres s :  4705 Harding Road , Nashville, Tenne�see. 
**Address : 4408 Sheppard Place ,  Nashville 5 ,  Tennessee 
TOWN OF BELLS (Crockett) -W- 1,225 F .Yr . 6/30 El�c .5/61 Phone NO 3-2334 
Fir�t Monday each month , 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Eddie Barnes CoP Ewell Marlowe 
Ald W.  M. Cobb FC-CD C .  Rex Mehr, Jr. 
Ald C .  Rex Mehr, Jr. ScS Basil J. Crider 
Ald Richard Freeman sww Bennie Yearwood 
Ald Hugh Lewis EMgr Leslie Agee 
Ald Hiram Henderson CR Hiram Henderson 
TOWN OF BENTON Polk -E- 734 F .Yr. 6  0 Elec . 6  62 Phone ED 8- 261 
First Friday each month, : 00 ·p .m. , at City Hall 




H. c .  Wilson 
Cas Rogers 






J. H. Hammons 






Ralph P .  Rosa 
Dr. L. W·. Noel, Jr. 
Clarence W. Watson 







Capt. J .  A. Jackson 
Carl E .  Jones 
Robert Rawding 
*Address : 698 Thompson Lane, Nashville , Tennessee 
TOWN OF BETHEL SPRINGS McNai -W- 623 F .Yr.6 30 Elec . 61 Phone 
Monday after first Wednesday each month , : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 
Mayor \ A. Williams Ald H. H .  Ellis 
V-May Waldemar Williams Ald Weldon Surratt 
Ald C .  L. Hendrix Ald J. W .  Cheshier 
Ald Cecil Cox CR Wald.emar Williams 
Ald Derucie Henry CoP-SS F .  E. Walker 
TOWN. OF BAILEYTON · Greene -E� 224· F .Yx.5 l ·Blee . 61 
Phone 







Lyle Pierce D 
09:e·he Nee:i l.(;lfh ey r a.1 .1-\l�  
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TOWN OF BETHEL SPRINGS McNai -W- 623 F .Yr.6 30 Elec . 61 Phone 
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TOWN. OF BICf SANDY Benton .;..w- · 621 F.Yr·.12 31 Elec . ' · Phorie · 






Maylon Milliken ' 
L. R. Stockdale 
Ernie Mannon 
K .  c �  Ross 





H. A. Brinkley 
J. V .  Stockdale· · 
Frank L. Hollis 
Alex Russell 
TOW'N OF- ·BLUFF CITY (Sullivan) -E- 1,074 F .Yr . 6/10 Elec .6/61 Phone JE 8-3811 







John s .  Mottern 
Joe Paul Morrell 
Dewey. Hodge 
Coy McClellan. · 








John S .  Mottern 
J. Paul Johnson 
o. W.  Burdine 
D .  K. Galloway 
Marshall Jones 
H. C • .  Jessee 
C. l "IY / /6 ..._. OF BOLIVAR (Hardeman) -W- 3 ,230 . . . F .Yr.5 31 Elec 05 1 Phone 5742 












Harlan Thomas FC-SG 
Mahlon Brown EMgr 
A .  B .  Fortune HOff 
Hall Brooks PBCh 
�. l',, . Sfl:appil�hv. V.h.�t.Y'So"11'S�D 
Frank Dorris · · SS 
C .  W .  Vaughan SWW-SSP 
Gene Howell WBCh 
M. L. Alphin CoP 
James Stevens RD 
E .  J. Harris 
M. W .  Fulghum 
R. N .  Mitchell 







Mrs . Mabel Harris 
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson) -W- 823 . F .  Yr· 5 /31 Elec • Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Mayor ' s  home 








B . M. Patterson 
Bill Pierce 
G .  D .  Cain 
H. O .  Cash 
Knox Smith 
Thomas Taylor 
C .  H. Leech 
-6-
CR W .  c. Melvin 
Clk � Mrs-.-Rob�r-t"" Atkins f< t1o"J. SW\ i 1 �  
Atty z .  D .  Atkins 
FC Bill Pierce 
SWW �L .  C .  G00dman-·k� p ')(.. 5,..... i 1-1,.. 
SS H. O. Cash 
.. 
. TOWN OF . BRIGHTON .(Tipton) -w-· .  521� . - . F�Yr�8/31 Elec . 5/61 Phone GR 6-9639 First Tuesday of each month, 7 : 30 p •m. , at Faught ' s  Store 
' Mayor Thomas Faught Coun J. o. Jackson cou.n. Lester Jordan CR R: w :  Wells Coun Rudolph Baird Atty w .  c .  Tipton Coun F .  M� Huffman · Mar Jess . Horn 











W .  A. S. · Furlow (CP), 
George W. Vance· (CFin) 
Maurice Conn (CPW) 
Charles c .  Wagner 
J. K. Brown 
Mark . Kline 
w .  A.  ·W alker 
E. o.  Olson 











H. K. Elmore 
Carl R. Moore · 
G .  Frank Helms 
John Leonard 
D .  F .  Adkisson 
W .  J. Bricker 
Odell W. Gray 
C .  E. Vance 
Mrs . Earl Coalson 











. Dr . T .  C .  Chapman 
Adrian Stoots 
A. w. ferguson 
Fred T .· Jones · 
Dr. Julian K. Welch 
s .  M. Duckworth 
F .  R. Chapman 
Charles Read 
C .  Battle Shaw 










r:"V TOWN OF BRUCET N (Carroll -W- 1,204 F .Yr.8 31 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Sam Siegel ' CR 
A1a !f�y-;freJ.. Fowlt.Y-- . Atty 
Ald J. H. Vestal CoP-FC 
Ald W .  B .  Keeton, Jr. SWW 
Ald w .  H. Holley 
Ald �'1Pik4ge-We:3JE&11l)J,,J. \ e '/ v ()vlt..J )  
-7-
F.  T. Edmonds 
Dr. T . · c . Chapman 
A. s .  Rose 
C .  R. McKay, Sr. 
Fred T .  Jones 




Elec . ,  Phone EV 5-3581 
-N&il:e'€}�� r. w. �V'I\ e_y 
W .  H. Lassiter 
J. C .  Caplinger 
-Ti. Br Bond:,1,C .��\ j ��e.Y"'. 
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r:"V TOWN OF BRUCET N (Carroll -W- 1,204 F .Yr.8 31 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Sam Siegel ' CR 
A1a !f�y-;freJ.. Fowlt.Y-- . Atty 
Ald J. H. Vestal CoP-FC 
Ald W .  B .  Keeton, Jr. SWW 
Ald w .  H. Holley 
Ald �'1Pik4ge-We:3JE&11l)J,,J. \ e '/ v ()vlt..J )  
-7-
F.  T. Edmonds 
Dr. T . · c . Chapman 
A. s .  Rose 
C .  R. McKay, Sr. 
Fred T .  Jones 




Elec . ,  Phone EV 5-3581 
-N&il:e'€}�� r. w. �V'I\ e_y 
W .  H. Lassiter 
J. C .  Caplinger 
-Ti. Br Bond:,1,C .��\ j ��e.Y"'. 
TOWN- OF BULLS GAP (Hawkins) �E- ·734 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .6/61 Phone 4831 
Second Thw:S:1ey e�ch month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Bank Building 
Mayor Dr� W .  G .  Justis Ald w .  c �  Long 
Ald Truman Park Mar R� D �  Laster 
Ald R. J.  Wisecarver Tr w .  o .  Grubb 
Ald Vance Pendleton CR v .  c .  Pendleton 
TOWN OF -BURNS -(Dickson)· -M"'.' . 421 . F .Yr. 5/28 Elec .5/61 Phone 










C� L. Dysinger 
G .  c .  Bishop 
E. H. �ek, Sr. 
TOfilf OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 567 F .Yr. 6{30 . Elec . Phone UN 4-4061. 
First 'Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Recorder ' s  office 
Mayor Raymond Dyer CR Frank Elder 
Ald Homer Boles FC E. J. Cantrell 
Ald Glen Hassler CD Gayron Asbury 
f:..JT'l () E c A Lt!C7 I) ti c\Y\= VY\�) � '  5 r � -\] \ I� VJ°'" ""' : .. - : ..... • fW'> �-. 
TOVIN OF ' CAMDEN (Benton) -W- 2 , 523 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .6/61 Phone LU 4-5501 








Tom H. Hardy 
W .  C .  Lockhart 
H. H. Wismer 
Herrin A. s·tigall 
Thomas N. Hale 
Cecil Jordan 









Charles s. Wyatt 
Elvin Johnson 
B.  D. Bishop 
Murray Smith 
TOWN OF CARTHAGE (Smith) -M- 2 ,044 F .Yr. ,1(31 Elec . 5/62 Phone 8 
Third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 











L. B .  Thomas 
Hubert Butler 
J. H. Ligon 
Ernest R. Hackett 
Tom Mundy 
Walter Moss 
w .  H. Turner 
John Gilbert 
-8-
WBCh Cordell Petty 
Clk-Tr-PA L. B.  Thomas 
Atty w .  H.  Turner 
I ' '  /( > I ' CoP-FC .Jim Wbeelex: 'I � · u 
SS J. H. Ligon 
SWW Charles Tyree 
CD Ben H .  Thomas 
Sec Miss Francis Hackett 







Jee�, ... CiJ.a:ark �W.t\ . M�-f. e.l d Mar 
B .  H. (Buster) Parsons Mar 
Edward Swann Atty 
W .  H • . Clark HOff 
Ray D .  Arms SWW 
Carmon C .  Brown 
Bill Rich 
Biddle Gray 
W .  G. Sidwell 
Dr. Champ Clark 
Landon B .  Anderson 
TOWN OF *CENTERTOWN (Warren) -M- 195 F.Yr. 4/l Elec .4/61 Phone WE 9-2191 
First Saturday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at Mayor ' s  home 
Mayor 
Comm 
J. w .  Williamson 
J. A. Jordan 
Comm A. K .  Parsley 
*Address : Box 117 , Route l ,  McMinnville , Tennessee 
TOWN OF CENTERVILLE (Hickman) -M- 1, 953 F.Yr .9/30 Elec. 10/60 Phone 3721 
Tuesday following first Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, al_l year 
Mayor Emery B .  Gill . Ald Guy D .  Beakley 
Ald Burnace T .  Bates CR•BI E .  H. Duncan 
Ald Irvan B .  Veale CoP A. B .  Breece 
Ald R. E. Thomas FC W .  s.  Lawson 
Ald Elton Johnson SU Buford Gill 
Ald Clifford Harber CD J. w. Shouse 
Ald C .  P .  Bates RD John w .  Springer 
TCMN OF CHAPEL HILL . (Marshall) -M- 603 F .Yr . 11/30 Elec . Phone 







A. C .  Bigger 
Douglas Rogers 
W .  P .  Hurt 
H. C .  Joyce 
Joe Gabarf 
P. P .  Maxwell 
�  
Ald . Harding Chapman 
CR Mrs . A.  T. Brown 
Clk P .  P .  Maxwell 
·Atty \th±-t-=fttegai'i:-· 
CoP Bruce Cooper 
CD Earl Barnes 
TOWN OF CHARLESTON (Bradley) -E· T71 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec . Phone 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 








CR Lowry G. Weeks 
FC Clifford Helton 
CoP Ray Murray 
TOWN- OF BULLS GAP (Hawkins) �E- ·734 F.Yr .6/30 Elec .6/61 Phone 4831 
Second Thw:S:1ey e�ch month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Bank Building 
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f:..JT'l () E c A Lt!C7 I) ti c\Y\= VY\�) � '  5 r � -\] \ I� VJ°'" ""' : .. - : ..... • fW'> �-. 
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J. A. Jordan 
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TOWN OF CENTERVILLE (Hickman) -M- 1, 953 F.Yr .9/30 Elec. 10/60 Phone 3721 
Tuesday following first Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, al_l year 
Mayor Emery B .  Gill . Ald Guy D .  Beakley 
Ald Burnace T .  Bates CR•BI E .  H. Duncan 
Ald Irvan B .  Veale CoP A. B .  Breece 
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Joe Gabarf 
P. P .  Maxwell 
�  
Ald . Harding Chapman 
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CoP Bruce Cooper 
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TOWN OF CHARLESTON (Bradley) -E· T71 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec . Phone 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 








CR Lowry G. Weeks 
FC Clifford Helton 
CoP Ray Murray 
CITY bF" CHARtOTTE · :Dickson · -M-
Meetings on call, at City Hall 
01.2 F .Yr .6  30 Elec .6  63 Phone 
Mayor Wayne Sensing Coun Douglas Lewis 
Coun John Loggins elk Elizabeth Davis 
Coun Lawrence Porter CoP James Weems 
Coun Henry Garrett Atty Ray Stuart 
Coun Clyde Buckner Sec Clara McClelland 
Coun Graham Hicks Jg Johnny Frey 
CITY·. OF CHATTANOOGA (Hamil ton) -E- 11+2 '976 Tuesday each week, 2 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
F .Yr.6/30 Elec .4/63 Phone AM 7-6681 
Mayor Po R. Olgiati 
V-May George Mcinturff 
Comm Po J. Wilcox (CPW) 
Comm Ho Po Dunlap (CP , CF) 
Comm S o  D.  Petersen (CE) 
Coordinator Marble Hensley 
a.-- -�M:&J!ir!Mn ill'Mas� 
HOff Dr. P .  M. Golley 
Clk W .  H. Zachry 
PA Harry Pierce 
PCCh Frarik Dowler 














Joe w .  Anderson 
Ed Brown 
Robert J. Juster 
�ena:r?d �af.aes el I ;,- >r-;:"'�'-'f" 
C o  B .  Souders 
R. R. Gouldy 
Mike Quinn 
S.  R. Finley 
Riley Graham 
Elizabeth . Edwards 
Marble Hensley 
W.  S. Teppenpaw Benjamin E .  Carmichael f'l7 C.'1 �o y M,� \<..cz. � z·,· e 
CIT'.( OF CHURCH HILL Hawkins -E- 755 F.Yr. 6  30 Elec .9  60 Phone EL 7-3211 











Wall�ce D .  Alley 
W � B.  Hale 
.5- t..1 ob 
CITY OF CLARKSVILLE Mont ome -M- 21,425 F .Yr . 12 31 Elec .12 60 Phone MI "T��-
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 















W . W .  Barksdale Atty 
Charles R. Jones . CD 
��le-man,-J.n../Zo/ Poi. 1 ev- CoP 
-WQ�,..Ra;s..s:&& :r; O. � b."' \ � 'j EMgr 
'i!>Jih Me��y/<Jey c I b.v-1� Eng-SU 
Frank Cunningham, Jr . FC 
Bill Crow HOff 
B ·� E.  Norris ScS 
R. E .  Bradley SS 
J. T.  Hanley Jg 
William Edmondson BI 
Mike Savage RBCh 
Richard R. P9wers RD 
Milton Cooley 
-10-
Charles V .  Runyon 
Pete Carpenter �\¥.i.-8-K'"rr°b'YS �� A. So.·\ e.. Yh o 
J. F .  Perry 
J. T .  Cunningham, Jr. 
Thomas Seay 
M. M. Green 
T. M. Oakley 
�arfield Manning 
Collier Goodlett , Jr . 
Carl Sawyer 
Johnny Binkley 
Frank M. Ditmore 
, C ITY·- OF CLEVELAND ('Brad'ley) .;.E• .. . 16 li-50 F Yr I Second Monday each month, 3 :00 ·p .mo,' at Cit; H�il30 Elec . 10/60 Phone GR 2-4:551 · 
William �· Fillatier G-R "Z- � 157"/-Eng-SS Harr�son Fair (CP ,· est) BI George R. Taylor (CFin) FC C .  F .  Kelley (CF) . ScS 
Oscar L. · Giles 
W .  H. Shultz 
L. F � Mc Daris 











... G-helcer-In-W-i�'f5.V i .,�; 11;<\ <:rooJnetSWW' · George W .  Thorogood J Jia1'!dw.1.1f.k=S.tua��v-\'b.Y1 Plll.°i'r1Te.y L�b 
(-Jvyi:\ H""""l'fhY"9 y 
G.  E. Westerberg 
Luther Goodwin PCCh 
Ruth Chambers 
C .  C .  L • .  Ray W o  W .  Jacobs CD J. Bo Lambdin �ghc'b-£r:-Me-R��-& !Ylov-v\ s w, G 'i" �t.V'I � 
CITY-_ O� �LIFTON,_ (Wayne) -M- 818 F.Yr .9/30 Elec /60 Second and fourth TUesday each month . 
. . 9  Phone 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all








.\ttilJ. _F.s=:Ga:�,J';�. ti; ch � \ .s o  Y\ �-Nieaelees P. W ,  G �yy-oJ/ 
W .  M. Skinner 
�'\ � YY'\ � !ii Th�'" lo( e Y 




1!-v \ �'((."("� fy" L.� W' � \\ <!,, \'\ La\1penee-&ee'9� FC -W, Im.Gho�{j-t�vc; � �(. �; �(? l'l U\t Y" ScS Byron Hale ss "11. G .  McGinley PCCh ..J ... M,.&�e.Ps, s�c�s.W . .Sw�i coP 
Charles D .  May 











Lloyd L.  Hall . . RBCh J. A • .  (Jack) Cochran RD Do  P .  Covington BI 
Dr. Charles Stansberry 
George Margrave 
Richard Mansfield Jim Underwood UBCh 
SU 
J .  L. Henniss 
H. L. Sparkman 
CITY OF COALMONT (Grundy) �M- 65l F y 6130 16 , Second Monday each month, 7 :30 p.m. , • 





James A .  Anderson 
John E .  Curtis 
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CR 
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John E .  Curtis 
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Ruth Chambers 
C .  C .  L • .  Ray W o  W .  Jacobs CD J. Bo Lambdin �ghc'b-£r:-Me-R��-& !Ylov-v\ s w, G 'i" �t.V'I � 
CITY-_ O� �LIFTON,_ (Wayne) -M- 818 F.Yr .9/30 Elec /60 Second and fourth TUesday each month . 
. . 9  Phone 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all








.\ttilJ. _F.s=:Ga:�,J';�. ti; ch � \ .s o  Y\ �-Nieaelees P. W ,  G �yy-oJ/ 
W .  M. Skinner 
�'\ � YY'\ � !ii Th�'" lo( e Y 




1!-v \ �'((."("� fy" L.� W' � \\ <!,, \'\ La\1penee-&ee'9� FC -W, Im.Gho�{j-t�vc; � �(. �; �(? l'l U\t Y" ScS Byron Hale ss "11. G .  McGinley PCCh ..J ... M,.&�e.Ps, s�c�s.W . .Sw�i coP 
Charles D .  May 











Lloyd L.  Hall . . RBCh J. A • .  (Jack) Cochran RD Do  P .  Covington BI 
Dr. Charles Stansberry 
George Margrave 
Richard Mansfield Jim Underwood UBCh 
SU 
J .  L. Henniss 
H. L. Sparkman 
CITY OF COALMONT (Grundy) �M- 65l F y 6130 16 , Second Monday each month, 7 :30 p.m. , • 





James A .  Anderson 
John E .  Curtis 
at Coalmont Savings Bank 
CR 
SS 
John E .  Curtis 
George w .  Tate 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W- i ·,G4J F �Yr�4/30 Elec .5/61 Phone UL 3-2254 







A. G .  Neville , Jr. 
H. W. Cox, Jr. · .!) ��&�"'4'\� .S. \"\ 111. s .s e. 1  I 
Howard Jamison 
E .  L. Hurdle 
.J�.n.flic Pirpe1, 61'"r-R� F'o�Y'\ e.. 
CR Maureen M• Gaither 
FC E. J. Morton 
HOff Dr. R. F.  Kelsey 
Mar G .  R. Dyer 
SWW-BI-SS C .  M. Rial 
Jg William Allen 
CITY OF COLLINWOOD Wa ne) -M- GC'4 F .Yr.9 30 Elec . 
First and third Tuesday each month, : OO p .m. ; at V .  F. W .  Hall 
Phone 






T. H. Winford 





E'. R . )3"' 'f' n .s · 
Ha.l!lf.e-y-B'!'ewe I' 
Jess Brewer 
W.  C .  Smith 
Elec .11 61 Phone "EV 8-4400 CITY OF COLUMBIA Mau ) -M- 18 27 
: OO p .m. , at C ity Hall First and third Thursdays each month, 
Mayor Tom McGrew CoP E .  P .  Fox 
V-May J. E. Chamberlain EMgr R. w .  Williamson 
Comm Wesley Edwards FC J. P. White 
comm Jack SOWE:)ll TA J .  T.  Walker 
Comm W.  W. Thurman Jg w .  R. Peebles 
Mgr c .  N. Martin CD Fred Chappel 
Atty H. T. Shelton, Jr. Eng 
CR Herman Roach DPW-BI Morris Thurman 
CJl�F COOKEVILLE (Put�am) -M- ·7 111.14 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 10/60 Phone JA 6-2323 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor · 'N ,  tJ\., f"t) � '<'\ V\ SG M. L. Mathis 
Comm Bethel Newport (CFin) UBCh 
comm Cecil Montgomery (CPW) PCCh D .  W .  Mattson 
Clk-TA-BI Donald Ferrell (\If\ o..�:\· Eng-SSP-SWW Holla Bu�gess J Jar.ed-Mada-ux::l..8. h •i,.n' p ,,,..1 su w .  R. Holland 
c�P li�e-y--H4ggeilt7o�a\C.. ' 1 >'l£>iup.s1>11 Lib Clara Starnes 
Atty Wesley P.  Flatt , Jr . SS H. J. Childress 
RD Walter Jared CD W .  K .  Crawford 
DH Dale w .  Bradshaw FC Frank Moss 
C!TY' OF COPPERHILL· (Polk) -E- · 92�: F .Yr. 10/l Elec .12/60 Phone 274 · 
Thursday · each week, 7 :00 p.m. , at · city Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayo� � : . . 
Ald (/ Carl Arp 
Ald -CS :cu�:>:J... . �o."'nv 
Ald 2filLShi"£le ?i1ff \d\\e.V\t' 
Ald Norman Derreberry 






G. f: � Q..Y\ .s t7 ...,.._ 
Mrs . Se:i: :i: :l&mllrim.eel;Q:d;.. 
Jappa Lowery 
A. A. Mccarter 
Charles -Turner 
s .  E.  Sharp 
TOWN OF CORNERSVILLE (Marshall) -M- 358 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone 













R. J. Mee lin tock 
Forrest Gates 
Newt Nix 
J .  A. McMahon 
TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 126 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone 






R<i�rl It. T'f"oi f-c.v J, g;i, RaiBe� 
E .  W .  Call 







Guy Wimberly · 
.Ja<R. Orrew • J""': �. S:-, ...Sm.1'th. 
Re-e�r�e:.1• W'. D. C """'d '!... 
Coy Doublin 
CITY OF COVINGTON (Tipton) -W- 4,884 F .Yr.3/31 Elec .3/61 Phone GR 6-9613 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 









...gbarles Hw 8m4-t.nT�c.\( Gv..it\'\'\.i.. \'\ Atty 
J.)p, IL E, Jone.s-(VL,J:;>. Mee. Le n l'\ � I'\  CoP 
I �.GJi-G"14"rtlll8ift 0 f) �-Y :r I N � ·, f e, h FC -BI 
Dr. L. C .  Bierman · ScS 
-·-T-huPman-W·a,tk-i-Rs.:J�c.k Wi r\.-e. ... 1na 11:1 "' ss 
Ray Moore SWW 
�a.12d-W.Usl'lros. :J6.<--k .) c\. )'\f' �y-d_ CD 
Clyde Y .  Walker -r A 
...Jr.-�-Sm;Lt&Wni , Cl. GY't� t..+f­
-R. 0. -GM'� C..\.-.e..s . W . 'J '11 ll. k. \;\..� 
Thomas Shoaf 




C. , \> . M � L '1 �-t-ar 
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G. f: � Q..Y\ .s t7 ...,.._ 
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Charles -Turner 
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TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 126 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone 






R<i�rl It. T'f"oi f-c.v J, g;i, RaiBe� 
E .  W .  Call 







Guy Wimberly · 
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...gbarles Hw 8m4-t.nT�c.\( Gv..it\'\'\.i.. \'\ Atty 
J.)p, IL E, Jone.s-(VL,J:;>. Mee. Le n l'\ � I'\  CoP 
I �.GJi-G"14"rtlll8ift 0 f) �-Y :r I N � ·, f e, h FC -BI 
Dr. L. C .  Bierman · ScS 
-·-T-huPman-W·a,tk-i-Rs.:J�c.k Wi r\.-e. ... 1na 11:1 "' ss 
Ray Moore SWW 
�a.12d-W.Usl'lros. :J6.<--k .) c\. )'\f' �y-d_ CD 
Clyde Y .  Walker -r A 
...Jr.-�-Sm;Lt&Wni , Cl. GY't� t..+f­
-R. 0. -GM'� C..\.-.e..s . W . 'J '11 ll. k. \;\..� 
Thomas Shoaf 




C. , \> . M � L '1 �-t-ar 
TOWN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1 ; 835 _ : F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .8-/61 Pl1one 
WE 2-7318 
First 'Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 













W .  H .  Smith 
J.  C. Sargent 
B .  B .  Looney 
�,tl 'N �\\ \ � vv-.  .s 








Howard G. Betty 
Carl Farmer 
J. H .  Hawkins 
Charles Abbott 
F. F. Ferguson 
Glen Hines 
Howard Coulson 
�OF CROSSVILLE Cumberland _;E- l� , 699 F .Yr . 12 31 Elec . 12 60 Phone 25 
Third Friday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 
�J6-_yr11ov.d. 5�dcl.ncoP 
-f)]'. .  II. F;-�a.c. k .S·h· rc.'he.Y' FC 










• HuglLHendrJicks· C.. • r� . I< t 'j�· _'1 SWW 
J. T.  Goodwin CD Wm. E .  Mayberry, Jr . 
CITY OF CUMBERLAND CITY (Stewart) -M- 321 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 





G .  L .  Land iss , Sr . 






A.  M. Parchman 
T.  R. Parchman 
Jim Dowdy 
Phone 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND GAP (Claiborne) -E- l�03 F .  Yr . 12 31 Elec . 1
0 60 Phone 5571 







D .  Curtis Hopson 
Hugh Howard 
Cecil Greene 














First Tuesday each month, I : 30 p . m. , at Jefferson Cowity Bank Building 
Mayor H .  B .  Jarnigan CoP 
Ald John Goforth CR Jason Miller 
Ald Robert Baker SS Max Jarvis 
Ald Eugene Fox sww L. R. Sherrod 
Ald Max Jarvis CD C. E. Piatt 
Ald David Swann FC John c .  Miller, Jr. 
Ald Tom Webb RD Jack Pemberton 
First and third Monday each month1 : 15 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
· 
Mayor Dr . J. J. Rodgers - C\ 9 \.--." ""'� 9 1  EMgr 
��'tt\� Q.eepg�emaTd ..J 1'm ) A b� I FC 
Comm Kelso Ballard - SWW 
Mgr-CD J .  Robert Crowell Atty 
CoP Charles Robinette RBCh 
RD David Sawtel PCCh 
CR Bernice DeArmond 
Walker Cunningham 
Clyde Johnson 
J. R. Mansfield 
Hugh Gallagher 
Mrs . Harold Morgan 
John Cary 
TOWN OF DECATUR (Meigs) -E- 714 F .Y r . 10/31 Elec . 4/61 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Recorder ' s  home 
G"y-1 � 1'\ � C. i.'f' ,(.] "' !')-\ e. >-
Mayor A"-. W7 MC'�enzie!J Ald 
Ald Lige Bogess - CoP 
Ald <Ga.P.1a.n<k<.0-a.;rcpente -vft .n !(1/3:-k e n · ,_ ; e. sww 
Ald Raymond Gallaher FC 
Ald DaP.1-!i:s-€}-rabtpeeVV<'l"<'' h L:, \ \'a.-"(' drl Atty 
Ald H .  H o  Cline WBCh 
CR 
·G-i-±-e-reue h·PY. e !> +-·1 n L 'l. v./ ; > 
G .  H .  Parris 
L� B .  Massengill 
-Ra' moud 6'!tl:iea&P C. i;,��c.l<t. h1>\ t­
J .  D .  Culvahouse 
H .  H .  Cline 
A-. E. l')�Y\.t�� 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur) -W- 514 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec. 12/60 Phone UL 2-2482 






Will T .  Rogers 
Guy Butler 
..Ji!J.Gy.0-Dav4e r ( u Ale. y.. d,"' d. e...,.. 







lle:l'-s-h�a� E:' .\-\, Wy\ i � 
Rube Haney 
Ola Duck 
J .  L. England 
Mrs. Ruth w .  Rogers 
TCMN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- 1,435 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone WA 3-5301 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m.  at City Hall 








George Neal Bass, Sr . 
H .  M.  Beck 
B .  ·E. Henley 
Harrison Ikard 








*Address : Winchester, Tennessee 
L. J. Williams 
F.  M.  Crownover 
H .  M. Beck 
Joe Davidson 
Mrs . B .  F .  Arnold 
Paul Bratton 
TOWN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1 ; 835 _ : F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .8-/61 Pl1one 
WE 2-7318 
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CR 
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Rube Haney 
Ola Duck 
J .  L. England 
Mrs. Ruth w .  Rogers 
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George Neal Bass, Sr . 
H .  M.  Beck 
B .  ·E. Henley 
Harrison Ikard 








*Address : Winchester, Tennessee 
L. J. Williams 
F.  M.  Crownover 
H .  M. Beck 
Joe Davidson 
Mrs . B .  F .  Arnold 
Paul Bratton 
( · ) w 6·.9 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . TOWN OF . . DENMARK Madison - - _ Phone 






s .  A. Carter 
Mrs .  J. L. Williamson 




c .  E. Harris 
Will A. Hardee 
J. A. Tyson 
. TOWN
. OF DICKSON (Dickson) -M- l+ , 685 F .Yr.9/30 Elec . Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor Robert Clemep.t Ald Dr. w .  A.  Crosby 
Ald Albert Ray CR-Jg Murray:· . Crow. 
Al cl Brigham Rumsey Tr Miss Mary Diamond 
Ald C .  J .  Sulla.way EMgr c .  N .  Dunegan 
Ald Buford Reed FC ��0ope-:P...C I �\,\ 6 e. 
Ald Maurice Petty sww-ss Van Corlew 
Ald Winfrey Wells Lib Mrs . A .  ·N .  Hines 
Ald William R. Gilmore CD Edward Riordan 
Frr1 1  .:r� vy\ �  � A· .W"-<1.. 'M J 
� � g  Q.Vl 
TOWN OF DOVER (Stewart) -M- 733 F.Yr. l;/l Elec .2/62 Phone CE 2-5907 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Recorder ' s  Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor W.  H. Tippit CR Mrs .  Ruby B .  Feltner 
V-May W .  D .  Howell Mar Mack Hester 
Ald Woodrow Dill FC Frank Martin 
Ald Clay Groves SS Ira Atkins 
Ald Roy Vinson sww Will R. Brigham 
TOWN OF DOWELLTOWN (DeKalb ) -M- 26? F .Yr.6/30 Elec .8/60 Phone LE 6-3212 





W .  P .  Banks 
Virgil Gibbs 







W.  A. Cathcart 
Carl Boyd Banks 
w .  A. Cathcart 
TOWN OF .DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- l,500 ·F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/61 Phone 270 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall · 
Mayor Homer Bradberry CoP Walter F.  Tuck 
Ald J. L. Shannon BI Raymond Smith 
Ald Willian Hunt sww Sidney Gallimore 
Ald Dr •. F .  B .  Upchurch HO ff Lois Rushing 
Ald S .  T. Bowlin PC Ch A. J. Strawbridge 
Ald Tom Reagan Atty Grooms Herron 
Ald Dr . Paul Wilson SS Warren Roberts 
CR Cornell Pettie 
/ 




C �  I �  Presswood 








CITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 873 F.Yr.7/1 Elec .5/61 Phone 
· May, August ,  November, and February, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Community Building 
Ma l4g. $h.\ ,a.'f'kt.Y-
. 
yor �a� 
Comm �eee���1h�s. 'ri .  M"s le..y 





W .  · B .  Standefer, Sr.  
William B.  Standefer, Jr. 
rP��� ! · L���w� � o �- �F-*�JiliHNJ:l Davidson -M- 1,911 F .Yr.7 1 Ele� .7  61 Phone TH 7-218 · 




c .  L. Ferrell 
Bryan Jakes ,  Jr . 





*Addres s :  2005 Hadley Avenue , Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Address : 3236 Lakeshore Dr. ,  Old Hickory, Tennessee 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1,864 F.  Yr.6/30 Elec . 7 /61 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor C .  c .  Berry CR 
Ald Raymond Shankle Atty 
Ald Bob Robinson FC 
Ald Wilford Bond Mar 
Ald Will D .  Thomas SS 
Ald E .  S .  Beasley sww 
Ald T. Y .  Thomas TA 
Ald C .  B .  Newbill CD 
Ald Turner Mingle 
CITY OF DYERSBURG {Dyerl -W- 12 ,063 F .Yr.6L30 
First and third Thursday, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor E .  T .  Palmer SSP 
V-May R. S .  Sellers DPW 
Ald Paul Bradshavr HO ff 
Ald J. A. Johnson FC 
Ald Nap Brigham PC Ch 
Ald Dr. Russell Moore ScS 
Ala Ed Wright EMgr 
Ald Marshall Wallace Jg 
Atty Melvin Weakley Lib 
CR -TA R. S .  Sellers CD 
CoP N .  A. Bond RBCh 
c .  F .  Jackson 
Hal Holmes 
c .  P. Allen 
Guy Ing 
Howard Baker 
S .  J. Barton 
Turner Mingle 
Robert L. Webb 
Elec .8L61 Phone AT 5-2642 
Roger Hawkins 
I .  C .  Mc Lester 
Shelton Carter 
Clinton Kesterson 
O. B .  Locklear 
J. C .  Maddox 
J� P. Crawford '/. :ii.¥illan�grain-vV, Sta)\\ey �Y b"to 
Mrs .  Frank B. Craddock 
Herbert Holland 
Danal Hotaling 
( · ) w 6·.9 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . TOWN OF . . DENMARK Madison - - _ Phone 






s .  A. Carter 
Mrs .  J. L. Williamson 




c .  E. Harris 
Will A. Hardee 
J. A. Tyson 
. TOWN
. OF DICKSON (Dickson) -M- l+ , 685 F .Yr.9/30 Elec . Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor Robert Clemep.t Ald Dr. w .  A.  Crosby 
Ald Albert Ray CR-Jg Murray:· . Crow. 
Al cl Brigham Rumsey Tr Miss Mary Diamond 
Ald C .  J .  Sulla.way EMgr c .  N .  Dunegan 
Ald Buford Reed FC ��0ope-:P...C I �\,\ 6 e. 
Ald Maurice Petty sww-ss Van Corlew 
Ald Winfrey Wells Lib Mrs . A .  ·N .  Hines 
Ald William R. Gilmore CD Edward Riordan 
Frr1 1  .:r� vy\ �  � A· .W"-<1.. 'M J 
� � g  Q.Vl 
TOWN OF DOVER (Stewart) -M- 733 F.Yr. l;/l Elec .2/62 Phone CE 2-5907 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Recorder ' s  Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor W.  H. Tippit CR Mrs .  Ruby B .  Feltner 
V-May W .  D .  Howell Mar Mack Hester 
Ald Woodrow Dill FC Frank Martin 
Ald Clay Groves SS Ira Atkins 
Ald Roy Vinson sww Will R. Brigham 
TOWN OF DOWELLTOWN (DeKalb ) -M- 26? F .Yr.6/30 Elec .8/60 Phone LE 6-3212 





W .  P .  Banks 
Virgil Gibbs 







W.  A. Cathcart 
Carl Boyd Banks 
w .  A. Cathcart 
TOWN OF .DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- l,500 ·F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/61 Phone 270 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall · 
Mayor Homer Bradberry CoP Walter F.  Tuck 
Ald J. L. Shannon BI Raymond Smith 
Ald Willian Hunt sww Sidney Gallimore 
Ald Dr •. F .  B .  Upchurch HO ff Lois Rushing 
Ald S .  T. Bowlin PC Ch A. J. Strawbridge 
Ald Tom Reagan Atty Grooms Herron 
Ald Dr . Paul Wilson SS Warren Roberts 
CR Cornell Pettie 
/ 




C �  I �  Presswood 








CITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 873 F.Yr.7/1 Elec .5/61 Phone 
· May, August ,  November, and February, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Community Building 
Ma l4g. $h.\ ,a.'f'kt.Y-
. 
yor �a� 
Comm �eee���1h�s. 'ri .  M"s le..y 





W .  · B .  Standefer, Sr.  
William B.  Standefer, Jr. 
rP��� ! · L���w� � o �- �F-*�JiliHNJ:l Davidson -M- 1,911 F .Yr.7 1 Ele� .7  61 Phone TH 7-218 · 




c .  L. Ferrell 
Bryan Jakes ,  Jr . 





*Addres s :  2005 Hadley Avenue , Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Address : 3236 Lakeshore Dr. ,  Old Hickory, Tennessee 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1,864 F.  Yr.6/30 Elec . 7 /61 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor C .  c .  Berry CR 
Ald Raymond Shankle Atty 
Ald Bob Robinson FC 
Ald Wilford Bond Mar 
Ald Will D .  Thomas SS 
Ald E .  S .  Beasley sww 
Ald T. Y .  Thomas TA 
Ald C .  B .  Newbill CD 
Ald Turner Mingle 
CITY OF DYERSBURG {Dyerl -W- 12 ,063 F .Yr.6L30 
First and third Thursday, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor E .  T .  Palmer SSP 
V-May R. S .  Sellers DPW 
Ald Paul Bradshavr HO ff 
Ald J. A. Johnson FC 
Ald Nap Brigham PC Ch 
Ald Dr. Russell Moore ScS 
Ala Ed Wright EMgr 
Ald Marshall Wallace Jg 
Atty Melvin Weakley Lib 
CR -TA R. S .  Sellers CD 
CoP N .  A. Bond RBCh 
c .  F .  Jackson 
Hal Holmes 
c .  P. Allen 
Guy Ing 
Howard Baker 
S .  J. Barton 
Turner Mingle 
Robert L. Webb 
Elec .8L61 Phone AT 5-2642 
Roger Hawkins 
I .  C .  Mc Lester 
Shelton Carter 
Clinton Kesterson 
O. B .  Locklear 
J. C .  Maddox 
J� P. Crawford '/. :ii.¥illan�grain-vV, Sta)\\ey �Y b"to 
Mrs .  Frank B. Craddock 
Herbert Holland 
Danal Hotaling 
TOWN OF EAGLEVILLE Rutherford -M.;. · 8 F .Yr . 12 3 l  Elec . Phone 




w .  H. Dyer 
Jordan Redmon 







TOWN OF *EAST RIDGE (Hamilton) -E- 18 ,387 F .Yr . 3/31 Elec . 4/61 Ph
one OX 8-1514-5 
Second ' Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at East Ridge Town Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
1om � h�v'(.'/' 
Mayor -E�Boyd- Clk 
Comm W .  Alex Watt W , ./) J3 . **Atty 
comm .Q.ha�les-T. Rh4:nel'ia¥'1f-...,...� 1 .,'u o111 :J� CD 
Comm Mrs. Ethel Crabtree RBCh 
Comm . ·li.-G,,,-€H.�'l'eath.C"M..s. L "'1h-rcl ·, ) k ; I I SSP 
Mgr-Eng ��� RD 
Joseph B.  Roberts 
Ed Hufft 
Kay Donald 
Dallas M.  Peavy 
Joe w .  Esch 
*Address : 
·**Address: 
East Ridge Hown Hall, 1501 Tombras Ave . ,  Chattanooga , Tenn. 
Volunteer Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee 
TOWN OF ELIZABETHTON (Carter) -E- 10,754 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 
First and third Thu�sday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Ha�l 
Mayor Wm . G .  Frost CoP Claude Glover 
V-May James W .  Hunnicutt EMgr John Neagher 
comm Bert Johnson ScS T. A .  Dugger, Jr. 
Comm C. J. Wagner FC Dennis Younce 
Comm �ay � ,. ll��[X1.I-<. Ba. i� Eng Fred Baker 
Comm Dr. D .  M. Sholes SS Henry Manning 
Comm -Tom Presnell- Yi " c a  Je..S.\"C C sww C. B. Allen 
Mgr-RBCh W. Paul Crumley Jg Peter W.  Hampton 
CR G. J. Holly TA Bemis Tatem 
Atty Robert Banks DPW Jim Clear, Jr. 
BI Joe Crumley Lib Mrs. Ethel Nance 
CD Henry Johnson SSP John R. Campbell PC Ch Clay M. Rose 
TOWN OF ELKTON -(G iles) -M:.. 168 F .Yr .• 7 /J. Elec. Phone 















*Address : Pulaski ,  Tennessee 
Hubert Blade · 
Robert E. Grigsby 
David Wade 
Grady Birdsong 
Phone LI 2-4331 
/ 
TOWN ·oF�!!NGLEWOOD (McMitm) -E- l' 545 ' F y l2/ 
First Monday each .. month, 7 :oo · p .�. ,  at CityrHati3 1  





B .  E .  Brown 
Jol:m. We Payi'l�WM , �. WA°W'tf\�y­
�a�ee2 r::-�.., \ \? ,  {(\ i \ \e-r 




Elec. 12/60 Phone 4000 
Easley Miller 
•W-.-R .  Webb� B'; ! I  f\.- 1'c <!. 
J. B .  Fain 
Mrs . W .  R .  Webb 
TOYffi OF ENV!�LE (Chester) -W- 290 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.  
First Priday each. month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Phone 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor J. H .  Frazier Ald E .  E .  Jackson 
V-May R .  B .  Johnson 
Ald . K. T.  Tue ton 
CR E .  H .  Clenney 
Mar H .  C .  , Willis 
Ald w .  v .  Johnson 
Ald H. L. Ozier 
Atty John J. Ross 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1,242 F .Yr.QAt . Elec . 
First Tuesday eacQ month, 7 :30 p . m .  at City Hall 
Phone AT 9-2951 
TOWN OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 3 , 387 
First and third Monday, 5 :00 p .m . ,  








R.  W .  McNabb 
E .  E .  Woodruff 
Roland Mccurry 
Earl Hendren 
H .  E. Campbell 
Eugene Ervin 









Mrs. Jennie Cary 
W .  c .  Knott, Jr. 
O.  E. Beecham 
A. B .  Elliott 
Ha L. Atl� L ,  F. 
John Barber 
B .  R. Cleghern 
T .  D. Spencer 
Dr. O .  S .  Luton 
F .Yr. 6/30 Elec . , Phone PI 3-6231 
at Municipal Building 









L .  T. Guinn 
H .  L. Reeves 
J. A. Goforth 
Eugene Ervin 
G .  H .  Thomas 
George Logan 
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Elec. 12/60 Phone 4000 
Easley Miller 
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J. B .  Fain 
Mrs . W .  R .  Webb 
TOYffi OF ENV!�LE (Chester) -W- 290 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.  
First Priday each. month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Phone 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
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Ald . K. T.  Tue ton 
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Mar H .  C .  , Willis 
Ald w .  v .  Johnson 
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CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1,242 F .Yr.QAt . Elec . 
First Tuesday eacQ month, 7 :30 p . m .  at City Hall 
Phone AT 9-2951 
TOWN OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 3 , 387 
First and third Monday, 5 :00 p .m . ,  








R.  W .  McNabb 
E .  E .  Woodruff 
Roland Mccurry 
Earl Hendren 
H .  E. Campbell 
Eugene Ervin 









Mrs. Jennie Cary 
W .  c .  Knott, Jr. 
O.  E. Beecham 
A. B .  Elliott 
Ha L. Atl� L ,  F. 
John Barber 
B .  R. Cleghern 
T .  D. Spencer 
Dr. O .  S .  Luton 
F .Yr. 6/30 Elec . , Phone PI 3-6231 
at Municipal Building 









L .  T. Guinn 
H .  L. Reeves 
J. A. Goforth 
Eugene Ervin 
G .  H .  Thomas 
George Logan 
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS Franklin .:.M- 4 96 F .  Yr . 12 31 Elec . 10 60 Phone M
I 9-4120 
First-·Thuraday each · month 7 :00 p.m. , at C ity Hall 






Rey�:zr=He££man .Jo 'n n G- b. ""- I CR 
C. L .  Knight CD 
-iiiahn:aGaW.·�·h>�' ._...\ ()e- Bo�y-J, SWW 
•s \l:;clng=leluu�-e-,f o\ �r I< e. '(' A kl? FC 
1ii0gan=�B'0'Sw���""\ I. S°h� s tt.�"' 
P. A. Kirby 
E. P. Elder AB��.;i..JM�ee& ,Je � s Mo 0'">'€. 
Bob Holland 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn -E- 3 ,261 F .Yr.11 30 Elec .12 60 Phone 2023 
Second and fourth Tuesdays each month , 9 : 30 a.m. , at Rec
order ' s  office 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor ..KI'l.0x w,a.��me-ffl .C.«tL '1J lt) H \e.� CoP Clyde T. Dale . , comrri }b·e. Clyee Re�el'sA.lt" P. 5woync.Fc .. cD Ca11l C:im� � C .  W1 I \  1 �"""'.s 
Comm .J. :i;.. P!iWJ1@4;.t Go\ AV"\�\'\ Fv-a.�e. PCCh -R-.....F.-MeK�:L.nne¥ A\)�'"' :P. Sv<�"J Yl e... 
Comm Homer T .  McJunkin ScS Max Ellis
 
Comm Jewel Weber sww .. EMgr William Huddleston 
CR Dan Ivins � :;:  VV. W .  M e.."'C"Y-l. \ ( S'S e-. c .Wi  \\ � �m s  � �c� e-, 5'. °Y'r&...'M '<>'J 
CITY OF FAIRVIEW Williamson .. M- l., OOo F.Yr . 6  30 Elec .8 61 Phone SV -2431
 
First and third Thursday, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Monday through Thursday, all day, all year 
Mayor 
v .. May 
Comm 
CoP 










*Address : 933 Stahlman Building, Nashville , Tennessee 
TOWN OF FAYETTEVILLE Lincoln -M- 6,233 F .Yr.  30 Elec . 10
 60 Phone 
Fifth of each month,- 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 









Fred I .  Womack 
Jim Davidson, Jr. 
Charlie Vance 
M. D. Crabtree 
Bob Finley 














Tom 0. Bagley 
Ottis Dye 
J. B .  Markham 
W .  c .  Foster 
Ralph Askins 
Ralph Askins 
D .  T. Buchanan 
Lester Simms 
Wm. E .  Barnes 
CITY OF *FOREST HILI..S (Davidson -M- }./302 F .Yr. 12 31  Elec�2  61
 Phone AL 5-0316 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at Gree
n Hills Branch, 3rd Nat. Bank 
Mayor Chas . E. Byron CR Mrs • ...f"��a!t1\':-:-�:i.& 
V-May Lewis Frazer PCCh-CD Charles A. 
Yancey 
Comm Robert Chilton Eng Charles N
. - Longhurst 
HOff Charles G .  Ransom M"Q°" C--�4-S . f'{ . L� V1 �\.,\A y � t 
*Address : 34111' W. Bfta-A¥o., �S � Nashville , Tennessee tf\ tirl'n e..J Ca.�te..v; l.\ � \�\\\ � Po'(i;) � a l.<l  
-20-
TOWN OF FRANKLIN Williamson -M- . 5 ,475 F .Yr .10 31 Elec .10 60 Phone SW 4-4572 










Frank Gray, Jr . 
Frank Murrey 




R. N .  Moore 
Fuller Arnold 











R. M. Liggett 
Earl Beasley 
Harris · D .  Irwin 
John L. Smith 
Morton Fisher 
John L. Smith 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Robert H. King ' 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP Crockett -W- l+52 F .Yr.6  30 Elec .3  62 Phone OR 7�4000 






Dr. L. A. White 
R. A. Dedmon 









J. B .  Avery 
R. G .  Craig 
J. F.  Bailey 
Orland L. Agee 
CITY OF FRIENDSVILLE (Blount) -E- · 569 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/61 Phone 





Fred Franklin comm 
Hugh-A--:J..-ren�&&te comm 
-Ha.zo-;b-Eh1TMs\: /�.,a h,.c.e. C\v,,+ 01 .> -Gemm-
.ffe rbert--Greene� , \-\ . \ ... hd s t �  J Clk 
·Mrs Rut'h'=Pet&rs \1v waYd J. � rb 
Archie M. Prince 
Evan=lfoppe p. 
Hazel Curtis 
TOWN OF GADSDEN (Crockett) -W- :::: � F y · 6/30 El 6 - • r. . ec .3  1 Phone SU 4-26 
TM.rd Monday each month , : 00 p .m. , at Mayor ' s  office 
Mayor 
/(le yJ�n Le8'S Q.+·1 . - G�y��e"n CoP 
Ald ..Me-r-l-1"n- Tueggett.G-oy\(? A )\.Q.Y\ FC 
Ald Charles Loyd ScS 
Ald Ml_..11on a,i,e-haP&s0n-:fhe?�M?rc..ht. l l SP 
Ald Fred James SS 
CR A. L. Kincaid CD 
James A. Wallis 
J. L. Antwine 
Frank Latham 
Claude J.  Bolton 
A. L. Ferguson 
Fred James 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson) -M� 9?? F .Yr.8/3 Elec .8/61 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month; 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 











CoP-SWW-SS Ben Jackson 
FC M. c . Montgomery 
Atty Garland Anderson 
RBCh Charles Settle 
CD Robert Fox 
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS Franklin .:.M- 4 96 F .  Yr . 12 31 Elec . 10 60 Phone M
I 9-4120 
First-·Thuraday each · month 7 :00 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
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C. L .  Knight CD 
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Comm .J. :i;.. P!iWJ1@4;.t Go\ AV"\�\'\ Fv-a.�e. PCCh -R-.....F.-MeK�:L.nne¥ A\)�'"' :P. Sv<�"J Yl e... 
Comm Homer T .  McJunkin ScS Max Ellis
 
Comm Jewel Weber sww .. EMgr William Huddleston 
CR Dan Ivins � :;:  VV. W .  M e.."'C"Y-l. \ ( S'S e-. c .Wi  \\ � �m s  � �c� e-, 5'. °Y'r&...'M '<>'J 
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Offices close Monday through Thursday, all day, all year 
Mayor 
v .. May 
Comm 
CoP 
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*Address : 34111' W. Bfta-A¥o., �S � Nashville , Tennessee tf\ tirl'n e..J Ca.�te..v; l.\ � \�\\\ � Po'(i;) � a l.<l  
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Fred Franklin comm 
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-Ha.zo-;b-Eh1TMs\: /�.,a h,.c.e. C\v,,+ 01 .> -Gemm-
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TM.rd Monday each month , : 00 p .m. , at Mayor ' s  office 
Mayor 
/(le yJ�n Le8'S Q.+·1 . - G�y��e"n CoP 
Ald ..Me-r-l-1"n- Tueggett.G-oy\(? A )\.Q.Y\ FC 
Ald Charles Loyd ScS 
Ald Ml_..11on a,i,e-haP&s0n-:fhe?�M?rc..ht. l l SP 
Ald Fred James SS 
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James A. Wallis 
J. L. Antwine 
Frank Latham 
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A. L. Ferguson 
Fred James 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson) -M� 9?? F .Yr.8/3 Elec .8/61 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month; 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 











CoP-SWW-SS Ben Jackson 
FC M. c . Montgomery 
Atty Garland Anderson 
RBCh Charles Settle 
CD Robert Fox 
C ITY· OF GALLATIN (Sunmer/ -M- · 7 ,6.i1-3 F .Y r . 12/31 Elec . 12/61 Phone 452-3162 
First Tuesday each month ,  7 : 30 p . m. , · at C ity Hall 
Mayor E. w. Thompson Atty Thomas Bo;yers 
V -May John Franklin CoP r;1" ..... .u+- R <> � ,r+..s 
Ald Ottis Kemp FC-CD Joe St . Charles 
Ald A.  W .  Harpole EMgr w .  M. Parker 
Ald Jimmy Ditty HOff 
Ald Rutledge Kittrell PBCh A .  B .  Perkins 
Ald Fount Lyles SG-SWW Tommy Witherspoon 
Ald Ed McDonald Lib Mrs . R. c .  Bradford 
CR I. C .  Brown RC Ch 
BI Leslie Montgomery RD Chad Choate 
TOWN OF *GARLAND (Tipton) -w- 157 F .Yr . Elec . Phone 
Called meetings only 
Mayor A.  c .  Rose Ald Charles Morris 
Ald J. L. Hensley Ald Ollion Bilderback 
Ald c .  B .  Pickard CR Mrs . Elizabeth Shankle 
Ald Ivo Shankle CoP 
Ald A. F.  King 
*Address : Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TOWN OF GATES ( Lauderdalel -W- 279 F .Yr . 6L30 Elec . 6L61 Phone 
Called meetings only 
Mayor H. W .  Walpole Ald c .  J. Baker 
Ald E .  S .  Gates CR Vernon Gilliland 
Ald Vernon Gilliland CoP c .  L. Lents 
FC c . J.  Baker 
CITY OF GATLINBURG Sevier -E- 1,803 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 6  61 Phone 436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month, and first Tuesday after 15th of month, :00 p.m.  
from May to October, 7 : 30 p . m .  from October to May 
Mayor W .  L. Mills Atty Harve M • . Duggins 
V-May Bruce J. Whaley CoP Brownlee Reagan 
Comm Harlan Reagan FC-CD Ralph Shilling 
Comm. Stewart Reagan PC Ch M. M. Whittle 
Comm Jack Huff SS Joe Manley 
Mgr-CR Walter W. Mynatt sww Richard Johnston 
Jg w .  Ii. King 
C l'I'Y OF GERMANTowrr Shelb -W- ):05 •  F.Yr.6 30 Elec . 11 6� Phone TU 4-7222 First Thursday each month ,  :00 p . m. , a t  City Rall 
Mayor Bruce Law Atty Bruce Law V -May Boyd Arthur FC Robert Lanier Ald G .  P�  Friedel Mar W .  E .  Bigbee Ald W .  F .  Bowld HO ff Dr. E .  T. Yancey Ald Jordan C .  Phillips CD Rev . W .  A. Nance Ald Dr. John Carter PC Ch Lee Winchester 
CR-SWW Hugh S .  Ford BI David McGeehee 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 308 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 1/61 Phone ST 7-6211 Meetings on call only, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Bank of Gibson 






R.  A.  Bennett 





S .  R .  Bass 
Carthel Hasse],. 
. .G- .;-W.-'!' "Jaek:s0nK" �(.y 
F .  C .  Fly 
'd i  l\C.h 
TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 1, 063 F .Yr . 4/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone MI 8-5426 First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor Frank G .  Margrave CR T.  E .  Poyner 
Ald L. L. Bennett CoP Douglas Doster 
Ald C .  H. Huggins FC Coy Black 
Ald T. B .  Montgomery RD Dudley Sanders 
' Ald J. C .  Dillinger Atty Allen Strawbridge 
SS-SWW Jim Dunning 
CITY OF GOODLETTSVILLE Davidson -M- 3 , 059 F.Yr.6  30 Elec . First and third Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . rn. , at City Hall 





H.  S .  Moss 
J.  E .  Galbreath 
G .  H. Mc Murty 
Sherman Childers 
TOWN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith) -M- 304 
Seconp Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at 
Mayor Hollis Blair 
Ald Billy Eastes 
Ald Robert Nixon 











Oscar D .  Brooks 
Edd B .  Young 
J.  B .  (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Claude B .  Garrison ' 
Elec . 9L6o Phone OV 3-2273 
Church 
Fl'aftk A1590i J:;y A-g 'i.e.) J-r. �j J-J= o,ge e ..:r. v./, (;.. i b l> $ 
Bill Agee 
Glenn Watts 
C ITY· OF GALLATIN (Sunmer/ -M- · 7 ,6.i1-3 F .Y r . 12/31 Elec . 12/61 Phone 452-3162 
First Tuesday each month ,  7 : 30 p . m. , · at C ity Hall 
Mayor E. w. Thompson Atty Thomas Bo;yers 
V -May John Franklin CoP r;1" ..... .u+- R <> � ,r+..s 
Ald Ottis Kemp FC-CD Joe St . Charles 
Ald A.  W .  Harpole EMgr w .  M. Parker 
Ald Jimmy Ditty HOff 
Ald Rutledge Kittrell PBCh A .  B .  Perkins 
Ald Fount Lyles SG-SWW Tommy Witherspoon 
Ald Ed McDonald Lib Mrs . R. c .  Bradford 
CR I. C .  Brown RC Ch 
BI Leslie Montgomery RD Chad Choate 
TOWN OF *GARLAND (Tipton) -w- 157 F .Yr . Elec . Phone 
Called meetings only 
Mayor A.  c .  Rose Ald Charles Morris 
Ald J. L. Hensley Ald Ollion Bilderback 
Ald c .  B .  Pickard CR Mrs . Elizabeth Shankle 
Ald Ivo Shankle CoP 
Ald A. F.  King 
*Address : Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TOWN OF GATES ( Lauderdalel -W- 279 F .Yr . 6L30 Elec . 6L61 Phone 
Called meetings only 
Mayor H. W .  Walpole Ald c .  J. Baker 
Ald E .  S .  Gates CR Vernon Gilliland 
Ald Vernon Gilliland CoP c .  L. Lents 
FC c . J.  Baker 
CITY OF GATLINBURG Sevier -E- 1,803 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 6  61 Phone 436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month, and first Tuesday after 15th of month, :00 p.m.  
from May to October, 7 : 30 p . m .  from October to May 
Mayor W .  L. Mills Atty Harve M • . Duggins 
V-May Bruce J. Whaley CoP Brownlee Reagan 
Comm Harlan Reagan FC-CD Ralph Shilling 
Comm. Stewart Reagan PC Ch M. M. Whittle 
Comm Jack Huff SS Joe Manley 
Mgr-CR Walter W. Mynatt sww Richard Johnston 
Jg w .  Ii. King 
C l'I'Y OF GERMANTowrr Shelb -W- ):05 •  F.Yr.6 30 Elec . 11 6� Phone TU 4-7222 First Thursday each month ,  :00 p . m. , a t  City Rall 
Mayor Bruce Law Atty Bruce Law V -May Boyd Arthur FC Robert Lanier Ald G .  P�  Friedel Mar W .  E .  Bigbee Ald W .  F .  Bowld HO ff Dr. E .  T. Yancey Ald Jordan C .  Phillips CD Rev . W .  A. Nance Ald Dr. John Carter PC Ch Lee Winchester 
CR-SWW Hugh S .  Ford BI David McGeehee 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 308 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 1/61 Phone ST 7-6211 Meetings on call only, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Bank of Gibson 






R.  A.  Bennett 





S .  R .  Bass 
Carthel Hasse],. 
. .G- .;-W.-'!' "Jaek:s0nK" �(.y 
F .  C .  Fly 
'd i  l\C.h 
TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 1, 063 F .Yr . 4/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone MI 8-5426 First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor Frank G .  Margrave CR T.  E .  Poyner 
Ald L. L. Bennett CoP Douglas Doster 
Ald C .  H. Huggins FC Coy Black 
Ald T. B .  Montgomery RD Dudley Sanders 
' Ald J. C .  Dillinger Atty Allen Strawbridge 
SS-SWW Jim Dunning 
CITY OF GOODLETTSVILLE Davidson -M- 3 , 059 F.Yr.6  30 Elec . First and third Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . rn. , at City Hall 





H.  S .  Moss 
J.  E .  Galbreath 
G .  H. Mc Murty 
Sherman Childers 
TOWN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith) -M- 304 
Seconp Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at 
Mayor Hollis Blair 
Ald Billy Eastes 
Ald Robert Nixon 











Oscar D .  Brooks 
Edd B .  Young 
J.  B .  (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Claude B .  Garrison ' 
Elec . 9L6o Phone OV 3-2273 
Church 




TOWN . OF .GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) .:.w- 477 F .Yr . 1/31 Elec . 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor J.  Simon Smith Ald H. L.  
Hess ,Jr. 
Ald J.H.  Richard son FC Eddie Dickson 
Ald H. W . Clarke sww Frank Sutton 
Ald Roy L .  King WBCh J.  H. Richardso
n 
Ald A. L. Bruce CR Roy L .  King 
Ald W. C .  Smith 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE ( Rhea -E- 820 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 3  61 Phone DA 510 
First Monday each month, :00 p . m. , a� r;:wn Hall 












C lyde Fine Atty 
Preston�ung./l\'11-\Qn �y�v e.1 � � SS 
W .  L .  Crawley 
Joe Powell 
· .S .  Fl Heover.(; (1·r ·1 
Wilson Marler 
Al'v: in Y • Be 11 
Preston Young 
TOWN OF GREENBACK ( Loudon) -E- 361 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 8/60 Phone 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Civic Hall 
Mayor 
Ald 




Sam King, Sr. 
Ira Hodge 
TOWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M-1,i60 F .Yr.9/1 Elec .8/60 Phone 








.Rpbe-l?'b-@r-aw-�0- !' tt'l )T\-\ '{)f)y'(' ;.S CR -I.A 
Charles Baggett Atty)� W?H. Bavage· L , f, F� ; Y (., .:S ....... 0-harleS-Wirlett· w.·f'. \_, ·r "  1', ( . 
Maurice Hackney CoP 
Jake L. Justice SS 
E . W .  Bottoms SWW 
Don Williams LTA ' 
O .  V .  Phipps CD 
Hugh H. Fisher 
Maurice Hackney 
J.  T .  Williams 
.Her-ber:t-Savage- L . f. ro. i Y G � 
James Whitlow 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) -E- 11,928 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone 
ME 8-3138 
First Tuesday each month,  " twilight, 












George T.  Bitner 
Wm. c .  Masengill 
Clark Harrison 
Joe Susong 
B .  B .  Fraker 
W .  D .  


















w . c .  Masengill 
Archie R.  Dykes 
Wm. R.  McAmis 
A.  L .  Shepherd 
E .  D .  Fry 
Robert c .  Austin 
Don Williamson 
T?WN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- . l;o79 F .Yr. 6/30 First Tuesday each month 7 . 30 _ 












C .  T.  Rawls 
Harold Mosley 
Dale Wright 
Dr.  Ira Porter 
' · p . m. , at City Hall 
-
Coun Robert Caudle 
CR w .  M. Stout 
Atty P.  B .  Harris 
COP Harvel Berry 
FC-CD Bill Dudley 
sww Herman Coats 
Lib Diana Thetford 
Samuel Williams Eng Ray Radford 
TOWN OF HALLS (Lauderdale) -W- 1 >808 F y / 
First Monday each month 7 . 30 
• r . 5  31 Elec . 5/61 Phone AD 4-7031 
Offices close Wednesday ' a1i day
p . m
Ma






or ' s office 









D .  E .  Walker 
Lynn Vaden 
P. H. Henderson, Jr . 
-J ... I., Qap;aell e.c . p e w  .f-r. 
Grover Smith / 









Mrs . Charles Alsobrook 
Frank Moore 
J.  K. Goodson 
W .  H. Woodly 














A .  B .  Foster 
Dennis Stevens 
Raymond Curtis 
J. A. Taylor 
J. M. Tutton 
Bob L.  Miller 
Ben B .  Hamilton 















C .  E .  Perkins 
James D .  Mathis 
c .  R. Black 
L. G .  Lewis 
Mrs . Neva J .  Brown 
F .  G .  Gardner 
A .  B .  Foster 
C .  B .  Flora 
�ni e.. �. \.\�mj '+ot1 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- l 310 . / 
First Tuesday after first Mona h F .Y r . 6  3 0  Elec . 10/60 Phone DR 4-2576 
Off . 
ay eac month 7 • 30 p m  t C ' t ices close Wednesday aft · ' 






ernoon, if not 10th day of month 
' C • D .  Harper ,  s r.  FC 
Gayle Gregory SWW 
Paul Porter WBCh �ma�w� rJ. G-{a. dysfl'1.c�vttss 
� Ee� Ka.y�ot\d Witchty 
Ernest Sanford 
Grover T.  Lentz 
E .  D .  Freedle 
Cancel L .  Dixon 
Phone 
TOWN . OF .GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) .:.w- 477 F .Yr . 1/31 Elec . 
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Mayor J.  Simon Smith Ald H. L.  
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.Rpbe-l?'b-@r-aw-�0- !' tt'l )T\-\ '{)f)y'(' ;.S CR -I.A 
Charles Baggett Atty)� W?H. Bavage· L , f, F� ; Y (., .:S ....... 0-harleS-Wirlett· w.·f'. \_, ·r "  1', ( . 
Maurice Hackney CoP 
Jake L. Justice SS 
E . W .  Bottoms SWW 
Don Williams LTA ' 
O .  V .  Phipps CD 
Hugh H. Fisher 
Maurice Hackney 
J.  T .  Williams 
.Her-ber:t-Savage- L . f. ro. i Y G � 
James Whitlow 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) -E- 11,928 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone 
ME 8-3138 
First Tuesday each month,  " twilight, 












George T.  Bitner 
Wm. c .  Masengill 
Clark Harrison 
Joe Susong 
B .  B .  Fraker 
W .  D .  


















w . c .  Masengill 
Archie R.  Dykes 
Wm. R.  McAmis 
A.  L .  Shepherd 
E .  D .  Fry 
Robert c .  Austin 
Don Williamson 
T?WN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- . l;o79 F .Yr. 6/30 First Tuesday each month 7 . 30 _ 












C .  T.  Rawls 
Harold Mosley 
Dale Wright 
Dr.  Ira Porter 
' · p . m. , at City Hall 
-
Coun Robert Caudle 
CR w .  M. Stout 
Atty P.  B .  Harris 
COP Harvel Berry 
FC-CD Bill Dudley 
sww Herman Coats 
Lib Diana Thetford 
Samuel Williams Eng Ray Radford 
TOWN OF HALLS (Lauderdale) -W- 1 >808 F y / 
First Monday each month 7 . 30 
• r . 5  31 Elec . 5/61 Phone AD 4-7031 
Offices close Wednesday ' a1i day
p . m
Ma






or ' s office 









D .  E .  Walker 
Lynn Vaden 
P. H. Henderson, Jr . 
-J ... I., Qap;aell e.c . p e w  .f-r. 
Grover Smith / 









Mrs . Charles Alsobrook 
Frank Moore 
J.  K. Goodson 
W .  H. Woodly 














A .  B .  Foster 
Dennis Stevens 
Raymond Curtis 
J. A. Taylor 
J. M. Tutton 
Bob L.  Miller 
Ben B .  Hamilton 















C .  E .  Perkins 
James D .  Mathis 
c .  R. Black 
L. G .  Lewis 
Mrs . Neva J .  Brown 
F .  G .  Gardner 
A .  B .  Foster 
C .  B .  Flora 
�ni e.. �. \.\�mj '+ot1 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- l 310 . / 
First Tuesday after first Mona h F .Y r . 6  3 0  Elec . 10/60 Phone DR 4-2576 
Off . 
ay eac month 7 • 30 p m  t C ' t ices close Wednesday aft · ' 






ernoon, if not 10th day of month 
' C • D .  Harper ,  s r.  FC 
Gayle Gregory SWW 
Paul Porter WBCh �ma�w� rJ. G-{a. dysfl'1.c�vttss 
� Ee� Ka.y�ot\d Witchty 
Ernest Sanford 
Grover T.  Lentz 
E .  D .  Freedle 
Cancel L .  Dixon 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester) -W- 21)32 F .Y r . 7/1 Elec .• 9/60 Phone Y.l1 9-2401. 
Second - Thursday each month , 7 i 30 p . m  •. , at City Hall 

















Atty Willard E .  Smith 
cop. Luther Scott 
FC ·Lynn Priddy 
BI B .  c .  Dees . 
Eng-SS-SWW A. R. Orr 
Jg Paul McAdams 
CD Robert F .  Casey 
TOWN OF HENNING (Lauderdale) -W� l+93 � .Yr .4/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone RE 8-2952 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Robert H. Scates Ald W .  D .  Barfield Mayor 
Ald George Nash CR · Mrs . Thomas E .  Burns 
Ald John Caldwell Mar James A .  Boyd 
Ald Ho P. Brandon SS Thomas E .  Burns 
Ald Tommy Burns sww W .  � .  Bradford 
Ald Walter Briggs Atty Rufus Campbell 
TOWN OF HENRY (Henry) -W- 200 F .Yr ��?/31Elec . 5/6l Phone 





Bomar Taylor Ald 
Lucien Hastings CR 
W. Bo Hall SWW 
��ht'\ PMdt.YS-Pn-Mar 
c .  N. Wright 
R. M. Dillahunty ' 
Marvin Wright 
James R. Crews 
TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 160 F .Yr. Elec .• 










B. T. Lake 
Jimmie Chambers 






"*·Address ; .Bolivar, Tennessee 
w .  O. Davis 
Robert Haralson 
Emanuel Kelley 
E. G. Harris 
James B .  Martin 
Phone 
CITY OF HOHENWALD (Lewis ) -M- 2 , Cl+9 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec . 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 








W .  c .  Keaton 
Dol Willis 
Paul Burk:low 
Dr. I o  G .  Hurt 
Clyde Black 
R. C .  Spann 








W. G. Darden 
C .  A. Ricketts 
Dr. W .  E .  Boyce 
w .  A. Bates 
R. c .  Spann 
Hubert C .  Milan 
E.  M. Adcox 
( 






-R� !I: :Baekley l?e.YI f o.\ m� -r 
-E..-H.�e-x,. w I -(', e:: ""- b a."' "e( s 
ia fa I:iewey R o'f My e..-r A 





R. M. Dodd 
-J�..:!:ng-f(\a,.'"'...,. I c. � rl o w� Y'J, 
J. :0. I:iewr;r ..J �a�-r- /$ tfl i e. &lo w� 
*/YI ':;..Le rn a .,.. Q..s v ;  I )  e. J Tt.. n 1�1 , 





C .  H. Reavis 
D .  Lo Blackley 








James C unningham 
Bomar Clemmons 
TOWN OF .HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 280 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 
Third Saturday each month, at Town Hall 






W �  E .  Marshall 
Buford Kirk 
Jimmie Baker 







H. s .  Mcclintock 
w .  A .  Hodge 
Joe Johnson 
Buford Kirk 
w .  E .  McLintock 
CITY OF HUMBOLDT (Gibson) -W- [,996 F .Yr.12/31 Elec . 12/61 First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C ity Hall 
Office s  close Saturday all day, all year 










)) d.n :r. S c o-tt �&we.;J.� 




Barthel Gray .. Miss Annie Lou Cox 











Lloyd S .  Adams D ��uGke.y,&.;:fo< U\. ·, d i l\g.s 
R. I .  Grace 
William Sadler 




Charles ' R. Lewis 
TOWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 2 ,0�3 F .Yr.3/1 Elec . 3/62 Phone Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, M� ;thru August 
Mayor ' Ernest Vickers Ald Kenneth Martin 
Ald Roy Douglas CR R. C. Mulliniks Ald Dr. R. B o  Wilson Atty Dwayne D .. Maddox Ald · w .  H .  McConnell CoP -Geecrge-Jie:-Jre��; I ly fS11bb;tt Ald E o  E .  Pace,  Jr. FC Dallas Williams 
Ald Halbert Carter SS Frank C.rockett Ald Henry Johnson sww Gabe Conyers 
-27-
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)) d.n :r. S c o-tt �&we.;J.� 
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Offices close Wednesday all day, M� ;thru August 
Mayor ' Ernest Vickers Ald Kenneth Martin 
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Ald Halbert Carter SS Frank C.rockett Ald Henry Johnson sww Gabe Conyers 
-27-
Phone 2711 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 






Ray M.  Johnson 
C .  R .  Jones 
�an Walkn ld"vvie..\;- St\)�•\l 
Lindsay Donaldson 







w .  P .  Greene 
�aQst :9"8ov�'t='\� 'I l T�wt. S 
CITY OF JACKSON (Madison) -W- 34,783 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 7-5511 
Tuesday and Friday ·each week, 10 : 00 a . m . , in Board Room at City Hall 
Mayor Quinton Edmonds (CF ,CFin ,CP) Eng D .  w .  Allen 
V-May R. L.  Patey (CH, CE) FC Ben L .  Warlich 
Comm R .  E .  Bailey (CPW) ScS C . J .  Huckaba 
CR B.  F • . Graves Jg Robert Holt 
Atty w .  T .  Diamond , Jr. Lib Frances Smith 
, · .COP J. R .  Gaba TA Roy Davis 
EMgr Joe H .  Exum BI-PI W .  H. Hearn 
RD Duncan Demonbreun CD Otto Melsa 
PC Ch Charles Stanfill DPZ Donald L.  Irvin 
HBCh Lowell Thomas DH Harry Thomas 
illOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- ·. 2 ,115 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 11/60 Phone TR 9-4315 








�aot :F:.11ogge w.  0. $ W"I ;  t-\t CR 
Giaig Ofie:pman 1;[.• t>. S � ;-tt, SS 
:BiJ:d G�peod:aRa R ..._,.., \.,_ T�y \ oY SWW 
O. Cw Di.meaR ..J"-v-(. S l o �"'\ CD 
J.i-m L8E1�eMet E y. e V\ Wh E- t.. lE -r FC 
Ji.r-:Bc. J;,90481' Amor\ /h���$ o � CoP �R..-Silmia.t& HciU i .s  N!i!.�1  
�mt,tb..Oe.�y Wv ight 
Bav:ld L. Hane� 
Woodrow Stinson 
Bob G .  Ledbetter 
Arthur Dayhuff 
�KE>8'9'11 H� 'f\..,.1 So � th 
TOWN OF JASPER (Marion) -E- 1,440 F .Y r .  Elec . 11/60 Phone WH 2-2563 





Ald Joe Barker 
TOWN OF JEFFERSON CITY (Jefferson) -E- 4,505 F .Y r . 5/31 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Elec . 5/61 Phone 3115· 
Mayor Lloyd E .  t1a.Y CR 
Ald W .  P .  Graham FC 
Ald - � r�'-'\ �O'a.� m �� RBCh 
Ald ]9v'942e·Mi r48y@ir?li1 Pc. h'V\ \te. '1 n\.. RD 




Mrs. Dave Kendall 
Bill Neal 
( 
CITY OF JELLICO (Campbell) -E- :--;602 1' .Yr.J.?/31 Elec . J./62 Phone GA 4-6351 



















Atty Herman Trammel 
CoP James Carroll 
FC . , W .  C .  Duel 
PBCh , ,  i .  J. W. Be�ll� ---· .. 
SU J.  H .  Scott 
SS Robert Hicks 
CD Jim Petrey 
RBCh Harold Moon 
3 1 J J 'lf 7  
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 3±,.6'78-" F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone WA 6-3162 
First and third Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 








f B'C. h 
oss H .  Spears, Jr. 
Mrs. May Ross c owell 
Ben Crumley 
Dr . Carroll Long 
David Walker 
David Burkhalter 
J .  Calvin Guthrie 
C .  E .  Mullenix 
L .  L. Geisler 
Perry B .  Therell 
Carl A .  Johnson 












Thomas D .  Link 
C .  F .  Stine 
Robert L .  Smith 
Walter L .  Price 
Howard Johnson 
C .  Howard Mccorkle 
Robert L .  Jobe 




TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1 , 126 F.Yr.4/30 Elec . 4/62 Phone PL 3-3311 






Robert M .  May 
Jasper Blankenship 
Lyle T. Haws 
Sam W .  Mitchell 





Norman C .  Francis 
Grady Smith 
Coy Swartz 
John C .  Cloyd 
TOWN OF KENTON . Obion) -W- 399 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone PI 9-5767 
Fir�t Tuesday of each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Offices close Wcdne::;day all day, ,June thru August · 
Mayor E .  R .  Cox Ald Joe M.  Warren 
Ald Ray Hollomon CR A F N • • ewmon 
Ald R. W .  Newmon CoP-SS B .  L.  Mullins 
Ald ' Damon Cross FC L A • • Baucom 
Ald L. A .  Baucom SWW R .  D .  Story 
Ald Carl W .  Smith 
-29-
Phone 2711 
First Monday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 






Ray M.  Johnson 
C .  R .  Jones 
�an Walkn ld"vvie..\;- St\)�•\l 
Lindsay Donaldson 







w .  P .  Greene 
�aQst :9"8ov�'t='\� 'I l T�wt. S 
CITY OF JACKSON (Madison) -W- 34,783 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 7-5511 
Tuesday and Friday ·each week, 10 : 00 a . m . , in Board Room at City Hall 
Mayor Quinton Edmonds (CF ,CFin ,CP) Eng D .  w .  Allen 
V-May R. L.  Patey (CH, CE) FC Ben L .  Warlich 
Comm R .  E .  Bailey (CPW) ScS C . J .  Huckaba 
CR B.  F • . Graves Jg Robert Holt 
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illOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- ·. 2 ,115 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 11/60 Phone TR 9-4315 
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SU J.  H .  Scott 
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CD Jim Petrey 
RBCh Harold Moon 
3 1 J J 'lf 7  
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 3±,.6'78-" F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone WA 6-3162 
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TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- 1 , 126 F.Yr.4/30 Elec . 4/62 Phone PL 3-3311 






Robert M .  May 
Jasper Blankenship 
Lyle T. Haws 
Sam W .  Mitchell 





Norman C .  Francis 
Grady Smith 
Coy Swartz 
John C .  Cloyd 
TOWN OF KENTON . Obion) -W- 399 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone PI 9-5767 
Fir�t Tuesday of each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Offices close Wcdne::;day all day, ,June thru August · 
Mayor E .  R .  Cox Ald Joe M.  Warren 
Ald Ray Hollomon CR A F N • • ewmon 
Ald R. W .  Newmon CoP-SS B .  L.  Mullins 
Ald ' Damon Cross FC L A • • Baucom 
Ald L. A .  Baucom SWW R .  D .  Story 
Ald Carl W .  Smith 
-29-
CI'IY- ·or· :KINGSPORT - SulliVan -E- 24 11.Q F :Yr . 12 31 Elec . 5  61 Phone CI 5-51
31 
First ·and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall . 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor 












L. P. Gregory BI 
J&s-senA:-Godwin•W .w. c�w q  o t\.  FC 
Eng E .  G.  Guenther 
Morton H.  Duffer � PCCh 
�M&x-Y i Pa-Iik�·11'» ,C "'�V°f\i��-rh.'1 i-1 a.hscs 
c .  K. Marsh SS 
Jg J.  R.  Pecktal 
E. L· : Shelor Lib 
..Jagks�a C, Pa'*'ls'fienW'M,£.w'.e.b�'l"SWW 
G. W .  Fletcher CD 
M. L. West . RBCh 
Donald D .  Pomerleau RD 
R. L. Collins 
s .  K. Jones 
c .  M. Kenner s .  K. Addington 
James Edwards 
Dr . Dana F. Swick 
Lewis Long 
H. Marvin Parsons 
Mrs . Anne Summers 
F. S. Key 
James Welch 
William H. Jordon 
w .  c .  Mc Horris 
trr'f 
� OF KINGSTON (Roane ) -E- 2 l F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 6  61 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Phone FR 6-6584 
(Qak � ;J� e... 
May'or W .  L. Harwell 1._5" -. n  11, 'f 'J' "s 3 FC 
V-May C . _ R. Fultz Jg 
Ala George Browder SS 
Ald Alton Byrd WBCh 
Ald W .  B .  Logan CoP 
Ald �arl Loop CD 
Ala· J.  B .  Sykes RBCh 
Atty Robert L .  Badger RD 
CR-SU R. H. Crowder 
Carl Miller 
W .  L. Harwell 
John c .  Gower 
R. T .  Rose 
Ray Gullett 
Howard Trapp 
R. E .  Brooksbank 
R. B. Derryberry 
C ITY ·OF KNOXVILLE Knox -E- 124,769 F .Y r . 12 31 Elec . 11 61 Phone 2-085
2 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 




















John J. Duncan 
Cas Walker 
William E .  Padgett, Jr. 
u. G. Turner 









Thomas N. Johnston 
Roy Conner 
Thomas H. R. Neal 
C harles O .  Currier 
Dr. W .  E. Cole 
A. L .  Christenberry 
Ernest J .  O' Connor
_ 
al 
·MP81-N-e'H ie-iiM B�m: 
�· Mac� Blackburn 
Raymond E .  Oglesby 
hL TA QnJW' ;..,.essP 
John F .  Anderson 
Charles G. Kelley 
John R. Borning 
James w .  Whisman, Jr. 
Maynard Glenn 
Roy I .  Gentry - · · . 
W .  H.  Peters , Jr. 
J. G .  Walls 
-�lfd:tlllie.<y (r-e. n c.-n H �.,"" ·, s 
W .  H. Stapleton 
Leonard. Dow 
C .  M. Long 
Dr. L. A. Brendle 
RD 
Krioxville Utilities Board 
Chm Jo H. Anderson 
. GenMgr M. B .  Whitaker 
SAccts R. w. Mathisson 
SElec c .  E .  Tarwater 
SGas P .  B .  Winchel 







Burford H�  Tooley 











Elec . 5  62 Phone NO 6-2194 
B .  D .  Polston 
Carl. King 
C .  R. Jent 
Herlon Cox 
Guy Carter 
F. O .  Harris 
CITY OF LAFOLLE'Ti'E (Campbell) ]: · - � 6 / 
First Monday each month 7. 30 
- - . (,O 7 F .Yr. 9 30 Ele c . 11/62 Phone 620 
Offi 1 
' · p . m. , at Munic ipal Building 








R. C .  Alley 
Sam C .  Strange 
Albert Irwin 
W .  H. Parrott (CFin) 
Charles H. Russell 
Hugh W .  Heatherly 








Carl B .  Lyle 
G.  H.  Lovely 
Albert Overbay 
Curt Bibee 
-Rey ih :G1u1Ei  &oy-dol"'\ 
T<JtlN OF LAGRANGE (Fayette). -W- 241 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 
First Wednesday each month . ' ' 7 : 30 p . m . , at Burch' s  Store 
Mayor F � M� Parham Ald John McNeill Ald W .  E .  Burch, 
Ald W .  B .  
Ald R. B .  Pankey 
Franklin CR T. W. Rives Ald J. F.  McNamee 
Ald James 
Mar Dan Talley 
Cowan 
TOWN OF LAKE CITY (Anderson) -E- 1 ,827 F J 








A. H. (Jack) Portwood , Jr . Atty 
Richard E .  Vowell CR 
Rhea V .  Harrell CoP 
Ned Sharp FC 
��It). L .5'bifWA11, SS 
c .  A .  Cooper sww 
Jesse E .  Rogers CD 
Phil C .  Mason 
T. L. Hollas 
�-ze..60!. l-J�t""okeY­
Ira D .  Queener 
Theodore Foust 
Leonard Miller 
Charles E .  Albright 
CI'IY- ·or· :KINGSPORT - SulliVan -E- 24 11.Q F :Yr . 12 31 Elec . 5  61 Phone CI 5-51
31 
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Herlon Cox 
Guy Carter 
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CITY OF LAFOLLE'Ti'E (Campbell) ]: · - � 6 / 
First Monday each month 7. 30 
- - . (,O 7 F .Yr. 9 30 Ele c . 11/62 Phone 620 
Offi 1 
' · p . m. , at Munic ipal Building 
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Sam C .  Strange 
Albert Irwin 
W .  H. Parrott (CFin) 
Charles H. Russell 
Hugh W .  Heatherly 








Carl B .  Lyle 
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Albert Overbay 
Curt Bibee 
-Rey ih :G1u1Ei  &oy-dol"'\ 
T<JtlN OF LAGRANGE (Fayette). -W- 241 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . Phone 
First Wednesday each month . ' ' 7 : 30 p . m . , at Burch' s  Store 
Mayor F � M� Parham Ald John McNeill Ald W .  E .  Burch, 
Ald W .  B .  
Ald R. B .  Pankey 
Franklin CR T. W. Rives Ald J. F.  McNamee 
Ald James 
Mar Dan Talley 
Cowan 
TOWN OF LAKE CITY (Anderson) -E- 1 ,827 F J 








A. H. (Jack) Portwood , Jr . Atty 
Richard E .  Vowell CR 
Rhea V .  Harrell CoP 
Ned Sharp FC 
��It). L .5'bifWA11, SS 
c .  A .  Cooper sww 
Jesse E .  Rogers CD 
Phil C .  Mason 
T. L. Hollas 
�-ze..60!. l-J�t""okeY­
Ira D .  Queener 
Theodore Foust 
Leonard Miller 
Charles E .  Albright 








Dr . M.  L. Lumpkins 
H. A .  Mathis 
w .  C .  Powell 
Wm. E. Boston 
�l:ffl8ea �o'l>\>� 





PCCh BYe.w� su 
CD 
�'(\�-\$ r: 
D. H .  Truitt 
·Ira.. : Johuson 
Dr . J. w. Danley 
Robert Hood 
J .  w .  Daniels 
James w .  Crawford, Jr . 
� W �vd . L  . T��P't' 
��F LEBANON · Wilson) -M- · 9 238 · F .Yr . 6  3 0  Elec !: 61 Phone HI 4-3652 
First and third Tuesday each month , 5 : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor William D. Baird 
V-May Charles D .  Loyd 
Ald J. c .  Johnson 
Ald Harry Beard , Jr. 
Ald Joe R.  Graves 
Atty So"W"i. �. G � l.,.'-o.fh 
Jg Phillip Reed 
CoP Maurice Young 
FC Dallas Young 











Haynie O. Tribble _ 
.Q:ene-W. Wea4fhe11, J � .;  }( g 11 � )  e 'f' 
Dr . Kenneth Tilley 
George Harding 
Joe G.  Atkinson 
Jesse Coe 
John J. Martin, Sr. 
George Hodges 
Capt . Henry C .  Cox 
Pierce Dodson 
ClTY. OF LENOIR G ITY (Loudon) -E- 5,159 F .Yr . 6/30 El:c . 12/60 .
Phone YU 6-2221 
Second and fourth Monday each month , 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at Municipal Building 









W-ma Ja •Ha�5uy f. r;. 1  l c.11f Atty 
Fred Nelson CoP 
�- R. · ;BJ.e.-()c!Wttl'R&°Y's k.i>'l'L fq;\..e.c.scs 
�4n& 1\-rno\d-- .:Je."'\(\..-..s FC 
Na.thin Tinder SU -James=Wz;:::w@!!'t!l:l!lley Do .,.. '.: ct  l \y Lib 
Jerry Fritts CD 
H .  c .  Foster RD 
CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 6,127 F .Yr . 5/31 
First Friday each month, 7 :00 p . m . , at City Hall fy.e. st"ll Y'\ � '° k � \'\ s 
Mayor .R0bs.l!-t-W� -"Rf-tlter;-BT-r . FC �()�'I\ ��fo\\(. L�'"'\,eY t PCCh 
.t:!Gmll(? �"'-� Ge lie Lw-iie:mliR :.G""fV '1 "' M .  tr\ 'i i )e.Y- PBCh 
�Atty John 1. Wallace SG 
CoP G�orge Baxter SWW 
EMgr F .  H •. Minturn CD 
RBCh C .  E.  Du�a.n RD 
SS Lloyd Eldridge 
e (l.. .S1 �,, \ <-y L I J:n�v't\ 'rt\ 
c�tAV\ Ed.v16'-rcl R�'oe.-tt s 
r'<.i0sev- (3y aw-n ��""'t .$ W. Ghd s J e..1 
M. G. Goodwin · 
John w .  Wilkerson 
J .  Guy Buckner 
J. S .  Huffman 
Lester C .  Brabson 
Mrs. T .  E .  Mills 
Neal Spicer 
Ed Osborne 
. Elec . 5/61 Phone EL 9-1544 
Mallard Tillman 
w .  E.  Fitzgerald 
Monroe Carter 




Mayor Jack Hay CoP James G .  Stanfill 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Floyd Smith Jg Jack Hay 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb sww W .  P .  :Veteto 
Ald L. M .  Powers, Jr. SS Guy Hodgin 
Ald H .  E.  Baker EMgr H .  B .  Austin 
Ald Sam A.  Lewis CD A .  R.  Wallace , Jz:. CR H .  B. Bagwell WBCh L. T. Hay 
PPZ Leroy Holmes BI L. M.  Powers, Jr. 
SG John E .  Lewis 
TOWN OF 1.IBERTY (DeKalb) -M- 314 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 9/60 Phone 





C .  H .  Keith 
Ben Adamson 
Gordon MB.this 




E .  D. Givan 
Earnest Crook 
Edward L. Jennings 
T()WN
_ 
OF LINDEN (Perry) ;..W- 854 . · F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/61 Phone JU 9-2336 
First Monday each month, � : OO p . m . , at City Hall 








Jesse G .  Tate 
Taft Horner 
W .  J .  Edwards 
Harold Savage s .  B .  Ta.tum 
James Tucker 

















William L .  Holman 
J .  B .  Averitt 
Wallace Goolsby 













Elec . 6 62 Phone TA 3-4400 
John. Hunter Smith 
John T .  Poindexter 
E.  B .  Gray, Jr. 
E. s. Pryor 
Lasford Dubtree 
C ITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -W- 479 . F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone LY 3 -234-1 











A .  w .  Ashton 








Dr . M.  L. Lumpkins 
H. A .  Mathis 
w .  C .  Powell 
Wm. E. Boston 
�l:ffl8ea �o'l>\>� 
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H .  c .  Foster RD 
CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 6,127 F .Yr . 5/31 
First Friday each month, 7 :00 p . m . , at City Hall fy.e. st"ll Y'\ � '° k � \'\ s 
Mayor .R0bs.l!-t-W� -"Rf-tlter;-BT-r . FC �()�'I\ ��fo\\(. L�'"'\,eY t PCCh 
.t:!Gmll(? �"'-� Ge lie Lw-iie:mliR :.G""fV '1 "' M .  tr\ 'i i )e.Y- PBCh 
�Atty John 1. Wallace SG 
CoP G�orge Baxter SWW 
EMgr F .  H •. Minturn CD 
RBCh C .  E.  Du�a.n RD 
SS Lloyd Eldridge 
e (l.. .S1 �,, \ <-y L I J:n�v't\ 'rt\ 
c�tAV\ Ed.v16'-rcl R�'oe.-tt s 
r'<.i0sev- (3y aw-n ��""'t .$ W. Ghd s J e..1 
M. G. Goodwin · 
John w .  Wilkerson 
J .  Guy Buckner 
J. S .  Huffman 
Lester C .  Brabson 
Mrs. T .  E .  Mills 
Neal Spicer 
Ed Osborne 
. Elec . 5/61 Phone EL 9-1544 
Mallard Tillman 
w .  E.  Fitzgerald 
Monroe Carter 




Mayor Jack Hay CoP James G .  Stanfill 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Floyd Smith Jg Jack Hay 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb sww W .  P .  :Veteto 
Ald L. M .  Powers, Jr. SS Guy Hodgin 
Ald H .  E.  Baker EMgr H .  B .  Austin 
Ald Sam A.  Lewis CD A .  R.  Wallace , Jz:. CR H .  B. Bagwell WBCh L. T. Hay 
PPZ Leroy Holmes BI L. M.  Powers, Jr. 
SG John E .  Lewis 
TOWN OF 1.IBERTY (DeKalb) -M- 314 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 9/60 Phone 





C .  H .  Keith 
Ben Adamson 
Gordon MB.this 




E .  D. Givan 
Earnest Crook 
Edward L. Jennings 
T()WN
_ 
OF LINDEN (Perry) ;..W- 854 . · F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/61 Phone JU 9-2336 
First Monday each month, � : OO p . m . , at City Hall 








Jesse G .  Tate 
Taft Horner 
W .  J .  Edwards 
Harold Savage s .  B .  Ta.tum 
James Tucker 

















William L .  Holman 
J .  B .  Averitt 
Wallace Goolsby 













Elec . 6 62 Phone TA 3-4400 
John. Hunter Smith 
John T .  Poindexter 
E.  B .  Gray, Jr. 
E. s. Pryor 
Lasford Dubtree 
C ITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -W- 479 . F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone LY 3 -234-1 











A .  w .  Ashton 
TOWN OF-LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN' Hamilton · -E� 1 675 .F ."Yr. 7 /31 Elec • 
First Tuesday -each month, :OO p.m. , at Town Hall 








Richard H. Houck 
Robert · H. Griffith 
Carl F :  Weigel 
Nick· F .  Senter 






Nick F .  Senter 
Allent L. Hodge 
Cecil Vaughn 
Kenyon A. Green 
Raymond Stamps 
C !TY- OF LORETTO Lawrence · -M- 706 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 4  62 Phone UL 3-3221 









Boston & Harvell 
C ITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E- 3,567 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone GL 8-2202 
Second'Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








Jessie L. Hope , Jr. 
A. C .  · Dukes 
Dr� W. T. McPeake 
Joe· V .  Watkins 
A. M. Fowler 
Bud Sewell 







Charles Varner, Jr. 
T. M. Cook 
Otis Purdy 
I.  H. Watson 
Glenn Goodwin 
Dr . w .  T .  McPeake 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 401 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec . Phone 





�·id Ccu\sinl!keml--on .81..(YtoV1 CoP 
Roy ' H�  Parks , Jr .  HOff 
Cav.L Copeland SWW 
� :S, I.'ei:kli,, Jai..f�¥ks L .HA-ye..s CD 
�eB1Bos Uin� E""J ·Ma.vTi "" 
Dr. F .: Ho B.ooher 
C onner· . Motlow 
· 
�COV\'t\{(.V M�tll)Y'J 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 356 F .Y r. 3/31 Elec . 4/61 Phone JA 4-3231 





L. E .  Moore 
Fred Cole 
Bill Smith 




Robert H. Dunnavant 
James H.  Boyd 
W .  J. Sewell 
C ITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 710 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone JU 2-6211 






Ba.s i \  F � �ve \'\ c.. e... ..1Pi:J4 Rel:Je1 1 s:a:m. Ald 
�. R01=HeOe�6 'f"\e."('Jt'r.�\ t?a.ke.v WBCh 
�el: M..-BooeE�ferie.,..._ Wi\\i4.W\.S CR-CD -R&l'©lc3-J,,,i..fte:98P�'.\�'""'- \"'�trtY'St'M Mar-SWW 









C ITY OF McKENZIE (Carroil). -W- '3 ;7h4 · F .Yr.2/28 Elec .2/62 Phone EL 2-2264 · 
Se?ond. Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor R. B .  Hearne CoP Aaron Pinson 
V�MB.y Lawton Brush FC Frank Ridley 
coun H� B �  Brurilmit ScS w :  o :  Warren 
Coun w.  D .  Richardson Clk W .  H. Dinwiddie 
Coun Leon Chapman sww Luther Brewer 
Coun Burnish o.  Booth Jg Homer Bullock 
coun Cannon Holmes CD w .  T. Ingram 
Atty w.  R.  Stobbe HO ff Dr. J. T .  Holmes 
WBCh John Mccadams Lib Mrs . Mary Hines 
TOWN ·oF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) �W- 262 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec .3/61 Phone 
Second Tuesday �ach month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at West Carroll Utility District Office 
Mayor J:· <f.' 1&Kiim�� w Ald v William E .  O ' Neill 
Ald G .  T .  Adams , Jr. Ald B .  Clifton Blow 
Ald Eldred McMackins Atty R. M. Murray 
Ald Carl Rigsby CR B .  Clifton Blow 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) -M- 7 ,57'7 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 12/60 Phone 2452 











W .  V .  Jones DFin 
....gs Hu PEmell, o�f;e.O'Y'?JQ,. /(\�'jQ..$ EMgr 
S .  s .  Stanton Eng 
-C.l:a� Wemae1'- k'e.YW\ j t- �Y'Ylt y FC-SWW 
I.ouiB lhiiPft L e..._ W h1t w11.y·T'h PBCh 
W .  E .  Warren ScS 
Fate Cantrell SS 
Walter Griswold TA 
�E:J:.i;)aa-Woes-leyl\\ �d'\Q...S. .s f l  k ;""  s CD 
·Eugene Miller t\ , t;,), /YI ; -t c  � � \\ BI 




Joe M. Matyas 
J:-;J,.;=Nun� � o �..>r <\>. ((\\ \"' J hall 
Marvin McGee 
C larence E .  Safley 
W .  E .  Smith 
Will Christian 
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE(Monroe) -W- l , 7J_7 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec .9/60 Phone 2622 
Fi:st Tuesday January, April, July , October ,  7 :00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor �M'!'� -f..)\.-\l Anc.\c v .s "'1 CoP 
Ald -tlowaTd �k-pa:ot;.l'il.Gk. S.��"�Y A�tty 
Ald Raymond Mason FC 
Ald M. H. Hawkins HOff 
Ald ' W11 J-aPe Newm&n.�y Joy- Howavd SS 
Ald �all Whi'be f\.""\ 5' 1 " �  n sww 
CR J.  P .  Kennedy CD 
-35-
Erskine Hensley 
S .  C .  Harris 
J. R. Lewis 




TOWN OF-LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN' Hamilton · -E� 1 675 .F ."Yr. 7 /31 Elec • 
First Tuesday -each month, :OO p.m. , at Town Hall 








Richard H. Houck 
Robert · H. Griffith 
Carl F :  Weigel 
Nick· F .  Senter 






Nick F .  Senter 
Allent L. Hodge 
Cecil Vaughn 
Kenyon A. Green 
Raymond Stamps 
C !TY- OF LORETTO Lawrence · -M- 706 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 4  62 Phone UL 3-3221 









Boston & Harvell 
C ITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E- 3,567 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone GL 8-2202 
Second'Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








Jessie L. Hope , Jr. 
A. C .  · Dukes 
Dr� W. T. McPeake 
Joe· V .  Watkins 
A. M. Fowler 
Bud Sewell 







Charles Varner, Jr. 
T. M. Cook 
Otis Purdy 
I.  H. Watson 
Glenn Goodwin 
Dr . w .  T .  McPeake 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 401 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec . Phone 





�·id Ccu\sinl!keml--on .81..(YtoV1 CoP 
Roy ' H�  Parks , Jr .  HOff 
Cav.L Copeland SWW 
� :S, I.'ei:kli,, Jai..f�¥ks L .HA-ye..s CD 
�eB1Bos Uin� E""J ·Ma.vTi "" 
Dr. F .: Ho B.ooher 
C onner· . Motlow 
· 
�COV\'t\{(.V M�tll)Y'J 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 356 F .Y r. 3/31 Elec . 4/61 Phone JA 4-3231 





L. E .  Moore 
Fred Cole 
Bill Smith 




Robert H. Dunnavant 
James H.  Boyd 
W .  J. Sewell 
C ITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 710 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone JU 2-6211 






Ba.s i \  F � �ve \'\ c.. e... ..1Pi:J4 Rel:Je1 1 s:a:m. Ald 
�. R01=HeOe�6 'f"\e."('Jt'r.�\ t?a.ke.v WBCh 
�el: M..-BooeE�ferie.,..._ Wi\\i4.W\.S CR-CD -R&l'©lc3-J,,,i..fte:98P�'.\�'""'- \"'�trtY'St'M Mar-SWW 









C ITY OF McKENZIE (Carroil). -W- '3 ;7h4 · F .Yr.2/28 Elec .2/62 Phone EL 2-2264 · 
Se?ond. Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor R. B .  Hearne CoP Aaron Pinson 
V�MB.y Lawton Brush FC Frank Ridley 
coun H� B �  Brurilmit ScS w :  o :  Warren 
Coun w.  D .  Richardson Clk W .  H. Dinwiddie 
Coun Leon Chapman sww Luther Brewer 
Coun Burnish o.  Booth Jg Homer Bullock 
coun Cannon Holmes CD w .  T. Ingram 
Atty w.  R.  Stobbe HO ff Dr. J. T .  Holmes 
WBCh John Mccadams Lib Mrs . Mary Hines 
TOWN ·oF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) �W- 262 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec .3/61 Phone 
Second Tuesday �ach month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at West Carroll Utility District Office 
Mayor J:· <f.' 1&Kiim�� w Ald v William E .  O ' Neill 
Ald G .  T .  Adams , Jr. Ald B .  Clifton Blow 
Ald Eldred McMackins Atty R. M. Murray 
Ald Carl Rigsby CR B .  Clifton Blow 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) -M- 7 ,57'7 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 12/60 Phone 2452 











W .  V .  Jones DFin 
....gs Hu PEmell, o�f;e.O'Y'?JQ,. /(\�'jQ..$ EMgr 
S .  s .  Stanton Eng 
-C.l:a� Wemae1'- k'e.YW\ j t- �Y'Ylt y FC-SWW 
I.ouiB lhiiPft L e..._ W h1t w11.y·T'h PBCh 
W .  E .  Warren ScS 
Fate Cantrell SS 
Walter Griswold TA 
�E:J:.i;)aa-Woes-leyl\\ �d'\Q...S. .s f l  k ;""  s CD 
·Eugene Miller t\ , t;,), /YI ; -t c  � � \\ BI 




Joe M. Matyas 
J:-;J,.;=Nun� � o �..>r <\>. ((\\ \"' J hall 
Marvin McGee 
C larence E .  Safley 
W .  E .  Smith 
Will Christian 
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE(Monroe) -W- l , 7J_7 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec .9/60 Phone 2622 
Fi:st Tuesday January, April, July , October ,  7 :00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor �M'!'� -f..)\.-\l Anc.\c v .s "'1 CoP 
Ald -tlowaTd �k-pa:ot;.l'il.Gk. S.��"�Y A�tty 
Ald Raymond Mason FC 
Ald M. H. Hawkins HOff 
Ald ' W11 J-aPe Newm&n.�y Joy- Howavd SS 
Ald �all Whi'be f\.""\ 5' 1 " �  n sww 
CR J.  P .  Kennedy CD 
-35-
Erskine Hensley 
S .  C .  Harris 
J. R. Lewis 




TOWN OF .. �HESTER " Coffee -M- 3 845 F .Yr . 6· 30 Elec . 5  (;)l Phone 8-2112 










Pr·C.}��h'i H. 'f �..,..,...c:\..._.. FC Floyd Fetzer <*y'Ge rJ I }�·I'S• 
Dr. V .  L.  Rhode·s BOff Dr. J. H. Farrar 
B :  F �  Shelton scs Clyde Evans 
E.  T � Dickerson U Atty Richard Harrison ..Pb:i:J::Up-Meff':l:"b'b-)�M r;;.ee- le. CD Grady Harris 
� Je��ic..��..,..J i,;oe'f'.S CoP Glen Poff 
John Collins , Jr . WBCh Allen Crick 
Bud Winton 
c� � '  E". o'tle �J 
CITY- OF MARrrIN (Weakley) -W- 4,534 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone 313 











B .  N. Ryan 
W illard Rooks 
Max Burchard 









H. G. Edmonson 
George Rowlett 
Charles Vowell 
Leon W illiams 
C!'rl" . OF - MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 10,723 F .Y r . 8/31 Elec . 7/61 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Munic ipal Building 
Mayor Dr. Lea Callaway 
V-Mi.y Ben L. Cate (CFin) 
Comm Luther M. Kidd (CF,CP) 
comm Eckles West (cFW) 
Atty Hugh E �  Delozier 
CoP John R. Bluford 
Eng-DPW-BI George Jackson 
FC Robert R. Locke 









Dr. Julian C .  Lentz 
J. P. Stewart 
Mrs . Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
Sain Roberson 
J. M. Lobett i ,  Jr •. 
Joe B .  Irwin 
W .  C .  Kennedy 







J. A. Whitaker 
c .  E. Nash 
w .  M. W illiamson, 
Doyle Morris 
N. R. Seay 
J.  N.  M. Taylor, 
:00 p . m. , at Fire Hall 
Ald 
CR 





Mrs . Laura P.  O ' Kelley 
w .  c .  Tipton 
c.  E; .  Nash 
A.  L. Petty 
I 
Mayor L.  M. Bates 
Ald J .  M. Riddick 
Ald Ben Buford 
Ald W .  P .  Harper 
Ald Guy Earnhart 
�w� ·  615 F .Yr.4 30 Elec . 5  61 Phone OL 6-2720 p . m. , at C ity Ha 






Cec il Turnage 
Max Branch 
W .  H. Smith 
J .  A. Brassfield 
L. M. Bates 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE (Union) ;.E- 6�-0 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Court House Phone 3391 
Mayor Grader L.  Johnson Mgr-CR J.  D .  Wallace Comm E .  J .  Stiner Eng T. L.  McDonald Comm Floyd Loy CoP E .  J .  Ailor Jg John P .  Huddleston, Sr.  Atty J.  H. Collette 







Walter R .  Luffman 





CR Robert Senter 
FC W .  B .  Elam 
SS-SWW-Jg Walter R •. Luffman 
Mar Wayne Spencer 
CD w. A. Edwards 



































Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
MEMPHIS (Shelby) -w- 438 , 550 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 11/64 Phone JA 7-6621 each week, 2 :30 p . m. , at Courthouse 
close Saturday all day, all year 
Henry Loeb 
Claude A. Armour (CP, CF) 
Wm: W .  Farris ,  (CF'W) 
James W .  Moore (CFin) 
John T. Dwyer 
L. D .  Erwin 
Frank B .  Qj_anotti ,  Jr . 
J. C .  MacDonald 
Howard Slover 
' William B .  Fowler 
Fred W .  Davis 
W. H. Hugo 
Marion Hale 
H.  S .  Lewis 
Lamar Wallis 
Eddie Hamilton 
Edgar P .  Lovell 
Harry L .  Thomas 




















Dr. L. M. Graves 
Walter Simmons 
Walter Joyce 
w .  A. Taylor 
E .  C .  Stimbert 
Beverly Boushe (City) 
John c .  Colton (City-traffic ) 
William Ingram 
Harry Pierotti 
Joe S .  Hicks 
Col. John F. Sommers 
Gas & Water Division 
James Raymond Morton 
Walter Moyers 
Horace H. Hull 
T .  Walker Lewis 
Ira Lichterman 
I O '-N rl �_:..;.._;.,___.;;O_.F_· -'"'llJ � c. � \ � ( � tvl t' r ( fi3 7 -_ - " '1 � \ I ,.... 
ti 
TOWN O:F''' MACHESTER ' Coffee . -M- . 3 845 F .Yr. 6 ·  30 Elec . 5  61 Phone 8-2112 
First and hird Tuesday each month ,  7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
f>r.CJ��h'� li. 'f �..,. .,.. ... - Fl . d F t Mayor �d-e j..a•Hy� - · FC oy e zer 
V-May D�. v. L. Rhodes HOff Dr. J. H. Farrar 
Ald B �  F :  Shelton ScS C lyde Evans 
Ald E .  T • Dickerson U A tty Ric hard Harrison Ald -Phi::l::i:±p�ffiM(�M fli.ee. le. CD Grady Harris 
I AJ.:d �Y" Jel"R4ga� ic.��"'f"d �oe-r.s CoP 
Glen Poff 
OCR John Collins , Jr . WB
Ch Allen Crick 
DFW Bud Winton 
f.t\ � C� � .  E". o'tle �1 
C!TY- OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 4,534 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone 313 











B. N. Ryan 
Willard Rooks 
Max Burchard 









H. G. Edmonson 
George Rowlett 
Charles Vowe 11 
Leon Williams 
CtT! ' OF . MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 10,723 F .Y r . 8/31 Elec . 7/61 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Munic ipal Building 
Mayor Dr. Lea Callaway 
V-May Ben L. Cate (CFin) 
Comm Luther M. Kidd (CF,CP) 
comm Eckles West (cFW) 
Atty Hugh E .  Delozier 
CoP John R. Bluford 
Eng-DPW-BI George Jackson 
FC Robert R. Locke 









Dr. Julian C .  Lentz 
J. P. Stewart 
Mrs . Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
Sam Roberson 
J. M. Lobetti, Jr� 
Joe B .  Irwin 
W .  C.  Kennedy 
TOWN OF MASON 414 F .Y r . 12 31 Elec . 4  62 Phone 
Second Monday :00 p . m. , at Fire Hall 
Mayor J.  A. Whitaker Ald Thomas Yarbrough 
Ald c .  E .  Nash CR Mrs . Laura P .  O ' Kelley 
Ald w .  M. Williamson, Jr. Atty w .  c .  Tipton 
Ald Doyle Morris sww c .  E; .  Nash 
Ald N.  R. Seay Mar A. L. Petty 
Ald J .  N .  M. Taylor, Jr. 
-36- I 
�w:· 615 F .Y r . 4  30 Elec . 5  61 Phone OL 6-2720 
Mayor L. M. Bates 
Ald J.  M. Riddick 
Ald Ben Buford 
Ald W .  P .  Harper 
Ald Guy Earnhart 
p . m. , at C ity Hal 








W .  H .  Smith 
J.  A. Brassfield 
L. M. Bates 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE (Union) :..E- 6!J.O F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . Phone 3391 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Court House 
Mayor Grader L .  Johnson 
Comm E .  J .  Stiner 
Comm Floyd Loy 
Jg John P .  Huddleston, 
TOWN OF MEDINA (Gibson) -W-







Walter R. Luffman 







p .  m. ' 
Mgr-CR J. D. Wallace 
Eng T. L .  McDonald 
CoP E .  J .  Ailor 
Atty J. H. Collette 
F.Yr. 12/31 Elec .11/61 Phone ·ST 
at City Hall 
CR Robert Senter 
FC W .  B .  Elam 
SS-SWW-Jg Walter R •. Luffman 
Mar Wayne Spencer 
CD W .  A. Edwards 
3-3616 
TOWN OF MEDON (Madison) -W- 1.15 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone JA 2-1018 













Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
C U'Y OF MEMPHIS (Shelby) -W- 438 ,)50 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 11/64 Phone JA 7-6621 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p . m . , at Courthouse 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Henry Loeb Compt Charles Crutchfield 
V -May C laude A. Armour (CP, CF) HO ff Dr. L. M. Graves 
Comm Wm; W .  Farris , (CFW) PC Ch Walter Simmons 
Comm James W .  Moore (CFin) PA Walter Joyce 
Comm John T .  Dwyer PI W .  A. Taylor 
Tr L. D. Erwin ScS E. c .  Stimbert 
Atty Frank B .  Gianotti,  Jr . Jg Beverly Boushe (City) 
CoP J. C • MacDonald Jg John c .  Colton (City-traffic ) 
BI Howard Slover Jg William Ingram 
Eng · William B .  Fowler RBCh Harry Pierotti 
DPZ Fred W .  Davis TA Joe S .  Hicks 
SSP W .  H .  Hugo CD Col. John F .  Sommers 
RD Marion Hale Li!:ihtz Gas & Water Division 
SP H. S .  Lewis Pres James Raymond Morton 
Lib Lamar Wallis V-Pres Walter Moyers 
FC Eddie Hamilton Comm Horace H. Hull 
FM Edgar P .  Lovell Comm T .  Walker Lewis 
ElecI Harry L .  Thomas Comm Ira Lichterman 
SG W .  A. Ryan �A-v) I O �! rl O[ fO.lC� � ( � 1vt1'1f1 (.:-,31-_ , 1 '1&.\ 1 ,.....�, � \ 1'¥\  "at"" J..J,R..vv .... ... "" 
f'owtl D f'  M\C..r:\\ g-(tn� a.\ry) -.w� ... �¥·'' , \°'�� �-� 
C ITY' OF -MIDDLETON (Hardeman) -w:. 459 F �Yr.6/30 Elec � 3/61 Phone FR 6-2521 . 





W .  M. Sain 
Jasper Phillips 
Franc is L. Simpson, Jr . 





w .  J. Cornelius 
.aea=+±e=� H-� y� sh<!.\ l y 
Wa !fl, He88e C. M . Ca.l"t'\l' lo� f )  
George Whaley 
CITY- OF MILAN (Gibson) -W• 5,637 F �Y r . 7/1 Elec . 12/61 Phone MU 6-3301-2 
Second - TUesday each month, 7 : 30 p �m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May thru August 
Mayor H. Steger Webb CoP ,... Be:n tTe81HM 
V-May Paul Anderson EMgr J. T. Thompson 
Ald Elco Powers FC Raymond Dunning 
Ald J .  M. Jones SS Harry Jones 
Ald Irby Jones Jg H. Steger Webb 
Ald Frank L. Carroll Lib Mrs . Odell Fields 
Ald Bennett Holmes TA John McNail 
CR Mrs . Ethel McLeod CD K. A. McRee 
Tr Bennett Holmes BI James Royer 
Atty Currie Drake . 
-r O'<l'J4V' 4'" L 1. � l)c.-1<'/1 1.L e: (If .. -m ;  'J msK .. : ry1 c.he. ,,...,.) ( �· i >-I 1fi, • � 
- �) 
TOWN OF MILLINGTON Shelb -W- 5 837 F .Y r . 5  31 Elec .12 60 Phone CA 3-3334 










�81-M&s-W-BillU'� -r h Pm•S" f. \-\-al I CR 
Charles Baker Atty 
Leonard Dunavant CoP 
W .  V .  Forsythe SWW-SS 
Louis Haddad Jg 
C .  W .  Maley FC 
..I. .. c._ Jae�<i>&.:r; S. R � slf..-r"r"Y CD 
Mooney Boswell RD 
C �C. • � \ \ \V\.:! .S W fl  (+fr 
Mrs . Lois Uffelman 
James W .  Watson 
Orion D .  Wait 
V ictor Pitts 
Charles w. Pruitt 
Thomas L. Goin 
Thomas H. Hall 
L. W.  Miles 
TOWN O"f MITHCELVILLE (Sumner) -M- 202 F .  Y r .  7 /l Elec • 
First Thursqay each month ,  7 : 30 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
Phone 
Mayor R. D .  Gilliam Ald Dwitt Hunter 
Ald H. L.  Card will Ald L. B .  Kirby 
Ald J. A. Chand let Clk George Coker 
Ald James Keen CoP Otho Wright 
-38- I 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam)" -M- 2 , 303 F .Yr � l2/31 Elec . 12/61 Phone TE 9-2211 











Robert L. Cate 
Bill Wiggins 
Tom doff 
C .  C .  Uffelman 
Carl Randolph 
Dr. C .  A .  Collins 
H. T .  Officer 









W .  L. Holloway 
John Gill 
Thomas M. Goff 
N.  K. Matthews 
John L.  Sampley 
C .  M. Bohannan 
Bill Vanderpool 
TOWN OF MORRISON (Warren) -M- 301 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c .  Phone Viola ME 5-224'. 






Joe T .  Lawrence 





J.  R. Dearman 
Luther Rogers 
J. N.  Smoot 
JOWN b� � OF MORRISTOWN Hamblen) -E- 'J.7 J,6J, F .Y r . 12 31 Elec . 12 60 Phone a- 6-3021 












C .  Frank Davis Eng 
S•a J, Al E1&rts0n+\ev-be.rl M. J»c-ol'\ FC 
-Fred-WT-Ha-1'1fman(7y; JP�� L '  f eo,y-c � PC Ch 
Charles K. Smith ScS 
... Be-i;nie-Cln'l.;L.s.tma.s· Ea \ I/ ;  n Re.i'rl h a.Y"a r SP 
Charles E .  Smith BI-PI 
E. H. Winstead TA 
·Paul- R .-Q,a-pf>s· JP t: � <t·c.d Lib 
R. W.  Pritchard HBCh 
Herbert S .  Walters SS 
Dr. Y .  A. Jackson CD 
���· \\ ���\1.>� 6'� lo ... 555"'1 
B. G .  Brock 
J. E .  Burke 
H. C .  J"esse 
Charles L. Ross 
w .  R. Hayter 
Dick Bireley 
W. D. Carver 
Mrs . Carrier Stuart 
Lon Price 
David Watts 
I. W .  Hale 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Fayette ) -W- 394 F .Y r .  Elec . 1/62 Phone UP 7-6721 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Savings Bank 
Offices close Thursday, 9 : 00 a .m. to 3 : 00 p.m. , all year 
Mayor Mrs . Cloteal G .  Morton Ald Harold F .  Ashford 
Ald J .  L .  Crossett Ald Henry Boswell 
Ald J. T .  Hurdle CR J.  L. Crossett 
Ald J. R. Morton FC R. L .  Tacker 
Ald s .  A .  Browning Mar s .  T. Berry 
-39-
f'owtl D f'  M\C..r:\\ g-(tn� a.\ry) -.w� ... �¥·'' , \°'�� �-� 
C ITY' OF -MIDDLETON (Hardeman) -w:. 459 F �Yr.6/30 Elec � 3/61 Phone FR 6-2521 . 





W .  M. Sain 
Jasper Phillips 
Franc is L. Simpson, Jr . 





w .  J. Cornelius 
.aea=+±e=� H-� y� sh<!.\ l y 
Wa !fl, He88e C. M . Ca.l"t'\l' lo� f )  
George Whaley 
CITY- OF MILAN (Gibson) -W• 5,637 F �Y r . 7/1 Elec . 12/61 Phone MU 6-3301-2 
Second - TUesday each month, 7 : 30 p �m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May thru August 
Mayor H. Steger Webb CoP ,... Be:n tTe81HM 
V-May Paul Anderson EMgr J. T. Thompson 
Ald Elco Powers FC Raymond Dunning 
Ald J .  M. Jones SS Harry Jones 
Ald Irby Jones Jg H. Steger Webb 
Ald Frank L. Carroll Lib Mrs . Odell Fields 
Ald Bennett Holmes TA John McNail 
CR Mrs . Ethel McLeod CD K. A. McRee 
Tr Bennett Holmes BI James Royer 
Atty Currie Drake . 
-r O'<l'J4V' 4'" L 1. � l)c.-1<'/1 1.L e: (If .. -m ;  'J msK .. : ry1 c.he. ,,...,.) ( �· i >-I 1fi, • � 
- �) 
TOWN OF MILLINGTON Shelb -W- 5 837 F .Y r . 5  31 Elec .12 60 Phone CA 3-3334 










�81-M&s-W-BillU'� -r h Pm•S" f. \-\-al I CR 
Charles Baker Atty 
Leonard Dunavant CoP 
W .  V .  Forsythe SWW-SS 
Louis Haddad Jg 
C .  W .  Maley FC 
..I. .. c._ Jae�<i>&.:r; S. R � slf..-r"r"Y CD 
Mooney Boswell RD 
C �C. • � \ \ \V\.:! .S W fl  (+fr 
Mrs . Lois Uffelman 
James W .  Watson 
Orion D .  Wait 
V ictor Pitts 
Charles w. Pruitt 
Thomas L. Goin 
Thomas H. Hall 
L. W.  Miles 
TOWN O"f MITHCELVILLE (Sumner) -M- 202 F .  Y r .  7 /l Elec • 
First Thursqay each month ,  7 : 30 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
Phone 
Mayor R. D .  Gilliam Ald Dwitt Hunter 
Ald H. L.  Card will Ald L. B .  Kirby 
Ald J. A. Chand let Clk George Coker 
Ald James Keen CoP Otho Wright 
-38- I 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam)" -M- 2 , 303 F .Yr � l2/31 Elec . 12/61 Phone TE 9-2211 
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Carl Randolph 
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Bill Vanderpool 
TOWN OF MORRISON (Warren) -M- 301 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c .  Phone Viola ME 5-224'. 






Joe T .  Lawrence 





J.  R. Dearman 
Luther Rogers 
J. N.  Smoot 
JOWN b� � OF MORRISTOWN Hamblen) -E- 'J.7 J,6J, F .Y r . 12 31 Elec . 12 60 Phone a- 6-3021 












C .  Frank Davis Eng 
S•a J, Al E1&rts0n+\ev-be.rl M. J»c-ol'\ FC 
-Fred-WT-Ha-1'1fman(7y; JP�� L '  f eo,y-c � PC Ch 
Charles K. Smith ScS 
... Be-i;nie-Cln'l.;L.s.tma.s· Ea \ I/ ;  n Re.i'rl h a.Y"a r SP 
Charles E .  Smith BI-PI 
E. H. Winstead TA 
·Paul- R .-Q,a-pf>s· JP t: � <t·c.d Lib 
R. W.  Pritchard HBCh 
Herbert S .  Walters SS 
Dr. Y .  A. Jackson CD 
���· \\ ���\1.>� 6'� lo ... 555"'1 
B. G .  Brock 
J. E .  Burke 
H. C .  J"esse 
Charles L. Ross 
w .  R. Hayter 
Dick Bireley 
W. D. Carver 
Mrs . Carrier Stuart 
Lon Price 
David Watts 
I. W .  Hale 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Fayette ) -W- 394 F .Y r .  Elec . 1/62 Phone UP 7-6721 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Savings Bank 
Offices close Thursday, 9 : 00 a .m. to 3 : 00 p.m. , all year 
Mayor Mrs . Cloteal G .  Morton Ald Harold F .  Ashford 
Ald J .  L .  Crossett Ald Henry Boswell 
Ald J. T .  Hurdle CR J.  L. Crossett 
Ald J. R. Morton FC R. L .  Tacker 
Ald s .  A .  Browning Mar s .  T.  Berry 
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TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- . · 31097 · F .yr.5/31 Elec . 7/61 Phone DR 9-3201 . 
Third Tuesday each ·month , 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 










S . :  M. McGaw 
R. J. Grissom 
Ed Little 
w .  G. Hardin 
· G-:ba11e.-McA.Pee H o�e'Y C.v d'(.\...�Y\ <.\ 













W .  B .  Ralston 
Herman Hill 
Harry G .  Paul 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1,545 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 3/61 Phone PA 7-3611 









Lewis W .  May 
T. W .  Wilson 
Cecil Osborne 
Hill Ward 
TOWN OF MUNFORD Ti ton) 976 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec , 5 61 Phone TE 7-4341 
First Monday each month, at ·· :OO p.m. , at Munford Union Bank 
Mayor George R. Ellis,  Jr . Ald J.  M. Crigger, Jr . 
Ald E .  c .  Pritchett CR Henry Bass 
Ald J .  R. Bibb Atty Will Tipton 
Ald c .  D. Demery HOff A.  S .  Witherington 
Ald H. N.  Haddad Mar-SS H. E.  Ranks 
Ald Tom Barnes TA Harry Woodberry 
CI.'!'Y. OF MURFREESBORO {Rutherford l -M- 17z472 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
F .Yr. 12L31 Elec . 4L62 Phone 'IW 3-5210 
• r • ' ' 
Mayor A. L. Todd , Jr . Atty A. B .  Huddletson 
V-May E .  C .  Fite CoP Claude Vance 
Coun George Campbell EMgr W .  E .  Landers 
Coun Rollie Holden FC B .  B.  Qualls 
Coun Herman Jones PBCh C lyde Fite 
Coun Barton Dement , Jr. PCCh Hicks Neal 
Coun ' I  ScS H. E. Hobgood I . .  
Mgr H. L. McCullough sww Joe W .  Lovell 
CR Albert Williams TA John D .  Barber 
BI Chas . H. Smotherman CD H .  Miller Lanier 
RD Raymond L .  Duffy RBCh John Dixon 
Jg Charles J.  Raper WBCh Jennings Jones 
-40- ( 


























H. Sanders Angelea 
John B .  Robinson 
Lewis Payne 
Miss Frances Doyle 
.JOOn-�D . 8' , c..;. a. -i. k: .._.y 
Charles E .  Riley 
Robert E. Lillard 
Mrs . James C .  Bartlett 
George w .  Carlisle 
A .  Wesley Dixson 
�ilenn Ferguson 
George C .  Farris 
W .  Y .  Draper 
c .  R. Bramwell 
A. D .  Gillem 
z .  Alexander Looby 
Mrs . J.  R. Mansfield 
W .  H. Morgan 
Ernest Craft 
H. Porter Smith 
Alfred Woodroof 
W .  H .  Yarbrough 


























Hugh B .  Mot't 
Douglas E. Hosee 
J. Douglas Roach 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J. Spore, Jr. 
Charles w .  Hawkins · 
Robert H .  Jennings , Jr. 
John Ragsdale 
E .  B .  Smith 
w .  H. Oliver 
Andrew Doyle 
Leon Gilbert 
F .  W .  Pickens 
W .  F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
F .  W .  Pickens 
Joe E .  Torrence 
Dr. T. V .  Woodring 
Dan Hicks 



















Cecil C .  Pepper 
Edd Jones 
Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne2 -E- 803 F .  Y r . 6L30 Elec .f.2/60 Phone Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Masonic Hall 





\..Gha:N.es A-.,.-If0pbett-�f?,'/J ()e f3p,j )( Ald 
E .  T.  Campbell Ald 
.J..-�Brieedang ... £d w�� P�Y'C..O.� Ald 
Charles England CR 
-41-
,.J"8;rne�-EI8'1rew !� � ms.. Cv..\ \�u � � Scott :Mays ; . _ _  
Harry B .  Rowe 
Lawrence Ault 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- . · 31097 · F .yr.5/31 Elec . 7/61 Phone DR 9-3201 . 
Third Tuesday each ·month , 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 










S . :  M. McGaw 
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Ed Little 
w .  G. Hardin 
· G-:ba11e.-McA.Pee H o�e'Y C.v d'(.\...�Y\ <.\ 
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Cecil Osborne 
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TOWN OF MUNFORD Ti ton) 976 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec , 5 61 Phone TE 7-4341 
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Ald J .  R. Bibb Atty Will Tipton 
Ald c .  D. Demery HOff A.  S .  Witherington 
Ald H. N.  Haddad Mar-SS H. E.  Ranks 
Ald Tom Barnes TA Harry Woodberry 
CI.'!'Y. OF MURFREESBORO {Rutherford l -M- 17z472 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
F .Yr. 12L31 Elec . 4L62 Phone 'IW 3-5210 
• r • ' ' 
Mayor A. L. Todd , Jr . Atty A. B .  Huddletson 
V-May E .  C .  Fite CoP Claude Vance 
Coun George Campbell EMgr W .  E .  Landers 
Coun Rollie Holden FC B .  B.  Qualls 
Coun Herman Jones PBCh C lyde Fite 
Coun Barton Dement , Jr. PCCh Hicks Neal 
Coun ' I  ScS H. E. Hobgood I . .  
Mgr H. L. McCullough sww Joe W .  Lovell 
CR Albert Williams TA John D .  Barber 
BI Chas . H. Smotherman CD H .  Miller Lanier 
RD Raymond L .  Duffy RBCh John Dixon 
Jg Charles J.  Raper WBCh Jennings Jones 
-40- ( 


























H. Sanders Angelea 
John B .  Robinson 
Lewis Payne 
Miss Frances Doyle 
.JOOn-�D . 8' , c..;. a. -i. k: .._.y 
Charles E .  Riley 
Robert E. Lillard 
Mrs . James C .  Bartlett 
George w .  Carlisle 
A .  Wesley Dixson 
�ilenn Ferguson 
George C .  Farris 
W .  Y .  Draper 
c .  R. Bramwell 
A. D .  Gillem 
z .  Alexander Looby 
Mrs . J.  R. Mansfield 
W .  H. Morgan 
Ernest Craft 
H. Porter Smith 
Alfred Woodroof 
W .  H .  Yarbrough 


























Hugh B .  Mot't 
Douglas E. Hosee 
J. Douglas Roach 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J. Spore, Jr. 
Charles w .  Hawkins · 
Robert H .  Jennings , Jr. 
John Ragsdale 
E .  B .  Smith 
w .  H. Oliver 
Andrew Doyle 
Leon Gilbert 
F .  W .  Pickens 
W .  F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
F .  W .  Pickens 
Joe E .  Torrence 
Dr. T. V .  Woodring 
Dan Hicks 



















Cecil C .  Pepper 
Edd Jones 
Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne2 -E- 803 F .  Y r . 6L30 Elec .f.2/60 Phone Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Masonic Hall 





\..Gha:N.es A-.,.-If0pbett-�f?,'/J ()e f3p,j )( Ald 
E .  T.  Campbell Ald 
.J..-�Brieedang ... £d w�� P�Y'C..O.� Ald 
Charles England CR 
-41-
,.J"8;rne�-EI8'1rew !� � ms.. Cv..\ \�u � � Scott :Mays ; . _ _  
Harry B .  Rowe 
Lawrence Ault 
TOWN OF _NEWBERN .(Pyer) -W- 1,809 F .Y r . 12/lst Tuesday Elec . 
First Tuesday each mo:nth, 7 : 30









M • .  D. Johnson 
Elbert Burkeen 
Franklin Parnell 
Wm. P. Murray 
R. L. Cole 
Douglas Rice 
J. N .  Johnson 








John M. Drane , Sr. 
w .  H. Robertson 
Thomas Peek 
Joe Louis Mullins 
c .  :Burt Hicks 
John M. Drane , Jr • .  
Arthur Wiles 
Second Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m.. , at City JJ.all . -
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Ike Johnson 
Lyde Stokely 
J. Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
Hollis Cody 
James S .  Franks 
Fred Jones 
C .  L. Boley 
C ITY OF NIOTA (McMinn) -E- 956 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 10/60_ Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 












�effie:r� S"'6""" Wo'Pci..s 









w .  T. Conar 
Phone 





Joe B .  Barton 




P. w. Prince 
Joe B .  Barton 








? �v... \ t{ e. \}.. 'W\ &�V'\ '(\ 
��I'l-Reruts'�_Ae·r 
R� G. Crossno · · 
A. F • a en&s· F� td. G Io. s .s 
.J. G • Ar1ttnan � ·\,"""' "-r � e.. \....; e ...s. 
,g.ha-:P-les-€fe1X�n M � \ d W : � � t> \I'\ 
· Armond Arnurius 
Frank Wilson 
CoP Virgil McKamey 
FC Allen R .  Bateson 
PCCh Milo D .  Wilson 
WBCh Rex A .  Elder 
Jg David :a. Schultz 
TA George Kirby 
RBCh Richard Lenoir 
RD Dot Owensby 
*Address : Town Hall, Oak Ridge , Tennessee 




George M. Green, Jr. 
Paul C .  Simpson 




F .  E. Kent 
Andrew D .  Tanner 
Granberry Jackson, Jr. 
*Address : West Melrose Build ing, 2535 Franklin Road , Nashville 4 
**Ad d ress : 507'American Trust Building, Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 
(Anderson 
C ITY OF OAK RIDGE & Roane ) -E- 27 387 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . Phone 5- 657 First and third Thursday each month ,  : OO p . m. , at Municipal Build ing Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Alvin K .  Bissell 
V-May B .  H .  Thompson 
Coun W .  C .  Tunnell 
Coun Robert A .  McNees 
Coun Edward Wilson 
Coun L. P.  Cater 
Colin Harry C .  Francke 
Coun J.  E.  Harrington 
Coun Dr • .  John Swartout 
Coun Washington Butler ,  
Coun T .  R.  Livingston 
Coun f3e.yt M .  \(e..11 y 



















M. c .  Allgood 
Roland Prince 
Louise E .  Murphy 
C .  T .  Vettel 
o. K. Rickman 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 
L. P. Cushman 
E .  Postell 
. Robert Stuebing 
TOWN OF OAKDALE (Morgan) -E- 718 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . Phone EM 9-4400 






Louis T. Mills Ald 
Henry Watson AB 
Joe Johnson Mar 
T.  L. Byrd SS-Jg 






H .  St•)rey 
L .  Headrick 
l:l1 � D . .I t1�'(thtYf1 
c .  Leopper 
TOWN OF _NEWBERN .(Pyer) -W- 1,809 F .Y r . 12/lst Tuesday Elec . 
First Tuesday each mo:nth, 7 : 30









M • .  D. Johnson 
Elbert Burkeen 
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Douglas Rice 
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John M. Drane , Jr • .  
Arthur Wiles 
Second Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m.. , at City JJ.all . -
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Ike Johnson 
Lyde Stokely 
J. Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
Hollis Cody 
James S .  Franks 
Fred Jones 
C .  L. Boley 
C ITY OF NIOTA (McMinn) -E- 956 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 10/60_ Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 












�effie:r� S"'6""" Wo'Pci..s 









w .  T. Conar 
Phone 





Joe B .  Barton 




P. w. Prince 
Joe B .  Barton 








? �v... \ t{ e. \}.. 'W\ &�V'\ '(\ 
��I'l-Reruts'�_Ae·r 
R� G. Crossno · · 
A. F • a en&s· F� td. G Io. s .s 
.J. G • Ar1ttnan � ·\,"""' "-r � e.. \....; e ...s. 
,g.ha-:P-les-€fe1X�n M � \ d W : � � t> \I'\ 
· Armond Arnurius 
Frank Wilson 
CoP Virgil McKamey 
FC Allen R .  Bateson 
PCCh Milo D .  Wilson 
WBCh Rex A .  Elder 
Jg David :a. Schultz 
TA George Kirby 
RBCh Richard Lenoir 
RD Dot Owensby 
*Address : Town Hall, Oak Ridge , Tennessee 




George M. Green, Jr. 
Paul C .  Simpson 




F .  E. Kent 
Andrew D .  Tanner 
Granberry Jackson, Jr. 
*Address : West Melrose Build ing, 2535 Franklin Road , Nashville 4 
**Ad d ress : 507'American Trust Building, Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 
(Anderson 
C ITY OF OAK RIDGE & Roane ) -E- 27 387 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . Phone 5- 657 First and third Thursday each month ,  : OO p . m. , at Municipal Build ing Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Alvin K .  Bissell 
V-May B .  H .  Thompson 
Coun W .  C .  Tunnell 
Coun Robert A .  McNees 
Coun Edward Wilson 
Coun L. P.  Cater 
Colin Harry C .  Francke 
Coun J.  E.  Harrington 
Coun Dr • .  John Swartout 
Coun Washington Butler ,  
Coun T .  R.  Livingston 
Coun f3e.yt M .  \(e..11 y 



















M. c .  Allgood 
Roland Prince 
Louise E .  Murphy 
C .  T .  Vettel 
o. K. Rickman 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 
L. P. Cushman 
E .  Postell 
. Robert Stuebing 
TOWN OF OAKDALE (Morgan) -E- 718 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . Phone EM 9-4400 






Louis T. Mills Ald 
Henry Watson AB 
Joe Johnson Mar 
T.  L. Byrd SS-Jg 






H .  St•)rey 
L .  Headrick 
l:l1 � D . .I t1�'(thtYf1 
c .  Leopper 
TOWN OF OAKLAND Fa et te ) -W- 328 F .  Yr ·. 1  1 Elec • 5 61 Phone HO 5-225 3 · · · · · · 





Lowell Lawson Ald 
�4ol!'l!'iB 9a"6os-W'1\\\o.vnJ(, ()ps..s Clk 
Ernest Houston Atty 
L. N. McKinstry CD 
C .  F . • Eis inger 
L .  W .  McKinstry 
T.  W .  Tomlin 
Ernest Houston 
TOWN OF OBION (Obion) · -W- 1,212 F .Yr.4/30 Elec . 4/6� Phone NE 4-3131 





















Mrs . Jimmie Durr 
Ben W .  Morris 
M. M. Young 
Lawrence Fox 
J. o. Horner 
Chester ·Thompson 
John R. Huffstutter 
. (Anderson 
TCMN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane) -E- 1,089 F .Y r • 5/31 Elec . 5/61 Phone 4611 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 







Harry V ann -El*gene-J.tte�&G"v�"' Sm 1'1'-� 
Austin Bailey 
Bill Cox 
RoBoJ?t ;i,<��:roe. \-:!b'f'T 
�6 \ )��)\ v' &,V\� 
Allen Moore 
FC Neil Simmons 
Mar Herbert Stanley 
SS Robert Parten 
CD G. A. Bailey sww s.  J. VanHooks 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Scott ) -E- 2,524 F .Y r . 9/30 Elec . 11/61, Phone LO 9-4295 
FiTst and third Friday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Mayor John Lee West 
V-May Jennings Hatfield 
Ald Kermit Sexton 
Ald Herman Seabolt 
Ald Delmos Laxton 
Atty Carson & Wilson 




James W .  Barnes 
Ruth Smith 
.E .  C .  Freeman 












R. H. West 
Arlie M. Lay 
Vester E . • Blevins 
George Bales \ 




W .  T. Goff 
TOWN OF PALMER (Grundy) -M- 1,083 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec .8/60 Phone 




Albert Nunley Ald 
�Har�"8-Al1ov L�'Y\.e.. CR .a�nl�Drn� MS:Cl.A. \ \ o��h 
-44-
Everett Roberts 
Theodore L. Long 
CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W• 9,164 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12/60 Phone 173 · First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m� , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, April thru August 
Mayof � . . Bruce Fields 
- V-Ma:f"�Fate Vaughn· L.a wv'��'\t.. t- 'Ki \'1� Hugh McLean J,  M. Hill 
John Reeves Comm Solon Hut�yn . Comm 'Ray .P..itt r �v1 \ ,!\/.(!..�,.,WI. (ld ' 
Comm Virgil R.  Baker 
CR �lh-I:>�h\ i l+o"' SY-ow'h 









�rani:e Billi .:r�"� C .  1\1 � t. )\t.Y'f.. 
�amo�eepe!"l."4.+�ev G9\\ i �Q � 
W .  O.  Inman 
BI .Hunter Boyce 
Jake Marr 
James Huffman 
TOWN · OF PARROTTSVILLE Cocke -E- 115 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec . l  61 Phone Second Monday each mont.h, : 30 p . m. , at School Cafeteria 
s .  D. Easterly 
J. c .  Mcsween 
George Blazer 
TOWN OF PARSONS (Decatur) -W- 1,724 F .Y r . 8/31 Elec . 6/62 Phone . VI 7-3761 First Monday each month ,  7 : 30 p . m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April thru September 
Mayor Paree Collett Ald Jimmy Wallace 
V-May L�...,."''t ocl. I "' FC P .  c .  Collett 
Ald Ralph Smith SS L. E .  Rains 
Ald Jack French SSP-SWW Lewis Wheat 
Ald Jack Goff CR . Joe E.  Crawley ' •  
Ald Jack Maxwell SG J.  L. Lancaster 
Ald Larry Odle Atty · .James Smith 
Ald Harold Segraves 
(Marshall & 







J .  L. Scott 
George Lee Redd 
Paul Hastings 












Q I Tl �F p � b c 0 ti \ v (( (;. L (9,ve� o� 't;r < ' �) \ q \o J I � � � (..Q'tll'l�:.....��� -
/(\;,..Jill 'f ov.. Oo.v�Y'l'f�Y"�+- /"'��-, L-i) · 
Uo �  vv... y,J;-'('\+"� � W�\.\� y ('{\ � y \)�� c� "- Y\ �'.Y-
c�'N\\(V'\ v! a.. \ e.- M� t\'\ �h �"' 
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* fJ �� �S"3 - l-\5'f8J �_y(Jt \.\-S J .. 2. � �I 
(}' 
TOWN OF OAKLAND Fa et te ) -W- 328 F .  Yr ·. 1  1 Elec • 5 61 Phone HO 5-225 3 · · · · · · 





Lowell Lawson Ald 
�4ol!'l!'iB 9a"6os-W'1\\\o.vnJ(, ()ps..s Clk 
Ernest Houston Atty 
L. N. McKinstry CD 
C .  F . • Eis inger 
L .  W .  McKinstry 
T.  W .  Tomlin 
Ernest Houston 
TOWN OF OBION (Obion) · -W- 1,212 F .Yr.4/30 Elec . 4/6� Phone NE 4-3131 





















Mrs . Jimmie Durr 
Ben W .  Morris 
M. M. Young 
Lawrence Fox 
J. o. Horner 
Chester ·Thompson 
John R. Huffstutter 
. (Anderson 
TCMN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane) -E- 1,089 F .Y r • 5/31 Elec . 5/61 Phone 4611 
First Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 







Harry V ann -El*gene-J.tte�&G"v�"' Sm 1'1'-� 
Austin Bailey 
Bill Cox 
RoBoJ?t ;i,<��:roe. \-:!b'f'T 
�6 \ )��)\ v' &,V\� 
Allen Moore 
FC Neil Simmons 
Mar Herbert Stanley 
SS Robert Parten 
CD G. A. Bailey sww s.  J. VanHooks 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Scott ) -E- 2,524 F .Y r . 9/30 Elec . 11/61, Phone LO 9-4295 
FiTst and third Friday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Mayor John Lee West 
V-May Jennings Hatfield 
Ald Kermit Sexton 
Ald Herman Seabolt 
Ald Delmos Laxton 
Atty Carson & Wilson 




James W .  Barnes 
Ruth Smith 
.E .  C .  Freeman 












R. H. West 
Arlie M. Lay 
Vester E . • Blevins 
George Bales \ 




W .  T. Goff 
TOWN OF PALMER (Grundy) -M- 1,083 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec .8/60 Phone 




Albert Nunley Ald 
�Har�"8-Al1ov L�'Y\.e.. CR .a�nl�Drn� MS:Cl.A. \ \ o��h 
-44-
Everett Roberts 
Theodore L. Long 
CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W• 9,164 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12/60 Phone 173 · First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m� , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, April thru August 
Mayof � . . Bruce Fields 
- V-Ma:f"�Fate Vaughn· L.a wv'��'\t.. t- 'Ki \'1� Hugh McLean J,  M. Hill 
John Reeves Comm Solon Hut�yn . Comm 'Ray .P..itt r �v1 \ ,!\/.(!..�,.,WI. (ld ' 
Comm Virgil R.  Baker 
CR �lh-I:>�h\ i l+o"' SY-ow'h 
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* fJ �� �S"3 - l-\5'f8J �_y(Jt \.\-S J .. 2. � �I 
(}' 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE {Bledsoe) -E• - 882 · F .Y�.6/30 Elec .12/60 Phone GI 7-4555 
Flrst Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 





H-E:. we:a:oo .. c . �MS c 0 I \ ""' �  
Alden Boynton 
Eugene !Batt0n·� o � � �1-f \ q_ \ u 








TOWN OF PLEASANT HILL (Cumberland ) -E- 15? . ' . F .Yr .�/31 Elec .4/62 Phone 










TOWN OF PORTLAND (Sumner) -M- 2,140 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone 3434 
Monday each week, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 









W .  T. Hardison CR 
Harold Wilkinson *Atty 
Walt:e? B!evrn-?i ( J "}_ :r'Oh r1 .!I  CoP ���...,t��\ A.w��tFc l;)�.evt l,., $\.\�..,..v\Ot'\ SS 
J. D .  Patton D SWW Ge�z�lon;He:Q'g&-&\""��\ A\\-t." W L  s.+ RBCh-RD 
W .  B .  Dye , Jr . . CD 
*Address : Gallatin, Tennessee 
S. w. Dorris 
Harsh & Kelley 
J. W .  Brown 
Harold Austin 
w. T. Hardison 
William Glover 
E. C .  Johnson 
Allen. Tibbs 
CITY OF PULASKI (Giles) -M- 5,762 F.Yr.12/31 Elec o 11/61 Phone EM 3-2516 












Herbert Smith s .  W .  Brindley 
Foster Gordon 
Tommy w .  Harrison 
Parmenas Cox 
James Sims 
Walter . Foster 
Tom Moore 
Jim Bonner 










Gell-ins Wdd..kes,5'a'M / �yboY-ov.8 l� 
T. R. W illiamson 
Ned Odeneal 
James Thompson 
. W. R. Abernathy 
W .  Howell Forrester 
w .  L. Anderson 
Thomas w. Harrison 
James Tredwell 
TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) -w- 430 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Town Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor · �·i ����he:�d�� V\k Ald 
Ald J. W .  Parker CR 
Ald -Ea�dem;:t;:t,. ffi\\ � O't\ Sm'i+\\ Mar 
Ald .I.ae� Dewney-f'h.i\ i f  '(:;, t\b.Y-6lY\� 
-46-
��'h Mille! i?4y-C.\\c>\\ !)oyb. 'ti.. 
-J.e-�a'g':tam+ La.c. y \)-ow� "y 
J. E.  Etheridge 
Mayor 
Comm 
L. N .. Hamm 
c .  H .. Gibson 
Comm 
CR 
Firs and t ird Tuesday, 7 : 3o ·p�m. , · at City Hall 





J. E. Brown 
James F .  Guess 
T� lC Collins 





James E .  Boucher 
c .  L. Majors 
TR 7..;2045 
F .Yr.6 30 Elec .6  61 ·Phone · 
IB.llas Y-.• Rucker 
Richard Barton 
*Address : 3005 Dayton Boulevard , Chattanooga 5 ,  Tennessee 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon) �M- 618 F .Yr.6/30 Elec.  Phone MY 9-3025 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor � E"6.gor- \-\�g a..'r\ Coun 
V-MB.y O�esn W:l:11�C.�s . y\(' ;Y\c}.le Coun 
Coun .Joe \lildep S"c.o rt WQ '1 d. Atty 
Col!ln �!'ael-l-l29a:>khuT'S"l7- iJ i \,\ G-'f"t.�� Clk-Jg 
Coun �"-'*lh Q�:M- f<.�71 W;l G--hoe.Y CoP 
;j ·< c. W:Ute:i'te'!t' C. I� ..f �.,-d. C&.Y'V"dY'" 
J.  P. Driv�r 
c .  R. Jent 
W .  P. Biles 
Virgil s .  Austin 
T?WN OF RICHARD CITY Marion -E- 300 F .Yr .6  0 Elec .11 60 Phone TE - 116 




To V .  Davis 
M. Kilgore 
F .  c .  ' Crumbliss 
CR 
CD 
T. L. Flowers 
R.A. Dobbins 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake) -W- 1,504 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .6/61 Phone AM 4-5182 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Carl S .  Miller CR 
Ald w .  B .  Acree Atty 
Ald w .  R.  Dunlap CoP 
Ald R. D. Argo FC 
Ald P .  E. Leonard ss-sww 
Ald E. R. King CD 
Ald Paul Willingham PC Ch 
-47-
� 
George H. West 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H. G. Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus 
C .  R. Dodd 
Orbie L. Hickman 
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-47-
� 
George H. West 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H. G. Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus 
C .  R. Dodd 
Orbie L. Hickman 
C ITY OF *RIDGESIDE . (Hamilton) -E- , . 337 F oYr o 9/30 El�c .ll/62. Phone 
Two meetings each quarter, 7 : 30 p o m. , at Chairman ' s  home: 
Chm 
Tr 
Po Bo Shepherd _ 
Co  A. Jerden 
Sec 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
John G o  Kain 
(Davidson & 
TOWN OF RIDEGETOP Robertson) -M- 354 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec o7/61 Phone UL 9-2296 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
D.  Wo  Templeton 






Paul _O. Brake 






Mrs o Jo C o  Mayes 
Mrs ., Mary E o  Hall 
TOWN OF RIPLEY (Lauderdale) -W.- 3,318. F .Y r o 3/31 Elec o 4/62 Phone 103 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 porno,  at City Hall 









Wilson V iar 
Ric hard Douglas 
George Brown, Sr. 
Frank Garner 
Paul Manner . 
Leon Hargett . 














W:. ;A. Grimes 
Mrs . Jo T., Escue 
TOWN OF RIV.ES (Obion) -W- 413 F .Yro l/l Elec o 1/62 Phone 






Jo c .  Weatherford 
J. Mo Fisher 
John Gillean 
Willie Crowell 







C o  Bonner 
John P. Hood 
CITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roanel -E- 4,885 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone
. EL 4•0163 
Second Thursday each month, 7 :30 pom. , at .C ity Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Russell E. Simmons EMgr c .  A. Harmon 
Comm Judson H.  Carson FC · · · Jo H .  Albertson, Jr. 
Comm William H. Haren PBCh Jo Ho Albertson, Sro 
CR-SWW Alvin Nelson SS Arthur Fox 
Atty L. Go McCluen WBCh Hollus L • . Kn�ght 
CH Dr. R. F. Regester ScS Darwin Womack 
CoP Alen Tiller RBCh Ned C .  Monger 
-48-
J. 
TOWN OF ROGERSVILLE (Hawkins) -E.:. . 2, 916 F Sr . 2/15 Elec . 
Third Tuesday each morith, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year · 











W .  F. (Bill) Phipps 
Bill Davis 
Dr.  J. s .  Lyons 

















J. Edward Ryder 
James Shanks 
L • . L. Barker 
Noah Britton, Jr. 
Ben A .  Cunningham 
J. D .  Marion 
Robert· Cloyd 
W .  R .  Altom 
Mrs . J .  M.  Summers 
Bill. Davis 
TOWN OF ROSSVILLE (Fayette ) -W- 175 F .Yr .· . , 3 1  Elec . ·Phone 





J .  W .  Boyd 
A .  K .  Morrison 
S .  Y .  Chambers 





S .  R. Bulle 
M. L. Baker 
John F .  Pulliam 
M. L. Baker 
TOWN OF RUTHERFORD (Gibson) -W- 1,053, F.Yr . 5/31 Ele c . 5/61 Phone 5-5085 Se�ond Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C ity Hall 







Broeck Cummings *Atty ./ld.�a;r<tien f°'l"�d � � IV'Od FC 
Max H .  Crouse SWW 
li:Eii amHa -r. B. �< �Y l'1 €.- i  CR 
.R%e-P--&-&r-tfehns�neo c.. 9. M£ C?o.H jc  }ss 
Harold White 
*Address : Trenton, Tennessee 
Gayle Malone . 
R. L. Beaumont 
Harold White 
Albert Barton 
Max H .  Crouse 




Earl E .  S.hirley W .  E. Holt 






Creed · A .  Daniel 
W .  I .  Daniel 
Clem R. Wester 
Lee E. Cate 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hard in) -W- 406 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 8/61 Pho�e 














A. L .  Ross 
L. E• Willis 
Cecil Smith 
Earl B .  Godwin 
C ITY OF *RIDGESIDE . (Hamilton) -E- , . 337 F oYr o 9/30 El�c .ll/62. Phone 
Two meetings each quarter, 7 : 30 p o m. , at Chairman ' s  home: 
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L. E• Willis 
Cecil Smith 
Earl B .  Godwin 
I 
WWWtOF- sAmUm (Obi�8\����� (= � �)� '1.-0 , \'I �  I 
First Saturday each mon h, :OO p . m . , at Spicer Fish Market . 
Mayor -M.att-HoffmanC\a.vt:nc.- 5(,c;-.t.V" Ald . .Emme·tt-Reid ,��·fbQ,-r � t<\.tM i l l �"' 
Ald Golden Mathis · Ald Jo  J.  Denton 
Ald WendeJ . . :Me:P.zi.isC?'\"'\·oh 5\"f\\'fh CR .J..,-T..- Spi.¢e� � l .wi � v- PlJ...Y-)�e,.y 
Ald Lee Hayes FC W. I. Gantlett 
Ald •Wi1Uam=Rossj°; b yA..,.,c.. I nvt... Atty .Morris�:i.�.e.s �'\.\ M ,  B ,  'Fi'e. \  4-.s 
C. "'f £,:v t 'Y -t.-r-\" \.,._ '\ c.� '-r"---f.t 
TOWN- OF SARDIS (Henderson). -W- 299 F .Yr . 8/1 . Elec . Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , a� City Hall 
Mayor A. J.  Little Ald J .  A. Hanna 
Ald H .  N .  Montgomery CR-TA J.  H .  Jones 
Ald J. E. Corbitt Atty Joe C .  Davis 
Ald G.  M. Stanfill CoP Jim Meek 
Ald J .  H. Ross 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY (Hardeman) -W- 143 F .Yr. Elec . 
No regular meetings held 
Mayor . w .  E .  Floyd Ald E .  J .  cox 
Ald c �  E .  Cox Ald R. A. Emerson 
Ald v .  C .  Daniel CR c. E. Cox 
Ald w .  B .  Wells 
Phone 
TCMN OF SAVANNAH (Hard in) �W- . 4,226 F.Yr.9/30 Elec . 4/61 Phone 3521 
First Friday each month, 7 :30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Offices c lose Wednesday afternoon, April thru September 
Mayor .f:��'t\w'±ilt-a��hl"\...- CoP Lon Willoughby 
V-May Kirk M. Carroll FC Al Ashe 
Comm J, B, MeEleie@· &-rb-d.y �� ,._ \ \ s CD Ray May 
Comm �H.,.:r,w'i H i�m.s PCCh Mrs . Dan Hughes 
Comm �e:e 0tt!:Mr \3o'r>l>'1 A�\V1 S S'O r'\r Eng-BI James M. Howell 
Mgr-CR-Jg Dennie R. Ty'ler SU-SS James M. Howell 
Atty John J.  Ross WBCh w .  w .  Davis 
(Decatur & 
TOWN OF SCOTI'S HILL Henderson2 -W- 299 F .Yr . 7 /l Elec . 
First Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Tarlton' s  Store 
Mayor A .  C .  Tarlton Ald Fred Hughes 
Ald Perry Austin Ald Taylor Powers 
Ald J. M. Brasher Ald 
Ald Ess Crosser CR A. C .  Tarlton 
Ald Earl Buck 
-50-
Phone 
TOWN OF SELMER (McNairy) -W- 1, 759 F .Yr ; l2/31 · 'E:tec·.-11/61 · Phone· 3677 · 
Friday after first Monday each · month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Office 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May thru August 
Mayor w .  T. Abernathy FC C .  D .  Ammons 
Ald T .  W .  McBride PC Ch T. R. Barr 
Ald Dr. R. E .  Barr SS T. W o McBride 
Ald T. E o  Wilkinson sww Arch Whitaker 
Ald Jo D o  Robinson CD J. Louis Adams 
CR c .  c .  Smith CoP Eugene Duncan 
Atty w .  T .  Abernathy RBCh W .  L. Moore 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 2,987 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 5/61 Phone 453-2742 · 









Dr. R. A. Broady 
Clifford Frost 
..Qad: RM'et�l!I Ro'I flew 'M�"'-' 
Da_n��r.0:1:;4;. F.fe..A. L o..w.u-""-' 
Dave Watson 








C .  A. Maples 
Rex Ingle 
A. C .  Schmutzer 
H. c .  Blair 
Thurman Ownby 
Carl H .  Roberts 
Gene Catlett 
TOWN OF SHARON {Weakley) -W- 966 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone 119 · 








Dell W .  Taylor 




W .  W o Roberts 
J. H .  Parham 
Reece Cole 
Jerry. Cannon 
C ITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 10,082 F .Yr.8/31 Ele c . 8/61 Phone MU 4�7572 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p • m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, ·  all year 
Mayor Wm. S .  Russell Tr Willard F .  Williams 
Coun Henry G .  Walls Atty John Shofner 
Coun Lee Blanton CoP Clarence Wheeler 
Coun O .  L. Jones FC-BI John Foster 
Coun Lloyd Payne SS Jack Taylor 
Coun G.  N .  Brown CD M. L. King 
Coun Ralph Brantley SU P .  J.  Scudder 
Mgr-CR-Jg . Joe D .  Brown Eng v .  A. Cline 
PBCh Theron Bracey RBCh O. L. Jones 
RD Frank Walheiser 
-51-
I 
WWWtOF- sAmUm (Obi�8\����� (= � �)� '1.-0 , \'I �  I 
First Saturday each mon h, :OO p . m . , at Spicer Fish Market . 
Mayor -M.att-HoffmanC\a.vt:nc.- 5(,c;-.t.V" Ald . .Emme·tt-Reid ,��·fbQ,-r � t<\.tM i l l �"' 
Ald Golden Mathis · Ald Jo  J.  Denton 
Ald WendeJ . . :Me:P.zi.isC?'\"'\·oh 5\"f\\'fh CR .J..,-T..- Spi.¢e� � l .wi � v- PlJ...Y-)�e,.y 
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C. "'f £,:v t 'Y -t.-r-\" \.,._ '\ c.� '-r"---f.t 
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Dr. R. A. Broady 
Clifford Frost 
..Qad: RM'et�l!I Ro'I flew 'M�"'-' 
Da_n��r.0:1:;4;. F.fe..A. L o..w.u-""-' 
Dave Watson 








C .  A. Maples 
Rex Ingle 
A. C .  Schmutzer 
H. c .  Blair 
Thurman Ownby 
Carl H .  Roberts 
Gene Catlett 
TOWN OF SHARON {Weakley) -W- 966 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone 119 · 








Dell W .  Taylor 




W .  W o Roberts 
J. H .  Parham 
Reece Cole 
Jerry. Cannon 
C ITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 10,082 F .Yr.8/31 Ele c . 8/61 Phone MU 4�7572 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p • m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, ·  all year 
Mayor Wm. S .  Russell Tr Willard F .  Williams 
Coun Henry G .  Walls Atty John Shofner 
Coun Lee Blanton CoP Clarence Wheeler 
Coun O .  L. Jones FC-BI John Foster 
Coun Lloyd Payne SS Jack Taylor 
Coun G.  N .  Brown CD M. L. King 
Coun Ralph Brantley SU P .  J.  Scudder 
Mgr-CR-Jg . Joe D .  Brown Eng v .  A. Cline 
PBCh Theron Bracey RBCh O. L. Jones 










C .  E.  Dodd 
Alfted E,. Smith 
Bruce c .  Bishop 
Earl B ·  Shaw, Jr. 
Neal C .  ·�ennett 
C .  E. Dodd . 
Donald ·H. Whithorne 








R. M. Kells , Sil'. 
John W. Peerson 
C o  H. Anderton 
Cas M. D�vidson 
Miss . . Macy Will Zeigler Mauric.e G. Millard 
Robert A .  Bass 
TOWN OF SILEirr10N (Hardeman) -W- 121 F .Yr.  Elec • Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p.m. , at Schoolhouse 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald o. Jo Hopper 
Ald J.  R.  Fitts Ald A .  E .  Fitts 
Ald J.  s . McC�.rm CR A .  E.  Fitts 
Ald J. L, Be shiers Mar c .  P .  Siler 
Ald James w .  Cupplies SS Jo B .. W��ver 
Ald J. B .  Weaver 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN (Dickson) . ·M• 90 F. .Y r . 3/1 Elec .4/61 Phone 3253 (Vanleer) 











B .  Eo  Osburn 
Max Davenport 
Odie Proctor 
TOWN OF SMITHV'ILLE (DeKalb) �M- 2 ,452 F .Yr .2/1 Elec .2/62 1/Phone LY 5-4745 
First and th.ird Thursday each .n;ionth, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hal,l . 
Mayor Othel Smith Atty McAllen Foutch 
Ald Jim Amonett FC B. E. Thomas 
Ald Hobart Hendrixson TA J.  F • . Roy 
Ald H .  D.  ltibdon sww 
Ald . J. • .  A. Hobson CoP Bobby Hall 
Ald No  F �  Webb , Jr. CD Charles E.  Gentry 
CR Fred M.  Tramel 
TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) �M- ' 3,486 F .Yr.7/31 Elec . 11/61 Phone GL 9-2323 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor John s. . Ridley Clk Howard L .  Coleman 
Comm Silas Coleman CoP Robert Joyner 
Comm Thurman Francis FC W .  E .  Carter 
Comm W .  R.  Culbertson sww Eugene Odorn 
Comm Knox Ridley 
-52-
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock) -E- 687 . F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone· · · · · · · · · · -Second Tuesday each month, 5 : 30 p . m. , at Citizens Bank Build ing 
Mayor Roy F. Jarvis Ald Paul Campbell V-May Wm. H .  Tyler, Jr. CR Miss Martha B .  Collins Ald J.  C .  Trent Jg James M. Oaks Ald Miss Martha B .  Collins Mar Charlie Collins Ald Lloyd Jones 








I .  P. Yancey 
J. P. Morton 
W .  H. Cocke 
Lebert Howse 
Preston Parks 








D .  D .  Parsons 
Clay Mccarley 
Hugh Starks 
J.  T.  Greer, Jr. 
Dr. J.  W .  Morris· 
Roy C .  Coleson 










O .  L. Bushart 
Henry Bethel 
Ed Neeley 
Robert F .  McKnight 
R. L .  Matthews 
M. M. Matlock 
John Cruce 















CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 4,047 F .Y r  .. 9/30 Elec . 12/60 Phone TE 7-7511 Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 
Mayor L. W .  Loyd PCCh 
¥-May tc�wtli'"rea- w Sm:it-t·l'l-{G��n�)iton�t"dm.wY"l\ecoP 
Comm -l4aek-Na·t.ien-fe-F;e-p.).S�ott �'11\f�I\ Atty 
Comm -.;\-;--F'-r-S-1ean-(��·f'b.'t'kev- L�"tv,f.. FC 
Comm Paul Braden (CH) Lib 
CR-DH Ralph A. Keown SSP 
SWW-PI Reed Huckabee SS 
SG W .  B .  Hotchkiss HBCh 
WBCh S .  L .  Rogers , Jr . CD 
BI-HI �:11ss4i PM'M' S"�m Ot,dj-un 
-53-
R. R.  Carter 
E .  D .  Burrow 
A .  A .  Kelly 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
Joel Parham 
Frank Lofty 
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Comm W .  R.  Culbertson sww Eugene Odorn 
Comm Knox Ridley 
-52-
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Preston Parks 
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Roy C .  Coleson 










O .  L. Bushart 
Henry Bethel 
Ed Neeley 
Robert F .  McKnight 
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M. M. Matlock 
John Cruce 















CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 4,047 F .Y r  .. 9/30 Elec . 12/60 Phone TE 7-7511 Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 
Mayor L. W .  Loyd PCCh 
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-53-
R. R.  Carter 
E .  D .  Burrow 
A .  A .  Kelly 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
Joel Parham 
Frank Lofty 
W .  H. Graham 
Mack Nation 
TOWN OF SPARTA (White) �M• 4,662 · F .Yr.-4/.30 Elec .4/61 Phone 2361 
First and third Friday each month, 7 :00 p . m. ; at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor ��l�wn CoP 
Ald �Ier"ber'I; He.±&C.\\A.-t"Q.. �yow"' FC 
Ald �-Hu.ts-0n w ·, 0. C-o o f  L. � HOff 
Ald A. L. Kirby ScS 
Ald Wilfred E. Mills SS 
Ald Beecher Pollard .- � TA 
Ald -0fla13:e�ee&� 1'-N .\... �yc. e. cn 
Atty S .  G. Butler RBCh 
CR-SWW Ra;i: Qg�1E1eft G I  t..�1 o W'I Off 1"ct1.V' RD 
���bivVW'I. �; ck-ty 
Oscar Bennett 
Dr. 'Charles A. Mitchell 
C harles Golden ' 
John H. Demps 
T. Stanton Hale 
Mrs . Joe Stanakas 
Charles E. Robinson 
Kenny J .  Hull, Jr . 
TOWN OF ·SPENCER (Van Bur.en) -M- 721 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone WH 6-2
351 
Last Thursday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Claude Lewis Ald -W-.-Isa S�� 01'\�'l"Q .�e.l-on� 
Ald a� J,-Renes.-.ee-Cl '�f�yd, X\��;Y\Ald J .  H. Ward 
Ald w .  s .  Maynard Mar Curtis Templeton 
Ald ysv :Br-Roge.us�'N\eS 0 , 6)l$hl'Tl6� CR-CD H. L. Hollingsworth 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,847 . F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 7/61 Phone 6441 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Munic ipal Build ing 









H. R. Hinch 
E .  w .  Johnson 
v . z .  Cline 1 �e:r�rt;Ml Gltv-t /Y\ e.. J t.s 
w .  P. Lyons 












J. B .  Torbett 
H. R. Fowman 
_ Lyn Thompson 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 695 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone HU 6-2252 










Dr . B .  H. Woodard 
Martin Langley 








!$a...._ /:?> "'d.-.r � w 5. , Sv. . -GeG-Pg.e-Se-&v-�1-e- . 
�Ed Smith 3H�YW!l>-h 1 hv�·rJ ')•.JyV' 
Vance �McMahon./!'\ '.:  f{\ "t � '"--
J .  B .  Grimes 
Ed Whitwell 
W .  M. Hill 










J. Travis Price 
Richard Roark 
Hugh R.  Head 
Ernest M. Dillard 
W .  P. Bryant , Jr. 
C .  H. Hancock, Jr. 
Tom English 
W .  Boyce Smith 









w .  Royce Williams 
Byron F .  Johnson 
Sue D .  Taylor 
Earl Burrow 
Dr. W .  B .  Dye 
James A. Porter 
Raleigh Weaver 
PhilHp Rell, Jr. 










R. L. Byran 
John Jackson 
Walter Shelton 
TOWN OF STANTON (Haywood) -W- . 503 F .Yr.3/31 Elec . 







Ed Peeler, Jr. 
B .  F .  Beake 
w .  E .  Bedford 
Lo S .  McCook, Sr. 
Floyd R. Stuart 
CR B .  F .  Beake 
Atty 
Mar Edwar.d M. Manus 
FC Denton Young 
Clk Mary Lou Beake 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins) -E-
l , \ > ').--
.. , J:¥j"• F .  Yr. 6/30 Elec . 1:/61 Phone 





Dr. L. C .  Lyons Comm 
James Arnott Comm 
Mack C .-Burchf-i�ldt: )w,(l'(' (()yiv- > CR 
S.  M .  Looney *Atty 
*Address : Rogersville , Tennessee 
.James H. Millep'Fr((.W\:>.'Y' J1.>\...,�1-��\ 
.R. S .  Sorah:r'i lll•n ; (. /1/,1}1..,,v-me.n. 
Harry D .  Brown 
Winfield B .  Hale , Jr. 
C ITY OF SWEE'IWATER (Monroe) -E- 4,199 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone 5223 










Jack C .  Oates , Jr. 
N. H. Harris (CFin) 
D .  N .  McQuiddy (CE) 
E. M. Anderson (CP) 
Carl Walker (CPW) 
J.  R. Bradley 
J. G .  Engleman 
W .  E .  Rowe 










K. E .  Ingram 
Joe H .  Wright 
E .  C .  Dougherty 
Glenn Mason 
J .  A.  Gibboney 
Clarence Browder 
Gordon Presley 
S .  J.  Randall 
TOWN OF SPARTA (White) �M• 4,662 · F .Yr.-4/.30 Elec .4/61 Phone 2361 
First and third Friday each month, 7 :00 p . m. ; at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor ��l�wn CoP 
Ald �Ier"ber'I; He.±&C.\\A.-t"Q.. �yow"' FC 
Ald �-Hu.ts-0n w ·, 0. C-o o f  L. � HOff 
Ald A. L. Kirby ScS 
Ald Wilfred E. Mills SS 
Ald Beecher Pollard .- � TA 
Ald -0fla13:e�ee&� 1'-N .\... �yc. e. cn 
Atty S .  G. Butler RBCh 
CR-SWW Ra;i: Qg�1E1eft G I  t..�1 o W'I Off 1"ct1.V' RD 
���bivVW'I. �; ck-ty 
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Dr. 'Charles A. Mitchell 
C harles Golden ' 
John H. Demps 
T. Stanton Hale 
Mrs . Joe Stanakas 
Charles E. Robinson 
Kenny J .  Hull, Jr . 
TOWN OF ·SPENCER (Van Bur.en) -M- 721 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 5/61 Phone WH 6-2
351 
Last Thursday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Claude Lewis Ald -W-.-Isa S�� 01'\�'l"Q .�e.l-on� 
Ald a� J,-Renes.-.ee-Cl '�f�yd, X\��;Y\Ald J .  H. Ward 
Ald w .  s .  Maynard Mar Curtis Templeton 
Ald ysv :Br-Roge.us�'N\eS 0 , 6)l$hl'Tl6� CR-CD H. L. Hollingsworth 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,847 . F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 7/61 Phone 6441 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Munic ipal Build ing 
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TOWN OF STANTON (Haywood) -W- . 503 F .Yr.3/31 Elec . 







Ed Peeler, Jr. 
B .  F .  Beake 
w .  E .  Bedford 
Lo S .  McCook, Sr. 
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CR B .  F .  Beake 
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TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins) -E-
l , \ > ').--
.. , J:¥j"• F .  Yr. 6/30 Elec . 1:/61 Phone 
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Mack C .-Burchf-i�ldt: )w,(l'(' (()yiv- > CR 
S.  M .  Looney *Atty 
*Address : Rogersville , Tennessee 
.James H. Millep'Fr((.W\:>.'Y' J1.>\...,�1-��\ 
.R. S .  Sorah:r'i lll•n ; (. /1/,1}1..,,v-me.n. 
Harry D .  Brown 
Winfield B .  Hale , Jr. 
C ITY OF SWEE'IWATER (Monroe) -E- 4,199 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/61 Phone 5223 










Jack C .  Oates , Jr. 
N. H. Harris (CFin) 
D .  N .  McQuiddy (CE) 
E. M. Anderson (CP) 
Carl Walker (CPW) 
J.  R. Bradley 
J. G .  Engleman 
W .  E .  Rowe 










K. E .  Ingram 
Joe H .  Wright 
E .  C .  Dougherty 
Glenn Mason 
J .  A.  Gibboney 
Clarence Browder 
Gordon Presley 
S .  J.  Randall 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne) ·E- 1,211 F .Yr . 6/3.0 Elec . • 12/60 Phone 1312 






��j;� f, /;ss.,-r y  Ald 
Fielden McNeeley Ald 
Rome Cardwell CR 
E. J. Hard in, III GD 
Dan Hansard 
Kenneth Ferguson 
-Mi-I---1i-eo0k- M� tt- Y-q "'-"' g 
Douglas Overton 
William R. Standifer 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe) -E- 833 F .Y r . 9/l Elec . 9/61 Phone 3-3000 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Will Cobb CR B .  L .  White 
Ald Charles Wynn Atty J.  D .  Lee 
Ald Clarence Berry CoP J. B.  Wear 
Ald Ernest Plemons CD Ruben Buckner 
Ald Albert Pellom FC James Hooper 
Ald Vernon Plemons 
TOWN OF TENNESSEE RlDGE Houston .. M- 325 F .Y r . 6  30 Elec . 4  62 Phone 
First and third Thursday each month,  :OO p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor 
V -May 
A. E.  Reynolds 
James Spurgeon 
Comm Malcolm Stockard 
hi 'iJ < · fl..... b...'j- IY\ c:d1> ! L j c.R 'l -t1·"1'\Q'(\ . F.e \\ ·I) �"" 
TOWN OF TIPTONVILLE (Lake) •W- 1,953 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/6i Phone AL 3•7182 









Willard . Hearn 
Clyde Jones 
Wade Yates 
B illy Donnell 
J� W .  Dial 
Terry Jamison 
TOWN OF TOONE (Hardeman) 
Second Tuesday each month 
Mayor A. E .  Smith 
Ald E .  F .  Murdaugh 













Mrs . Frady Marvin 
Fred Robertson 
Emmett Lewis 
w. A. Barker 
Ralph Park.s 
Phone 
Luther P. Smith 
Albert L. Keller 
J. A. Overton 
TOWN OF TOWNSEND (Blount) -E- 328 F .Yr.  Elec . Phone HI 8-2260 
Called meetings , 7 : 00 p . m. , at D .  H .  Tipton1 s office 
C-v l'\'\.t'f\ .l ' � · ,  L' \\ � (' M � ;Q@V' L. £t;FMU'.t'Saif� h�1'V� O'l"'1��Comm \ l �"' ..,;) , •'l) '<'t',S. J.L.-Me:yt'i)flllf\ �a iro:m;r A \e'f. . W � b CR S • P. Mc Ne ill 
comm A, Rv Uw&el'll .P. '1- ,l; ? t o  rt CoP Fred M. Wilson 
Comm �-e·e� � h l'I  W��5'0'1'\, 
TOWN OF TRACY C ITY (Grundy) -M- 1,452 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec �2/62 Phone . LY 2-337l · · · 
First Monday �ach month, 7 :00 p . m. , at C ity Hall . 







J \ \ J • .it. Hoosiev}fr"' , Xt.'t\'t'\t;\ \-i J t?v'l t.S. A�ty 
Fritz L .  Flury _ CoP 
Kenneth Col,qµette FC 
George Sitz · CD 
�ck Gilisoo ID 
Robert H.  Foster WBCh 
John H .  Marable 
E.  J.  Hunziker 
Carl Crisp 
James E. Ch�ek 
Ray Kelon 
Albert Bonlio.lzer 
C IT'f OF TRENTON (Gibson) -W- 4,242 . F .Yr. 10/1 , Elec . Phone 796 
Second and fourth Tti.esday each inonth , 7 : 30 p.m. � at City Hall 













C lyde Page 
E .  T.  King 
Paul Powell 
Edward C .  Tilgham 
Billy H .  Tayior 
Evelyn W .  Harwood 









W. Y. Howell . 
Horace May 
Dr. M. D.  Ing:ram 
Glen Hurt 
Paul Powell 
Leslie W .  Smith 
Jack Alston 
j-oe H .  Wilson 
*Address : P .  o. Box 335 ,  Trenton, Tennessee 
TOWN OF TREZEVANT (Carroll) -W- 765 F .Yr.3/12 Elec . 3/62 Phone NO 9-3900 
Second Tuesday each month,  7 : 30 p . m. , at C1ity Hall 





W .  F .  Walker 
Benny Newbill 
J .  L. Rummage 





W .  W .  Harber 
c .  E .  Tate 
Arthur Argo , Jr. 
W .  O .  Scott 
'!'OWN OF TRIMBLE (Dyer) -W- 674 F .Yr.9/30 Elec . 9/62 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Farmer ' s  Bank 
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Fred Wright 











c .  c .  'lbompsop 
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*Address : P .  o. Box 335 ,  Trenton, Tennessee 
TOWN OF TREZEVANT (Carroll) -W- 765 F .Yr.3/12 Elec . 3/62 Phone NO 9-3900 
Second Tuesday each month,  7 : 30 p . m. , at C1ity Hall 





W .  F .  Walker 
Benny Newbill 
J .  L. Rummage 





W .  W .  Harber 
c .  E .  Tate 
Arthur Argo , Jr. 
W .  O .  Scott 
'!'OWN OF TRIMBLE (Dyer) -W- 674 F .Yr.9/30 Elec . 9/62 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Farmer ' s  Bank 








Chester Harris · 
John Asbridge 
Byron Alexander . 
E .  R. McDavid 
Fred Wright 











c .  c .  'lbompsop 
H. a-. Coffer 
Lloyd Jenkins 
TOON OF ·TROY {Obion) -W- · 593 · F �Yr.6/30 Eleo . • 5/61 · Phone WE 2-3521 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m.,  at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Thomas M. Cunningham Ald 
Ald O�  C .  Berry CR 
Ald w .  B.  Forrester Mar 
Ald Everett Watson SWW-SG 
Ald W .  G .  Scott SS-FC 
CI'l'Y OF ·TULLAHOMA. (Coffee ) -M- 11,618 F .Yr.6/30 












W>. � 12a.-1:ham D� r�c.� T':' Fiyva.-rDPW 
..Toomas-R. Tuaw&eB:J'\t.vn€� � ,  \'(.�V.sEMgr 
.,B::J:.1-1-F- ffi.j,.ppe-A\ �e.v.l- G h ..s!uw' COP 
Charles E. Parrish · FC 
�·ul W .  Bykle 17 L . f f.g.. \-c h t '\"" HOff 
O.  B .  Carroll ScS 
W .  J. Sanders, III PBCh 
.-l ames E.:: Wi-ndomhl;.t.s l)J it:e lS�'Y>')' PCCh 
Richard Robertson CD 
Fred Grider, Jr. RBCh 
Clifford Shasteen 
H. L. Vaughn 
c. w .  Hurt 
W .  E .  Kersey 
Klyce Muse 
Everett Watson 
Elec . Phone GL 5-2648 
Municipal Build ing 
.Q19m FeRt Qj,Ra c h� y I j q_ o" b OY")'\ e. 
A .  H .  Sanders ( ,.-.. � Or-Sm4...tfft r" �ri. i ( Y' M..,, t:. w-Q. \'\ s .  B .  Keck 
Dr. B .  S .  Swindoll 
R. E. Lee 
E.  I o  Hitt 
Jack Thoma 
�ave Hines C-h� vi ; e. R e..e.V' e. .S 
F .  A.  Greene , Jr. 
C ITY· ·OF *TUSCULUM (Greene) -E- 707 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 









*Address : Greeneville, Tennessee 
Robert Park 
�- Alexander � s. 
�1-r'f 
'illtm OF UNION CITY (Obion ... w- 7 665 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .'11 6l. Phone TU 5-1341 
Tuesday each week, :00 _ a.m., at City Hall . p·,)(""' W ; \ \ i  t"'1 S 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May to August \-10\I ;$ C9sa. � a \'\  -.:r�Q. S  L., � , �� 'L } � GilA.....c.� \�� "'\.. �if\CS L.�iff1 
Mayor Sam 0. NaH:-1.::LDt;- I FC Charles Q11illin c�.s .  'r\ '  AJ l..'M s ' 
� -e-1-i--�00:18-Hettti�"fl-'} � PA Sam C .  Nailling {)d.vq_ M . S h • h. �"I'. f.l\ N<?d M. CY.c.�wt.11 � �eP� MeCemcn Ect'W� ScS Joel L.  Shore ,"2 ·"' • 
Clk Miss Mildred Roberts . SS Robert Mccowan 
w .  -v . 1" 0  � i Y\  S. OY\. 
Atty � ·, . . , . Jg oSam-0• Na.il�:bn@ E".� .  Lan vi t> """'-
CoP 4}..-Is;s J;je-a�::Jl)'k\'\ K 1 "'8 TA Coy Green 
Tr w .  B .  Crenshaw EMgr Malcolm Sellers 
�.Jae;•Bl �Q� c;'.:i,�ys · · • SWW G.lifford Houser 
M&·.v; W , Ui.:v •� F--r\ -r. i. � \ \ 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 243 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . Phone 2321 
Second Monday each month, 7 :30 p.m., at Peoples Bank 





V"i-&:-SeailsL.bwvt�'� PN�v) YTe. Ald 
Billie Averitte Ald 
R. H.  Bateman CR 
Goff McGee Jg 
-58-
���n"\es. A . c�v kJ(J,Y 
.Ray-Be�:py-01 i 'lff!.,Y C"'""'; Y\� h �W\ 
Robert Caldwell 
W .  T. Berry 




.. . )� a r 
" J ,  );�··:: 
Howard B .  Ramsey 






R .  E.  Bonner 
O .  P .  Butler 
�e&fo-l'a 
TOON OF WARTRACE (w.lils0ff-) -M- 545 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 8/61 Phone FU 9-6144 
First Monday each month, 7 :30 p.m., at Town Hall 
Offices close Friday all day, all year 
Mayor R. Keith Blakely Ald :Wt:l:l BOl!l6:l!�'O·S�O(... �tL)Okt'1.S Ald Joe C .  Ashley CR Mrs . Lois Ferrell 
Ald J. W .  Gallagher FC Roy Ferguson 
Ald Alan Bomar CoP A. D. Ferrell 
Ald Gust Johnson 
C ITY OF WATERTOWN (Wilson) -M- 933 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12/61 Phone BE 7-9781 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at C ity Hall 
Mayor George W .  Griffith Mar Webster Lewis 
Ald J .  D .  Givens FC Tom Knight 
Ald Johnny Durham HOff James Robertson 
Ald Ed Luck ScS J. H. Chumbley 
Ald T .  J .  Cassetty SS-SWW George w .  Griffith 
Ala Herman Dunn Jg w .  D .  Sparks 
Ald Carl Johnson CD Edsel Floyd 
CR Anna Mathis '3'l1J :fowt.i Of w�YAVc;..>\ (Co""tav) .... G,...- .Tnc'O�. 1 ·1-Ji .. 1/<Dro �\\�e � c.Qinm i ,s J /•ni - 11�Vloo\.,1\.- {�"''  
TCMN OF WAVERLY Hum hre s -M- 2 959 F .Yr.6 30 Elec . 61 Phone CY 6-2101 








f) � D " Fre.cltv-;c.k. foi..yY" ll:i: J, e. ·A�e�ftg "t" • .J.amesTo� R James T.  arch cA. 11 ..... v.c.e.. ��11 y 
D;r. James Powers SS Bruce Williams � l't\\\tQ " �"$.s 
Victor D. Asbury BI-SSP T. R. Westbrook J'_s JQ\.."' S hi'tl� y 
Jack Merideth Atty D .  Scott Porch, Jr.1'f>r Miles (.,11\f_ 
R. P. White CoP Floyd Hard in · 'o�\\ 
Lloyd McNeil · FC C lay Twilla M•-r J":\)ih i�?� 
T .  E .  Bowman SWW Joe Traylor lfl v \i .S'.rt"-+�t'fs 
PCCh-CD Curte Stitt 
C ITY OF WAYNESBORO (Wayne) •M• 1,147 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec . 2/62 Phone 7-441.2 





, . Joe H.  S_evier, 
R. D .  Beatty 




CR Harvey Bailey 
Mgr1119LRBCh Joel R. Morrison 
Atty R. R. Haggard, Jr. 
CoP c .  E .  Jones 
rL 'ti an> �cL E"d.whvd ..S 
-J /1 '(< 9'f f\1QYY--0W 
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CR Harvey Bailey 
Mgr1119LRBCh Joel R. Morrison 
Atty R. R. Haggard, Jr. 
CoP c .  E .  Jones 
rL 'ti an> �cL E"d.whvd ..S 
-J /1 '(< 9'f f\1QYY--0W 
TOWN ·OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 1,080 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec .·12/60 Phone MI l+•�3Jl 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor George w .  Carter Coun Charles Minchey 
Coun Herbert Brown CR Polly Carter 
Coun c .  A. Hammock Mar Eugene Keen 
Coun Leo Law SS-CD Frank Woodward 
Coun James Law 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF (Dickson) -M- 506 F.Yr.�/30 Elec .5/61 Phone 9174 . 







<Prl:viR•J:OnM f?O.s\\, ThQmfS V I"- CR E. N. Harris 
..In-M.-Hai:e-Geov--g-. �vow'fl,, ::fr-, SS-Mar-CD Roy Sulliv� �a-��Le�} i t l>a�'b�'ffy FC Alvin Jones G:?"t·ille·Ma�(t-A;·rY?eY W•""vey SWW T. J. Wall 
,.J;,�au.'t:he..-P..w'.a.\-tl.Y"C.. . �o ne.1 TA Lige Cauther 
.MarM.-n-&u.1•14-van-�\'ffe s. �� i V'"ort 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE (Jefferson) -E- 1,043 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/61 Phone 
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Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June thru S�pteriiber 
Mayor H. L. Gooch, Jr . CoP Richard Reed , 
Ald Boyd Chandler FC John Allen 
Ald Kyle Wall sww T. J. Wall 
Ald Tom Carter SS E.  R. Baker 
Ald Jeff Fox CD Henry Surrett 
CR W .  R. McNabb 
Jr. 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman) -W- 794 F oYr. 1/31 Elec . 1/61 Phone 4121 
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Offices close Thum4evr afternoon, all year 
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Coun Herbert Brown CR Polly Carter 
Coun c .  A. Hammock Mar Eugene Keen 
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Coun James Law 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF (Dickson) -M- 506 F.Yr.�/30 Elec .5/61 Phone 9174 . 
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